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The short version 

At the heart of it all 
 
At the heart of this project was a question that has been brewing in me for many 
years: When does humanity grow up? When do we realize that on this tiny, blue 
speck, covered mostly with water, hanging out in the middle of nowhere (Star Trek 
aside – really – there is nowhere for humanity to go)….when do we realize that 
there is really only “us” here? Who ARE “they”?  
 
This question is the manifestation of many years of intense work with a wide array 
of communities in various parts of the world. It is the central ‘theme’, if you will, of 
the evolution of my work as a socially-engaged theatre artist; it is the impulse 
behind THEATRE FOR LIVING.  

The various stages   
 

Us and Them was a two-year long undertaking in 3 stages. In the first year (2010) 
we did stage 1: Us and Them (inquiry), which was 23 stand-alone events in 
community halls, cafés and people’s homes; no play, no actors, no script – 
everything came out of the audience each night. We explored people’s experiences 
of being turned into “the other” and of turning other people into “the other”. The 
events were very different each night and very powerful. Audience response was 
tremendous.  

http://www.headlinestheatre.com/past_work/us_and_them/reports_us_and_them.htm 
 
Stage 2, also in 2010, was a two day skills transfer workshop, giving twenty people 
the skills to facilitate the Rainbow of Desire1 exercise, which was the theatre 
technique used in the inquiry events. Many of these people have since then created 
their own Us and Them (inquiry) events in their own communities. 
 

Stage 3, in 2011, was the main stage project and the subject of this report. 
 

Us and Them (the play) was a big experiment on various levels. I wanted to 
innovate on Headlines’ 30th Anniversary; do something risky. Us and Them was a 
directorial collaboration with Kevin Finnan from Motionhouse in the UK. Kevin 
and I created Mamu together in 1994 and had wanted to work together again ever 
since. This meant that the play was going to enter a very physical territory, 
blending a process that emerges from community with highly stylized, physical 
theatre. At the same time, it was also going to be interactive Forum Theatre, and I 
wanted to push these boundaries as well, experimenting with the invitation to 

                                            
1
 Rainbow of Desire is a theatrical technique originally developed by Augusto Boal, founder of the “Theatre of the 

Oppressed”. 
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audiences to intervene, with the language of Forum and the way scenes are 
constructed for Forum.  
 
All in all the experimenting was very successful. It was also very challenging. Both 
aspects are detailed in the report. 
 
Normally in interactive, Forum Theatre the play (about 20 – 25 minutes long) 
would have a fairly linear dramatic structure. It would be performed once, all the 
way through, so the audience could see it, and then performed again, all the way 
through. The second time, audience members would be able to yell “Stop” and 
replace characters whose struggles they understand and try ideas to solve problems, 
create safety, break oppression; the invitation changes from project to project. 
 
Us and Them had a very non-linear dramatic structure. It was 45 minutes long.  It 
also incorporated a lot of iconic visual imagery and physicality. Like all of 
Headlines’ work in the last few years, it attempted to have no caricatured “good 
characters” and “bad characters”. Because of the specific challenges of the “us and 
them” issue, the interactivity demanded a different approach to Forum Theatre. The 
new approach is outlined in my invitation to audiences each night: 
 
I asked audiences if they recognized either themselves or loved ones in the 
characters in the play. Between 50% to 90% of the hands in the audience would 
go up – this changed from performance to performance. I’d ask audiences if they 
could identify how they recognized either themselves or loved ones in the 
characters in the play, AND how those characters built walls, either inside 
themselves or in between themselves and others. A wide variety of answers came: 
isolated characters build walls; characters living in fear build walls; privilege builds 
walls; living in judgment (judging and being judged) builds walls; …and many 
more. 
 

OK – so, if we recognize how characters build walls, we can experiment with how 
to build bridges across the walls; tear down the walls; not build the walls in the first 
place. Here’s what will happen: 
 

We are going to perform the FINAL SCENE for you again – not the whole play, just 
the final scene. If you understand the struggles the characters are engaged in, and 
you have an idea about how to build a bridge across a wall; tear down a wall; not 
build a wall in the first place….yell “stop”. The action will stop. You’ll come out of 
the audience area, into the playing area, take the place of the character whose 
struggle it is you understand, and try your idea so that we don’t end up in the 
terrible situation that happens at the end of the play. The other actors will 
improvise with you in character and…we’ll see what happens.2 
                                            
2
 In traditional “Theatre of the Oppressed” the invitation to an audience is to identify with the oppressed character and to 

replace that character and try to break the oppression. In Theatre for Living I have adapted that invitation to identifying 
with the struggles of any character and to replace that character in order to try to “create safety”, create a “healthier 
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While we are going to anchor the Forum in the final scene…we will also allow you 
to time travel. You can go into any scene you like in order to affect the final scene. 
In order to facilitate this, without performing the whole play again, we are giving 
you this Table of Contents (projected onto the back wall).  
 

 
The Table of Contents is a guide to each scene of the play. So, when you yell stop, 
you will have a choice of working on the final scene itself, or going to any scene in 
the play, to see if things the characters do differently (to build a bridge in between 
characters, to tear down a wall, to not build a wall in the first place) affect what 
happens in the final scene. Ready? Here we go…. 
 
(There were more technical aspects to the invitation, but they are not relevant to 
this report.) 
 
Audiences responded really well to the experiment. Some nights the chemistry was 
fast to start, sometimes slow but always the activity generated deeply felt 
interventions and thought processes regarding how we create an integrated “us” 
and not a fragmented “us and them”.  

                                                                                                                                  
family”, “create safe and appropriate housing”…the invitation has changed based on the specific subject matter. In Us and 
Them the invitation adapted further to building a bridge across a wall in order to investigate this specific subject matter of 
“us” and “them”.  
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The successes 
 
The form and content become art 
 
Artistically, Us and Them was visually stunning; the production levels were very 
high. As also described as one of the challenges, below, Kevin Finnan and I co-
directed something that neither of us would have made alone.  Us and Them 
succeeded in threading six very different characters and story-lines together into a 
larger story that asked questions about basic human behaviour. How and why do 
we build walls, both inside ourselves and in between each other, that contribute to 
the sense of “us” and “them”? How do we then build bridges across the walls? Tear 
down the walls? Not build walls in the first place? 
 
I don’t believe it is good intentions or good politics that create the kinds of 
reactions that audience members shared with us about this project in their quotes. 
These reactions are the result of strong art making its way inside the psyches of 
individuals and a collective audience; the reactions are to the shifts that happen, 
intangibly, inside a group of people having a shared, live theatrical and interactive 
journey that is challenging our perceptions of how we view and experience the 
world. 
 
A sign of success, in my mind, is that audiences were generally not lukewarm 
about the play. They either really loved it (a large majority) or really hated it.3 I 
believe that one of the reasons some people had a negative reaction to the play and 
Forum was that it asked of audiences that they recognize there is no “them”; that 
all of us, regardless of context, can and must take responsibility for the issue. At the 
heart of the project was a desire to shift away from the binary lens through which 
we tend to view the world. This wasn’t a project about “those homeless people” or 
“those gang members” or “those racists”. Each audience member was implicit in 
some aspect of the story in which there were no “good” or “bad” characters and for 
some, this was very challenging. Again, I see this as a positive thing, a sign of the 
successful provocation of the play and not a problem. 
 
The audience 
 
Between the live performances, the live webcast and subsequent taped airings on 
SHAW, Us and Them played to an estimated 22,471 viewers. 
 

                                            
3
 I have this information from the front-of-house (FOH) manager at the theatre. FOH tends to be on the ‘front-line’ of 

interaction with audiences. She informed me that the volunteer ushers were jockeying to work the show, because it was so 
great and unusual and different every night. She also noticed that, more than other productions in the theatre, Us and 
Them was controversial for the mainstream audience, who either loved and raved about it, or really hated it. 
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As is often the case with Headlines’ shows the audience was very, very diverse in 
so many definable ways (race, orientation, income level, age, etc.) This is both a 
success of outreach and the result of creating a grassroots project with members of 
diverse communities (the cast was representative of the transgendered, immigrant, 
First Nations, Caucasian majority and Muslim communities.) Ticket prices were 
kept low at $15 (students/seniors) and $20, with four 2-1 performances. We also 
distributed free entry vouchers via social service organizations aimed at people 
with very low income who would otherwise not have been able to attend. 545 of 
these vouchers were used. 
 
The audience diversity issue is part of the success of each event. The interactive, 
Forum theatre is about trying to stimulate an action-based dialogue in the theatre. 
The dialogue was most rich when we had a real diversity of perspectives in the 
audience. This, of course, varied from show to show, but overall, we accomplished 
this with the Us and Them project. 
 
Although attendance was low in the early and middle parts of the three week run, 
word of mouth was great and we sold out the final four performances (plus had 
nearly full houses for the matinees), turning people away closing night. Word from 
other producers and directors around Vancouver is that theatre attendance was 
very challenging across the board for theatre companies during the time period of 
our run (Oct-Nov 2011) 4. In the end, we played to 1,802 people =  52% houses, 
with 23 performances in a 150 seat theatre. 
 
The webcast and broadcast 
 
The live, interactive webcast looked and sounded great. The SHAW team did a 
very good job.  
 
439 computers logged into the web cast from 18 cities across BC. Canadian 
viewers were also located in Calgary, Saint Albert and Edmonton AB; Regina SK; 
Selkirk and Winnipeg MB; Kitchener, Windsor and Toronto ON; Montreal PQ; in 
the USA: Alameda, CA; Merced, CA; Petaluma, CA; San Francisco, CA; Dayton, 
OH; De Pere, WI; Fort Collins, CO; Goshen, IN; Issaquah, WA; Seattle, WA; 
Olympia, WA; Phoenix, AZ; St. Paul, MN; Other International: Canberra, 
Australia; Cebu City and Zamboanga Philippines; Islamabad, Pakistan; Mexico City, 
Mexico; Osaka, Japan; Singapore; Sunne, Sweden; Tel Aviv, Israel; Tucumán, 
Argentina. 
 

                                            
4
 There may be various reasons for this: There were many different events happening in the city throughout the time 

period; fear of a recession was building; in our particular case as indicated later in the report, Us and Them was fairly 
invisible in the mainstream media. 
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We know from our organizing work that in many instances, people do not watch 
alone and in fact, organize small parties to view the project. We can estimate that 
(439 * 3) * 66% = 869 people watched the play and Forum on the web.  
 
An edited version (edited for time) also aired twice on SHAW Cable in late 
November, 2011. SHAW tells us that up to 15,000 people view a show. Being 
conservative and taking 66%, this would mean another 9,900 * 2 = 19,800 viewers, 
for a total of 20,669 viewers outside the live, theatrical audience. 22,471 viewers in 
total. A DVD of the webcast is available here: 

http://www.headlinestheatre.com/past_work/us_and_them_play/index.htm 
 
Congratulations need to be extended to the cast and the production team for their 
really courageous and creative work on the project. 
 
Employment numbers 
 
I’ve never included this in a final report before, but in the world in which we are 
living figures like this are becoming more and more important. The Us and Them 
project provided 34 people with 215 weeks of employment. The number of weeks 
per person varies from one for a workshop participant, to five for a designer, to 
eleven for a cast member or musician to twenty-two for the publicist. 

The challenges  
 
Content 
 
We always knew that the subject matter would be challenging. There is a grounded 
clarity to making a play about homelessness with homeless people; a play about 
addiction with ex-meth addicts;….”us and them”… The subject matter was always 
going to be amorphous. We brought six cast members together who, in their 
diversity, may never have met each other if it wasn’t for the theatre project. Finding 
a way for characters to emerge from the actors into an interweaving story-line took 
a great deal of creative work. 
 
I think this is also the reason we had such a rough time raising funds for the 
production. Funders could not make the creative leap that we needed them to in 
order to partner on the project. Because the play needed to emerge from the 
community process in order to be an authentic voice, we could not provide funders 
with a script as part of a funding application; only an outline of the process. We 
could not articulate, beforehand, what it was going to be about in a concrete 
enough way. This is always the case with Headlines’ community projects, but in 
this case funders could not, I think, ‘see’ an end product. With the subject matter 
being so amorphous, funders simply did not buy in.   
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Form 
 
The story needed many different physical locations. Some of the cast had to play 
multiple characters in order to facilitate telling the stories of other central 
characters. 
 
This was also driven by the collaboration between Kevin Finnan and me. Although 
dear friends with a history of successful collaboration in the past, we now had very 
different ways of working. This was partly a richness of the project, in that we made 
something together that neither of us would have made alone. It was also 
challenging, in that in blending two very different theatrical languages to deal with 
the content in a creative and coherent way, we created a play that “floated” in time 
and space. 
 
The interactive Forums 
 
As can be seen in audience feedback, many people loved the project and it 
affected them deeply. The interactive Forums were very hard work for the reasons 
outlined above. It became my role to try to ground audience interventions about 
scenes that dealt with basic human behaviours in concrete results. I tried to do this 
by asking a lot of questions from audiences – who recognizes this? How does this 
translate into your lives, and/or the larger global picture?  
 

“I just watched the live webcast of Us and Them. I have seen every new work 
Headlines has produced for the last 6 years or so, and am reshaped by every 
experience. I wanted to write you this time to say how moved I was. Moved by the 
emotional and intellectual commitment it takes to do this work, to change as a 
person, to do that with others. To grow, in real time, inviting us to join you. To 
explain to us the terms and then have faith in us - to compose solutions and break 
down walls, to change lives, to do this work with you. I so appreciate the role of the 
actors and their reading the moments and deciding constantly how to respond and 
push the scene further ahead. I also truly appreciate David's meaning making, or 
rather, the questions he asks of us to make meanings of what's happening on stage as 
the play is re-written by audience members and actors. We are rehearsing for life. 
And life lived symbolically is life lived, life under our belts - we leave the theatre 
having become those solutions. My sincere thanks to you all for this vital gift.” 

Kirstie Lang, web cast audience member 
 
Nice praise. It was, however, very challenging to try to navigate this at every 
performance. I think as the run progressed, I ended up talking more and more – 
having information from previous Forums to share; giving in to a desire to ‘fill in 
blanks’. This hasn’t been the case in previous projects. I think the amorphous 
nature of the subject matter was a factor. 
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Rehearsal space 
 
In the end, this is a ‘good news’ story. We looked at over 40 spaces in order to find 
rehearsal space that we could have exclusively, for the six weeks of the community 
workshop and rehearsals. We started the search a year in advance – such is the 
chronic shortage of space in Vancouver. A couple of months before we were to 
start rehearsals, we got a list from the manager of the space we’d rented that 
detailed the days when we would have to clear out of the space to make way for 
other rentals. This had not been the agreement, and, because we were going to be 
moving equipment and possibly set items into the rehearsal hall, was not possible. 
 
We sent word out and the Vancouver Playhouse, which had not been initially 
available, offered their rehearsal space at a very generous rate. The Playhouse had 
been displaced over a year previous for the Olympics and was waiting to go back 
into their refurbished offices and rehearsal hall. Weeks before rehearsals were to 
start the Playhouse got word from the landlord who was leasing them their 
temporary space that their lease was not going to be renewed for the portion of the 
space that contained the rehearsal hall and their offices. This came as a shock to 
everyone. They retained their shop space, though, and kindly offered to clear that 
out so we did not get set adrift. Then – about a week before we were to start, the 
landlord informed them that rock band rehearsals were going to start right above 
the shop and the floor/ceiling had very little sound proofing. This would make 
rehearsals impossible. All of this was entirely outside of the Playhouse’s control – 
the staff there were panicked on our behalf and offered to help us find other space 
– which was going to be very, very challenging at this point. 
 
I sent emergency word out to the cultural community in Metro Vancouver and 
email came quite quickly from the Orpheum – the very large concert centre in 
Vancouver, that they would offer us their Annex space, a huge newly constructed 
flexible theatre/rehearsal hall at a fraction of the normal cost, as a way to support 
the company and the project. 
 
It is easy to perceive that Headlines Theatre and the Orpheum exist at polar 
opposite ends of the cultural ecology. In a project about “us” and “them” this 
reaching across of what is really a perceived boundary is really important.  
 
The Venue 
 
I think I made a ‘romantic error’ with Us and Them by putting it in the Cultch 
(Vancouver East Cultural Centre). The reason to go there was that Headlines’ first 
show, Buy, Buy Vancouver was performed there in 1981. It seemed like a lovely 
circle to mount our 30th Anniversary production there. What I hadn’t thought 
through was that in the thirty years, Headlines and the Cultch had moved off in 
very different directions philosophically. Headlines had delved very deep into 
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grassroots community and the Cultch had become what appears to be a ‘top down’ 
venue, no longer operating from a grassroots perspective.  
 
It is important to say that the Front of House, Technical Staff and volunteers at the 
Cultch (the people on the ground) were great and from everything I saw and heard, 
loved working on the production with us (see footnote #xx). The Historic Theatre is 
a lovely space, although balcony sightlines remain bad, and the show looked great 
in the theatre. The culture of the two organizations, however, did not mesh well. 
We wanted a far more collaborative relationship with the Cultch than what was 
possible. We hoped and expected to be included in the digital newsletter, for 
instance, and on the marquee in front of the building. We were, after all, in the 
main theatre for a three week run. We were, however, ‘only renting’ and therefore 
were not part of the Cultch’s publicity. We were pretty invisible to the theatre’s 
core community and to the local neighbourhood. 
 
Publicity 
 
We also had a very difficult time getting coverage for the project in the mainstream 
media, beyond purchased ads, posters, postcards, bus shelters and public service 
announcements (on CBC, a media sponsor). The Westender Newspaper (WE) was 
also a media sponsor and wrote a good preview article: 
 
http://www.westender.com/articles/entry/stage-preview-us-and-them/ 
 
And this rather odd article appeared in Straight Talk in the Georgia Straight: 
 
http://www.straight.com/article-492366/vancouver/headlines-production-tackles-conflict  
 
Other than these there was no mainstream press and no mainstream reviews. Many 
opportunities were missed to link the theatre production into stories in the news 
(print, radio, TV) involving various aspects around immigration, racism, 
Islamophobia, First Nations issues and also to the “Occupy movement” that started 
bubbling about a week before we opened. The collaboration with co-director 
Kevin Finnan from Motionhouse in the UK, an internationally recognized artist who 
will be working on the opening ceremonies for the Olympics and Paralympics in 
the UK was also ignored, not to mention that this was Headlines’ 30th Anniversary 
project. One would think that some of these possibilities would create press, both 
about the project and the issues inherent in the project. This was not the case. 
 
The matter of reviews is an ongoing issue with Headlines’ community-based, 
Forum Theatre work. I had thought that after homelessness winning Outstanding 
Production at the Vancouver Jessie Richardson Awards in 2009 (and Practicing 
Democracy doing the same in 2004) might have moved us through the local critics’ 
stance on not reviewing the plays. I was wrong. This is important because the act of 
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reviewing (positive or negative) legitimizes the work as theatre. Good reviews also 
help bring out an audience. We do, however, have pages of rave ‘review quotes’ 
from audience members. Links to second and third tier media are also on those 
pages. 

Finances 
 
We had such a hard time raising money for Us and Them. The fundraising climate 
has become more and more intense this last couple of years, especially here in BC 
with the cuts to Arts and Culture. Headlines lost $40,000 in BC Government 
operating funds in the year of this production. This really hurt.  
 
Thankfully, the Catherine Donnelly Foundation stepped in with very generous 
support to supplement the operating funds we get from Government. Without them, 
we would not have been able to produce at the level necessary to make Us and 
Them a reality – which includes paying people a living wage for their work.  

In the future 
 
Headlines has been approached by animator Antonius Elkommos. Antonius came 
to see Us and Them and was very struck by both the central these (that there is no 
“them” only an ever-evolving “us”) and the structure of the play (six strangers who 
affect each other’s lives deeply, sometimes without even knowing this has 
happened). He wants to make a short animated film of the play. We have had a 
preliminary meeting acknowledging that neither of us have any money to support 
this venture. Headlines has released the script to him and we are embarking on a 
mutual adventure together, none of us knowing where it may lead. We’ve signed a 
letter of agreement stating that if a miracle does happen and an animated film does 
get made and it does “take off” that any profits will be shared, so that not only 
Antonius and Headlines, but also the original creators/performers benefit. 

The long version 

The community workshop 
 
Word went out through our networks that we were looking for people who had 
lived experience of the “us and them” issue to help us create and be in the play. 
What does ‘lived experience’ mean? Personal knowledge of being turned into ‘the 
other’ or of turning other people into ‘the other’.  
 
We had 185 applications from people who wanted to be part of  the 
workshop/creation process and be considered as cast members. It was vitally 
important that the workshop group and cast be as diverse as possible, as the 
content of the play would grow from their experiences.  I also felt it was important, 
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because of where Vancouver is located, that in a project about “us and them”, that 
there be strong First Nations representation in the workshop and the cast. 
 
After going through all the applications carefully and proactively sorting them into 
categories based on diversity, we did 44 - 30 minute interviews over four days. I 
made a point of ten of the interview slots being First Nations applicants. After the 
interviews, we did four – two hour long callbacks of four people each. From all this 
we took a cast of six plus a workshop group of sixteen people, along with the 
design/production team.  
 
Twenty workshop participants, Kevin, Dorothy (Stage Manager), Owen 
(musician/composer) and I worked for six days, eight hours a day. The THEATRE 
FOR LIVING (TFL) process has grown from Augusto Boal’s “Theatre of the 
Oppressed”. TFL started, many years ago, to leave the binary language and model 
of oppressor/oppressed and to try to find a new, more integrated language and 
model. This process is always in transition. The Us and Them project is part of the 
journey of discovering THEATRE FOR LIVING.  

Some points of interest in the workshop5 
 
Day 1 
 
In “Low Track”6 there was a deep response from 
participants. There was a “danger” in the image that was 
palpable. None of the characters wanting to be where 
they were – all of them trapped in this place. All of them 
(as one person said) wanting to be “us” somehow and in 
that desire, becoming “them”.  

 
In “Mistaken Identity” there were many different 
perceptions about who the people were – 
gangsters, a family, and what was the man in the 
centre doing – protecting? Betraying?  
 
In “Trying to Keep the Peace” an interesting 
phrase rose up: “I want to help you – I want to 
kill you”. 

These two opposing desires existing in the same 
character all at the same time. How many of us 
understand this? So many hands go up. A short 
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conversation now about how this happens at the national level, international 
level…how this forms the basis of foreign policy…. We want to help us (including 
you) and so it is necessary to kill (at least some of) you. 
 
Day 2 

 
“The Mirror” was a very coherent and 
powerful image and it animated with great 
clarity. The division between “us” and 
them” is sometimes created because we 
see ourselves reflected in ‘the other’ in a 
way that we find very threatening.  
 
“Cornered” was also very strong. People 

saw this image, made with specificity, in many different ways. Realizing the power 
of so many different perspectives about meaning, and the diversity of the ‘cast’ in 
the image, we started playing around with which participant was in which shape or 
role. As the casting changed, the whole image changed in people’s perceptions 
from one in which the a character was 
trying to rescue another to trying to 
threaten. Of course, this is a perception 
thing and not necessarily true. But our 
perceptions create our realities. Our 
perceptions compel us to build walls – or 
not. The performance level here was quite 
high. 

 
“Falling” was also very powerful for people. As we 
animated, the two women created a scene about one 
having fallen off a “balcony”…or was she pushed? 
What happens when we feel that people around us 
“need” too much? How tired and frustrated do we get 
of helping? Why do we continue? Do we? Is it 
something “they” are actually doing or is it inside 
“us”? What happens when we turn on the very people 
who need our help and who we want to help….but 
can’t because of our own issues/concerns/perceptions? 
The content of this image affected some of the 
character journeys in the larger play. 

 
 
Gender A suggestion was made in the final circle on Day 2 for Gender 
Neutral bathrooms. We had two openly transgendered people in the workshop, 
though there may have been others who did not disclose this. When the suggestion 
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came, I felt the tension in the room rise. The circle proceeded without the topic 
being mentioned by anyone again. I think some people didn’t know how to 
respond and it isn’t anyone’s place to dictate what people have to say in a closing 
circle.  
  
After the circle, five of us, including the two openly transgendered participants, had 
a long talk. Not everyone agreed on everything. Canadian society is in a very 
transitional place – in a conversation about “Us and Them” this becomes a vital 
discussion. A young transitioning man was using the men’s washroom comfortably 
for the first time. He started off not really wanting the gender neutral designation, it 
disempowers him, he commented…he WANTS to use the MEN’s washroom. 
Another, who transitioned a much longer time ago wanted each participant to be 
able to choose whichever bathroom felt most accessible/safe, regardless of gender 
identity – this person appears ‘male’, but identifies as transgender and often finds 
resistance in women’s facilities. The idea put forward is that, in Canadian Human 
Rights law, he legally has that right. In various countries in Europe, Kevin (co-
director) pointed out, this debate is over and people go where they please – privacy 
is respected.  
  
We agreed to open up space in the morning to bring the question to the whole 
group. In this workshop on “Us and Them”, are we ready to open the space up to 
gender neutral washrooms? If yes – and people need to be able to speak openly, 
then we will. If there is opposition to doing this, then I THINK a possibility would 
be to designate one of the dressing room washrooms, which we are not using right 
now, as a Gender Neutral space. This is not the same thing….I know.  
  
One of the things we talked about was Paulo Freire’s statement that I often quote: 
“We cannot get there from there. We can only get there from here”. My concern is 
that we force some people to leap to “there” and in doing so, create the same walls 
we are trying to break down. Others in the conversation say that this is part of 
revolutionary process. We had a good dialogue. 
  
Kevin and I agree that this territory is very, very interesting. Our challenge IS to 
create a play that asks questions to which we really don’t have answers. 
  
When we arrived in the morning, the ONLY toilet stall in the men’s washroom was 
now plugged. …the Cosmos playing with us. Of course this changed the 
practicality of the conversation we needed to have. The group was great – people 
expressing various points of view – many saying they didn’t care, some expressing 
(both men and women) that they were uncomfortable, and some expressing 
increased comfort with the open bathroom arrangement.  
 
In the end we agreed to open up the washrooms as gender neutral and, because it 
is practical, to also keep the dressing room, which physically has a bathroom with 
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a locking door available for people who want to maintain a singularly gendered 
privacy. I am pleased that (I think) people really did have a chance to go into 
dialogue. 
  
This may seem like a trivial or inconsequential issue to some people reading this, 
considering the urgency of wars, famine and other disasters unfolding on the planet. 
I want to suggest it is not, as it cuts to the heart of one way that we view the world 
through a binary lens – this one being “male” and “female”. The issue was also of 
vital importance to the transgendered people and their allies in the group, and 
needed to be honoured. 
  
In Canadian society it is generally accepted now that orientation is an individual’s 
own business. Gay/lesbian marriage, for instance, is now legal. Canada is ahead of 
many countries in this area. In the gay/lesbian discussion, though, there are still 
very clear delineations made. A gay man – a lesbian woman. The gender neutral 
washroom discussion forced many of us, myself included, to confront a reality that 
gender (for more people than I now believe we generally imagine) is not either 
male/or female. This is a lens through which we view the gender issue. If we can 
shift that lens and embrace the reality that for many people the boundaries between 
and beyond “male” and “female” are quite fluid – then what other binary lenses 
can we also shift?  
  
This issue rising up in the workshop had a very strong effect on the content of the 
mainstage play, as it both made visible and reinforced the power of the potential 
story of the transgendered cast member. 
 
Day 3 
 
“This could take a week” was an image about the group not being able to make an 
image….having a hard time working 
together. Ironically, in making this image, 
they created a profound improvization 
about not being able to work as a group.  
 
A great moment in the improvization that 
came from the image was when one of 
the women pinned one of the men against a wall and screamed at him…”I am 
trying to help you!!” this led into a deep conversation about “othering” –  what it 
means to get frozen in “positions” when one is trying to work in a group – in a 
movement.  
 
The stories offered in Rainbow of Desire were all very strong. The one chosen 
involved a young patient and a doctor. I am not going to detail the story for reasons 
of confidentiality. The Fears and Desires can be written about generically: 
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Patient 
 

Desire – to overwhelm/overpower the Doctor 
Fear – of not being heard…vanishing 
Desire – to be held, nurtured, like a child 
 
Doctor 
 

Desire – to expose her heart 
Fear – of being “infected”….by the patient’s lifestyle…disgust 
Desire – to get through to/be heard by the patient 
 
The participants were very, very committed to the roles they took on and there 
were a tremendous amount of insights on personal levels for many of them (they 
said this after)…..the exercise helping people understand how their own 
perceptions, actions, repeating behaviours, create “the other” in their own lives.  
 
Something that struck me in this is that part of our task in the play is to create a 
story in which the hearts of the characters break, so that the hearts of the audience 
break.  
 
At one point it was as if the desire to be held and the desire to expose…(and to be 
accepted) were like two children together – the improvization broke through the 
patient’s distrust and habitual behaviour and the doctor’s need to maintain a 
professional distance. The walls came down. We all carry the child we were inside 
us.  
 
There was a great deal of appreciation in the final circle for the work that had been 
done today and the distance we have traveled together.  
 
Day 4 
 
By the end of the day we had four very rough plays. When we make plays in a six 
day process, the participants go into groups through an exercise in which they have 
their eyes closed. They then go off to make their plays together, on their own. It 
doesn’t matter to me how rough the plays are, what is important is that each group 
“owns” their play. I will not help them make the rough play. Tomorrow, in 
rehearsal, I will give myself permission to get inside the plays with the casts and 
help them make the best theatre possible. 
 
In three of the four plays all the characters are strangers. There seems to be a sense 
that they have to be family or nothing. We will face this in creation, but there is no 
reason with our cast of six, for instance, that two couldn’t be a couple, or have met 
years ago and be good friends, or actually be related as family. 
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In relation to the content of the plays, Casper (cast member) and I had a 
conversation about an experience he had recently in which he had to deny his 
gender identity in order to be a part of a family. He had to put on a “costume” in 
order to be “us”.  
 
Reem (cast member) appeared in a hijab in her play. She has never worn a hijab in 
the workshop. We chatted after and I asked her about the relevance of the hijab in 
her own life. She understands why I am interested and we both agree that it would 
be relevant to ask identity questions through the hijab – but not OK to do what the 
mainstream media does and pass judgment on it. For me, the value (the same as 
with Casper) is the human dilemma of either having to put something on or take 
something off in order to be “us”…”acceptable” here in Canada. I am not talking so 
much about the actual action of putting on or taking off, (although this could be) 
but the human dilemma of having to decide in order to be accepted…safe….and 
the heart break that goes along with having to deny a part of one’s identity.  
 
Various participants are talking about how transformative the process is being for 
them – they are having assumptions about others and also themselves challenged.  
 
Day 5 
 
A very long/fast intense day, in which we rehearsed all four plays. People were 
very focused today and worked really hard. 
 
Play 1  The grocery store owner (G) is an immigrant who was an engineer 
but could never get work in his own field. He’s making a living now, trapped, he 
feels, in a family grocery business, putting his kids through university. He is yelling 
at the stock boy, who is talking on the phone with his girlfriend, instead of working. 
A line-up of people is at the cash register. 
 
An Iranian woman (IW) is in the front. She is nervous and has almost no English. As 
she starts to put her items down, an elderly Chinese man, (CM) who has been 
working his way up the line with only a bag of bulk nuts – people have been letting 
him cut in – cuts in front of her. He presents the bag of nuts to G. 
 
G asks about the BIN number. What? G assumes CM has no English and speaks 
slowly, loudly. CM answers in perfect English that he speaks English and there are 
only three bins, why does he need a Bin number? The G sends him back to put a 
number on the nuts. 
 
As G scans  IW’s items through he asks “paper or plastic”? silence. Again. silence. 
…..you don’t speak English, he mutters….PAPER OR PLASTIC?? The woman 
behind IW has been watching and takes pity and is also upset with G, who she 
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knows. She asks him (in Hebrew) what he is doing – why he is treating IW so 
badly…doesn’t he remember what it was like to be new here?  
 
“Jesus Christ”, says the young Caucasian man (YC) who is third in line. He is late 
already and has double parked outside. IW brings out her wallet but doesn’t 
understand the money and now she is very upset. She stands, not knowing what to 
do.  
 
The woman who tries to help, takes IW’s wallet and IW says NO…and takes her 
wallet back. “What’s wrong – will you people hurry up??!!??” yells YC. IW is stuck 
in the middle here….looks at everyone….embarrassed, afraid of trouble. 
 
Play #27 Irene ( a maid) is in tears, over a casket. She reads Greg’s suicide note 
in which he apologizes to his brother (Brian), his Fiancé (Angela) and his friend 
(and Angela’s brother) (Simon). His only way to protect his family, he writes, was to 
end his life. Now everyone can be safe. 
 
Irene strokes the coffin. There is a knock at the door. She rushes over to the desk 
and puts the letter back in the envelope and hides it. She answers the door. 
 
Angela enters. The two women console each other and Angela falls apart over the 
casket. How did this happen? He wasn’t “using”…. Irene thinks about showing her 
the letter but does not. Angela sees the Christian covering on the casket and pulls it 
off onto the floor. She sits.  
 
Brian (B) and Simon (S) enter. B’s business is to import cars over the US border into 
Canada – the cars laden with guns. The guns are sold to gangs in BC.  
S is telling B he can’t treat clients that way – he’s insulted someone and this is very 
dangerous. Greg was trying to leave gang life with Angela. Of course, this is so 
hard to do – impossible for Greg, being so high up. Angela, now pregnant (no one 
knows) became a liability. The only way for Angela to leave and bring their child 
up in peace and safety, was for Greg to die. This frees her. 
 
B sees the Christian covering on the ground and signals to Irene to pick it up. She 
does – he takes it and puts it back. He takes a cross from his neck and places it on 
the coffin. He walks around, behind Angela to Irene and asks her who let the white 
bitch into his house.  
 
Angela jumps up and takes the cross off the coffin, saying Greg would not have 
wanted this. Simon tries to stop her and tells her to respect the dead. An argument 
starts between B and A and S about who was most important to G and what he 
would have wanted. Irene begs them to stop fighting and hands B the letter. B reads 
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it, A reads it over his shoulder. The letter confirms for B what he has suspected. 
Angela, by just being in his life, killed his brother.  
 
Play #3 Ralph (R) is sitting in his empty bar. Brenda (B) is walking down the 
street from work in Immigration Canada. Renata (RE) is walking in the other 
direction. RE wears a hijab. B recognizes RE from earlier in the day. RE came 
across her counter, receiving her papers. They looked each other in the eyes in that 
moment and  both “saw” something in the other. Now they are here in the street. 
 
They greet and confirm that each is who they think they are. B invites RE to 
celebrate her new “status”. B knows R – who runs this bar. RE doesn’t drink, but B 
assumes that she will….doesn’t everyone?...  B enters the bar and after thinking it 
over….RE follows her in. She knows no one and recognizes a possible friend. 
 
R approaches B and greets her. She orders a coffee, which surprises him. Who is 
your friend? Asks R. Renata…oh….where are you from? Egypt. Egypt…where is that, 
in Europe? R is “playing” RE – no, in Africa. Right. He walks around behind her and 
touches her scarf (which is very rude). She pulls away.  
 
This is as far as we got with this play in the 90 minutes we had. Working was 
extremely difficult. We are going to finish it tomorrow. What is left is the Gerald 
character entering and the tension escalating. 
 
Play #4 Carl ( C ) and Mary (M) are a couple. Up until a few weeks ago they 
were a happy lesbian couple. Then C talked with her about something that other 
friends have known for some years. He is Trans and will transition into a man. Why 
has he not told his partner? Fear that she will leave. Having felt secure enough after 
they recently moved in together, he has now told the truth. As a result, M has 
abandoned C physically and emotionally. She stares out the window. 
 
C is throwing a party to try to “lighten the air”. He’s invited some friends: Maureen 
(MA) and Miranda (MI) and Ken (K). life is complicated. MA also has a trans partner 
but not a lot of people know this – C does. MI and K SHOULD be a couple – they 
are great together – but they have never been honest about their feelings for each 
other and remain friends. K has secret feelings for C (as a woman) but, she is 
lesbian and inaccessible. Now, she is going to be a man….what does that mean??? 
K is very confused by this. 
 
MA arrives first and tries to talk with M but gets no response. MA COULD help her, 
but M won’t talk. They sit in silence. K and MI arrive. MA comments on how great 
they look together and MI says…no we are NOT a couple…secretly wishing they 
were. K announces he has brought some wine for C and M and C tries to involve M 
in this, because they love wine together…but M won’t respond.  
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More silence. K asks if he can put on some music and crosses over to the CD 
player. Silence. MI, breaking silence, announces that C is trans. MA and C jump on 
her for “outing” him but she doesn’t understand why this is a big deal. C speaks 
tangentially to M when he explains that not everyone knows and he needs to be 
safe….to feel safe…. 
 
MI wants to talk about the “elephant in the room” – which is the silence of M. 
People try to stop her but she pushes through. C pushes M’s chair to face the 
others…desperate now to not have everything (his life) fall apart and, holding her 
shoulders, insists everything is fine. 
 
Of course the plays are very rough and in some instances melodramatic. We don’t 
need them to be finished, polished performances. We are in workshop/exploration 
mode. We’ll do Forum tomorrow. The reason to do this is to unearth a deeper 
understanding of the subtexts, the issues lying underneath the surface of the plays. 
There will be (I suspect) surprises in that, that will feed the larger play. 
 
Day 6 
Play #3 (to recap)  Ralph (R) is sitting in his empty bar. Brenda (B) is 
walking down the street from work in Immigration Canada. Renata (RE) is walking 
in the other direction. RE wears a hijab. B recognizes RE from earlier in the day. RE 
came across her counter, receiving her papers. They looked each other in the eyes 
in that moment and  both “saw” something in the other. Now they are here in the 
street. 
 
They greet and confirm that each is who they think they are. B invites RE to 
celebrate her new “status”. B knows R – who runs this bar. RE doesn’t drink, but B 
assumes that she will….doesn’t everyone?...  B enters the bar and after thinking it 
over….RE follows her in. She knows no one and recognizes a possible friend. 
 
R approaches B and greets her. She orders a coffee, which surprises him. Who is 
your friend? Asks R. Renata…oh….where are you from? Egypt. Egypt…where is that, 
in Europe? R is “playing” RE – no, in Africa. Right. He walks around behind her and 
touches her hijab. She pulls away. I like the colour, he says – it’s the same colour 
I’d like my rug.  
 
He takes the women’s orders and goes. Gerald (G) enters on his cellphone, talking 
to his husband. He is asking who it is he can hear in the background. Who’s there? 
What are those sounds they are making? It is obvious to G that his husband is 
fooling around. Very upset, G decides to go into the bar. 
 
He sees Brenda (his co-worker). B doesn’t like G – he is so needy and won’t stop 
talking to her. Happy to see her, G sits down and starts to complain about the 
workday, and having to deal with all the new immigrants. B tries to signal him to 
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be quiet. He realizes he might be insulting RE. He asks – is this your friend? What’s 
your name? Renata….Oh…is this the one you were talking about? Another bad 
thing to say. B reminds him about confidentiality issues. They fall silent.  
 
Trying to save the moment, B asks how he is doing. He starts to tell her about the 
argument he just had with his husband. This makes RE very uncomfortable – 
realizing he is a gay man. She gets up and starts to make an excuse to leave. He 
takes great offence at this and starts asking what gives her the right – a new 
immigrant, to judge him. This escalates into a fight between the two. R runs over 
and yells at them to take it outside. End of play. 
 
I wanted to do something different and creative in another way with them before 
going to Forum and so did “Improvise with your family”, in which they formed 
groups and then had 10 minutes to make very short scenes in which characters 
behaved badly. The results from some groups was lovely. 
 
Kevin was then able to take some of these and do physical work with them. It felt 
better to do this – to start broaching his methods now than it did early in the 
process – and it was also good for the cast to start ‘feeling’ a different director. 
Some of the results of a non-verbal approach were lovely. Kevin and I had agreed 
that the plays that we did Forum on today should not have this treatment. We both 
felt that this would be confusing for the participants and also make Forum Plays 
that were not as “forum-able” as possible, given the fact that each play had 3 hours 
total of creation and rehearsal time. 
 
And so then we got to the Forums. I played around with a new invitation – asking 
the audience to intervene if they had an idea about how to “build bridges” in a 
moment. So much happened through the interventions – some deeply, deeply 
heartfelt and some surprising in both their sensitivity and insensitivity.  
 
In Play #1 something that struck me was how hard it was for people to build a 
bridge that included the immigrant woman at the centre of the play. People tried in 
the line and they tried with the Grocer. Even the recent immigrants found her 
isolation hard to break. The one who really tried to do this created a “bubble” with 
her that was successful, but created chaos with the rest of the customers who felt 
ignored.  
 
In play #2 (dead brother) interventions generated a great many tears. A “rehearsal 
problem” presented itself with the Brian character. The actor was playing the “big 
oppressor” who cannot change, cannot “move”. This is something I try very hard 
now to not have happen. Whoever came onstage, regardless of what they did, his 
job was to defeat them. So….the insights from this piece are tempered by that. 
What we saw was how strong the walls are when they are handed down, in this 
case from grandmother to grandson. 
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Something that was lovely to see in this piece, content aside, was the performance 
level possible from two of the mainstage cast members. 
 
Play #3 (the bar) A very aggressive intervention came from a participant in which 
she reinforced the homophobic reaction of the Renata character. Complex, as what 
the Intervener did was very empowering for the character. It led, though, to an 
extreme argument, that many agreed would have led to violence, between the 
Renata and Gerald characters. My invitation had been to build bridges – how was 
this building bridges? 
 
The Intervener said she wanted to create a dialogue. It struck me this was a great 
example of how confrontational conversation can sometimes negate dialogue. 
Dialogue is when the opposing or “other” points of view get listened to and 
considered seriously. This was two people not listening to each other at all.  
 
Play #4 generated what may have been the most heartfelt (and long) interventions. 
The desire was really here to open up space for this couple who have loved each 
other to find each other again, amid the pain of fundamental change. The Mary 
character feels betrayed – lied to. One of the big moments for me was an 
understanding that the transition from female to male of the trans character is not 
only his transition – but demands of Mary that she also redefine herself. No longer 
a lesbian, she is asked to now be a straight woman – no longer partnered with a 
“woman” but now a “man”….the same human being, and yet, for her, not.  
 
This had such resonance inside the workshop room. It opened up a dialogue about 
how our difficulty is not in our skin colour, but in how colour identifies our 
relationships to ourselves and each other. Our difficulty is not in our gender, but in 
how gender identifies our relationships to ourselves and each other. Our difficulty 
is not in our class, but in how class identifies our relationships to ourselves and 
each other….. 
 
In the final circle many people spoke about how they had been transformed by the 
week. My hope now is that we can take at least some of what bubbled up this 
week and honour it…knowing that the larger play can’t (and shouldn’t) try to be 
about everything. Choices are coming. 
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Transitioning into creation/rehearsals 
 

It is important to point out that comments made and views expressed by 
characters are not necessarily comments made by actors. We are creating theatre 
here and this demands that we embody characters who are a reflection of points 

of view that may not be one’s own. 
 
The 6-day community workshop now over, and after a day off Kevin and I had a 
good creative talk. This wasn’t so much about concepts, but about relationships. 
Cast members and he and I.  
 
We are having to understand how to work together. The last project on which we 
collaborated was Mamu in 1994. We co-wrote a script and then knew what we 
were directing. A cast was hired to tell the story he and I had written together. 
Previous to that, in 1985, I had brought him to BC to collaborate on the first Power 
Play tour, when I was figuring out how to offer 5-day Theatre of the Oppressed 
workshops. We had met at a workshop with Boal in Paris in 1984 and were 
speaking a similar language. 
 
We’ve remained dear friends over the years and respect each other’s work 
tremendously. We have also become very different creative artists. We realized on 
the first day of the community workshop that it was not possible to simply pick up 
where we left off. Our work now starts from very different places. Put in an 
oversimplified way, Kevin creates in his own very fertile head/heart/imagination – 
he works out images and sequences that he then realizes with other artists. My 
starting place is the other artists and their life experiences, emotions, psyches. The 
authenticity comes from engaging in a very non-linear and accumulative process 
through which a story that the cast can legitimately tell emerges. Kevin and I now 
create in very different ways. 
 
So, how do we proceed? In the community workshop it meant him backing away – 
taking the community process in so he could get grounded in the people that make 
up the cast and also the stories, fears, desires of the other participants. In the 
coming three days he and I will need to find a way to engage together with the cast 
and Owen (music) around a table to continue a process Kevin and I started today. 
 
He and I talked about the humanity of each cast member and the ways in which 
dramatic tension can emerge from who they are individually and together. 
Something we know is that in an investigation of how and why humanity is 
compelled to create “them” we will have to find an interwoven story that 
humiliates some of the characters in the play; breaks their hearts – and in doing so 
challenges audiences to question their own perceptions. 
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In terms of production, what becomes apparent (but it always was) is that 
images/video/sound/set (costumes?) (and also the Forum) may be ways that we 
juxtapose the very local human stories we have to tell with the global 
manifestations that grow from the human moments. When we blow things 
up….how is the individual human moment the global moment? How is the 
invisible human moment the visible news story? How do we understand the larger, 
global “Us and Them” dilemma through the intimate, human “us and them” 
struggle?  
 
September 7, 2011 
 
So much has happened. We had a good meeting with David Cooper on Tuesday. 
The shoot is being organized. The pics will have cast members holding or wearing 
provocative labels: 
 
These words come from the cast: Criminal, Immigrant, Muslim, Christian, Poor, 
Privileged, Indian, Queer. We will play around with the labels “fitting” the person 
and sometimes working against what we would expect. One cast member may 
have the word “human” written on their body. 
 
Kevin and I also talked with the group about our evolving working relationship and 
what we are learning (as written about previously). This was a good discussion and 
it felt healthy to be transparent about where we are. 
 
We launched into a discussion about what kinds of things had risen up out of the 
work. Something that all the cast members share (they agree) is this sense of 
fighting against stereotype, both from external sources and internally.  
 
We started coming up with a list of things that could happen in the play. It is 
important to distinguish – this is not a shopping list of issues, but a list of possible 
actions. These are in the order in which they arose: 
 
Someone is a circle pounded into a star. We all know what it is like to be forced 
to conform or be something we cannot. We do it to others, others do it to us, we do 
it to ourselves. People get pounded, like a square peg into a round whole. 
 
Someone is too afraid to change the lens.  Each and every one of us sees the 
world through a lens which has developed throughout our lives. Sometimes things 
happen around us that demand of us that we see through a different lens. This is 
very scary. Often people will not or can not do this. One’s identity is connected to 
the lens through which one sees the world. Who am I if I change the lens? 
 
Someone is robbed through kindness. Our desire to protect others or be 
politically correct can also determine how we act towards others. I feel I can’t 
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do/say “x” because she is Muslim, Christian, an Immigrant, etc…. when we do this 
we sometimes rob the other person of authenticity and of engaging in real dialogue. 
We turn them, through good intentions, into ‘the other’. 
 
Someone puts themselves outside the circle. This also has to do with identity. A 
person can’t belong because their identity is as an outsider. Even when invited, 
even after entering the circle…the person makes their own way to the edge and in 
doing so creates, perhaps, an “us” and a “them”. 
 
Someone puts themselves at a comfortable bottom. People sometimes don’t feel 
they ‘deserve’ things or are afraid of gaining wealth, status, etc., because of how 
their peer group might turn against them. This fear was expressed by more than one 
cast member.  
 
Someone thrashes blindly and hurts others. This came about through a 
conversation about one of the participants in the workshop and how just by being 
himself, and often flailing around in blind games, he kept hurting people. We all 
know how this happens in life. People go into crisis and, without thinking about it, 
knowing, wanting to – flail around and smash those near to them. We can have 
various responses to this over time. If we lose our generosity, eventually, we hit 
back somehow. 
 
Someone breaks the rules. We live by so many rules. Some of these really define 
our place in society. The example given was the play with the transgendered 
character and the changing definitions in the central relationship. What are the 
rules? What is “us”? This translates into many areas of our lives, not just gender. 
 
Someone plays by the rules. Conversely, “the other” can be created (“us” can 
be shattered) when someone refuses to break rules. A group or friends or a couple 
has always done something a certain way – but because of events around us, the 
way things happen need to change. What if we can’t or won’t?  
 
Someone gets marginalized.  Obviously – this is a result of so many of the 
above. 
 
We got very fatigued putting the list together – it was a lot of intellectual/emotional 
work. The list isn’t finished, but after lunch we changed gears a bit. I started asking 
cast members, using Image Theatre techniques, to make images of how they 
imagined the other cast members (as possible characters) might marginalize them. 
perhaps it was early to do this on Day 1, but it turned out to be valuable. 
 
Various things emerged from a discussion of these images: 
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We don’t have character names yet – this has to come from the actors themselves. 
So for now, because who the cast was is public information, I’ll use real names.  
 
There is a family connection between Sundown’s character and Brandy’s. There is 
also some kind of connection between Sundown’s character and Connor’s 
although we don’t know what yet. Also between Iris’s and Reem’s. The one on the 
outside tends to be Casper. Again, I am not talking about the actors here, but about 
characters they may be.  
 
And so we had quite a deep first day around the table. There are many things we 
don’t know….but it feels like we took steps forward. 
 
September 8, 2011 
 
There was an unexpected family-based crisis for one of the cast members today. 
We met in the morning and redid the schedule, so that the cast member had a 
chance to cope with what happened.  
 
September 9, 2011 
 
An intense and also fragmented day. The cast member is back with us and doing 
OK – all things considered.  
 
Brandy had invited us to come to a pow wow at the Vancouver Aboriginal 
Friendship Centre. She was dancing. She was great. There was a light shining out of 
her. The image of her dancing coalesced an idea that had been brewing in me for 
months that involves the Vancouver Riot which was a very complex moment here 
in “peaceful” Vancouver. 
 
It is possible this play starts with the pounding drum – perhaps Owen “works” the 
sound somehow…and Brandy dancing – joyful. We begin with her owning the 
stage. Then, slowly…the Vancouver Riot starts to insinuate itself onto the stage – 
video, slides, sound, other actor’s bodies. Somehow the riot forces her off the stage. 
Now we are in the riot. That subsides and characters start to arrive to the corner of 
Granville and Georgia. The main intersection of the city – and where the Wall of 
Healing is. They all have their reasons…seeking peace…passing 
through…curiosity….anger….wanting to write something…. We will find these. 
Kevin thinks (and I caught a glimpse of what he means tonight and it could be very 
exciting) that we come in and out of echoes of the riot in various ways throughout 
the first part of the whole play – because the whole issue of “Us and Them” is, in a 
way, a riot.  
 
This gives us many things:  the beginning grounds the play in First Nations Territory 
– something very important – without having to utter a word. The wall of healing is 
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a wall and transformable into so many other kinds of walls – barricades, fences, 
checkpoints – visually and possibly physically, very flexible and richly symbolic. 
From Granville and Georgia we can create any other theatrical realities we need. 
We are not trapped there.  
 
And so we started talking about people’s relationships to the Vancouver Riot and 
they were very diverse, from ‘go to Africa and see what people really have to riot 
about…spoiled children’, to ‘it had nothing to do with hockey – there is all this 
pent up frustration and violence that needs to find an outlet’, to ‘stupid idiots, 
making themselves so visible,’ to ‘get outta my neighbourhood…’, etc. 
 
This then led us to revisit the list we made of events that happen and me being able 
to ask that they be MUCH more personal. The explanations we had, examples 
given, were very generic. The personalization of the list was great. 
 
Then Kevin, Dorothy (stage manager), Elisha (technical director), Conor 
(projections designer) and I went to the Cultch and met Chris (webcast master), 
Mike (from SHAW), Yvan (set designer) and André (production manager) there to 
tour the theatre. Lots of arrangements made for SHAW and also for Chris and 
where the computers go. Kevin had a chance to see the theatre space and talk with 
design/tech about projectors, possibilities…etc.  
 
We got back to the rehearsal hall and started to do character interviews, a process 
that I find very valuable in helping to unearth histories of the characters that are 
different than the actors own lives.  
 
September 11, 2011 
 
We did the pre-production photo shoot with David Cooper this morning and it 
went well. In the afternoon we continued the round table discussions. 
 
September 12, 2011 
 
We began today, as we will from now on, with Kevin doing 30 minutes of 
movement work with the cast. This is to start discovering a physical language with 
them and also to acclimatize their bodies to moving in ways that they are not doing 
in their every day lives. They liked this – and were also physically challenged. Of 
course one of the benefits will be to start building up their strength. 
 
We then got back around the table and Kevin then took some time to explain ‘the 
wall’ – not as a fixed, concrete “place”, but more as a point in time, from which we 
can play with time. He and I are realizing, in conversation, that the image of the 
wall of healing is really a metaphor for the riot itself. What if each character is 
inside the riot – each for their own reasons (curiosity…chance…work…trying to 
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help a friend… – some as spectators, some get caught up, some remain 
distant….all have opinions. From a singular, frozen moment in time we can expand 
into any scene we want and back again – any section of a person’s life – 
relationships with each other, etc. This is very theatrical space that can morph as 
necessary into any specific place/time that serves the story we need to tell.  
 
We added some things to the list on the wall: 
 
The “hive mind” takes over  each actor had vivid experiences of how this 
happens, some quite gruesome, when they have either found themselves part of the 
hive mind or the subject of a group attack. This was a very valuable conversation. 
 
Someone gets a weapon (a gun? Or is it more metaphorical?) There was a 
reluctance to “go there” but through the conversation it did become apparent that 
at least some of the cast could imagine themselves, as characters, becoming so 
frightened, alienated, etc., that in order to protect themselves or loved ones they 
would get a weapon. ….to be discovered. 
 
We got really bogged down in a conversation of ‘someone uses fear to create 
“them”. The same with “someone reduces another’s freedom in order to protect”. 
So much silence. I made a physical example at one point, confining a cast member 
(with her permission) “for her own good” and as I did this and she tried to move, 
and could not, her frustration started to build. It became obvious that my desire to 
protect her in this way was going to create, inside her, the very thing I (as a 
character) wanted to avoid. We could all see it. Feel it. But we could not translate it 
into personal experience. 
 
Kevin mentioned to me later that he wondered if I hadn’t run into the same “wall” 
Boal had in Paris, regarding people confronting “internal oppressors” and not 
external ones. Over lunch this started to make some sense to me, and also fit into 
Phase 1 of this whole project – using Rainbow of Desire on “Us and Them” issues 
very successfully. It made me wonder if (soon) it would make sense to use Rainbow 
or Cops as a way to animate some characters….there is no reason why we can’t 
find a scene that is about a character with the “Cops in her Head” that take her on 
a path of isolating herself, for instance. 
 
After lunch we went back into character interviews.  
 
Reem’s character name is Amina and so I will refer to Reem as Amina from now on. 
She finds herself in the riot because she lives downtown. The “riot” is laughable – 
these spoiled Canadians. In Alexandria they had things to get into the streets about. 
Do we want to riot? Go to Africa where real injustice is happening. Amina has 
come to Vancouver to get way from her feeling of being restricted as a woman, but 
has brought herself with her. She has very few friends. Her distrust of people and 
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the culture she is now in keeps her distant. At the same time she misses Alexandria 
deeply but knows she cannot go home. She doesn’t fit there and doesn’t fit here. 
She can’t compromise enough. Should she have to? 
 
Connor’s character name is Steven.  Friends call him Steve – he doesn’t actually 
like Steven – a name his parents call him. Steve is working as a bar tender in a 
downtown club, not far from where he lives. His friends are mostly guys like him. 
He has grade 12 but, at 23, hasn’t gone into post Secondary. Well – he tried, but it 
was too tough. They wanted too much, too organized, restricted. He wants to be a 
teacher – a history teacher – but this dream is slipping away. He thinks he isn’t 
smart enough. He hasn’t travelled outside North America. (Went to Mexico). He 
left home in North Vancouver and moved downtown because of the gangs who 
were taking over his neighborhood. He has some friends from “other cultures” who 
were born here. He is very uncomfortable, though, with foreigners.  
 
He was in the bar he works in the night of the riot, but not working – there as a 
patron….in a familiar place in what seems like a small world…watching the game. 
He’d had a lot to drink. When he left the bar and entered the early chaos, he was 
outraged at what all the “bridgers” and “tunnelers” (people from Surrey and 
beyond) were doing trashing his community. He texted his new girlfriend, Ashley, 
to come and join him. But then his outrage grew and he started punching people as 
a way to get them to stop doing stupid things.  
 
Brandy’s character name is (wait for it…..) Ashley. This was not pre-
planned….Brandy evidently had this character name in mind all along. It’s given us 
an interesting connection between her and Steve.  
 
Ashley sees herself as the future, where “identity” isn’t a label. She is human, then 
a woman, then Cree. She agrees that everyone may not agree, including others in 
her own community who are really fighting to have their identities recognized.  In 
her vision, people should be able to be who they are. She left home, a Reserve in 
Alberta, to become her own person. She is making her way in Vancouver and 
although she loves her family, very resistant to going home. 
 
So, Ashley arrived into the riot because Steve texted her. She arrived just as he was 
decking someone. He was really drunk – something she does not like. We’ll see 
what this all means. 
 
This is as far as we got today. Character interviews still to do with Iris, Sundown 
and Casper.  
 
Kevin and I agree that we are starting to see a structure together and that if we can 
continue to find the richness of embryo characters and then start throwing them 
together and see what happens chemically, that scenes will start to emerge. The 
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task ahead is complex as, more than any previous Headlines show, this feels very 
non-linear.  
 
We have a production meeting coming at noon on Thursday. We both think we’ll 
have a richness of things to talk with designers about at that point. 
 
September 13, 2011 
 
The day started with Kevin doing some really nice work with the cast – developing 
a physical language. Something that rose up out of this for me was (again) how 
people struggle with uncertainty – how this creates fear – how our fear erodes trust 
in ourselves and others, and how this contributes to walls going up. Not that this is 
what happened in the work – it was an image that came up out of the work. 
 
This thing about needing certainty has been a recurring theme. 
 
We went back into character interviews and started with Iris, whose character 
name is now Ligaya. Born in a slum in the Philippines, Ligaya made her way into 
more affluent society. She became a counselor, but had a sense of adventure inside 
her beyond the small Islands. She also imagined herself a large fish in a very small 
pond in the Philippines and longed to be in the dangerous ocean. She emigrated to 
Canada and here, hit harsh realities. Her education had no meaning here. She tried 
to go back to school but was incensed and disheartened by the amount of time she 
would have to put in, going back to zero, to simply return to where she had been 
in her career. She is selling kitchen appliances at Sears downtown.  
 
She will not go into the Downtown Eastside and work there. This is the milieu from 
which she came and she sees herself above that now. Or perhaps she is too afraid. 
If she could, Ligaya would go home to the Philippines. She can’t without being a 
success here – she can’t lose face that way – but here, her dream is failing. She is a 
failure in her own eyes. The anger inside her – at herself, at Society, is boiling. 
 
Tanner is the name Casper has chosen. Tanner grew up in Saskatoon in a family in 
which being a lesbian girl was bad, but somehow acceptable. For other family 
reasons her mother split when she was young. When the girl started to realize that 
inside the girl’s body was a boy….things got too challenging for her father. They 
haven’t spoken in years.  
 
Tanner moved to Vancouver, after trying out Calgary for a while. Vancouver had a 
very gay friendly reputation. What Tanner did not count on was that being trans 
was still going to be unacceptable – even here. He compartmentalizes his life. He 
works in a gay bar, serving drinks and food. No one asks questions. Love happens 
off of Craigslist with people who are either looking for what he has to offer (a man 
in a woman’s body) or for kink. He has few friends and no love interest. 
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The bar he works in is downtown. He’d gone there to be with people the day of the 
game – to be in the energy. The riot was great – in that inside the chaos, he could 
feel the anger and energy of his life reflected. “The riot is my life”. He didn’t like 
the people though – “spoiled brats”. Maybe we should hook him up with Amina.  
 
We did some improvization work with Ashley and Tanner. Inside that work we saw 
a possibility and asked that they get quiet together and took a gesture I had seen 
from her – touching his hair…and asked them to repeat it…and then his head on 
her shoulder. The possibility exists to tie their loneliness together as a memory. We 
don’t know what Tanner’s relationship with Ashley means at the moment – if 
anything. Not everything can get layered in…. 
 
Sundown’s character is named Joe. Short for Joseph? No. Ojibwe and Cree, Joe was 
in foster care from very, very young. He never knew his real parents. After many 
homes he landed in his (now) step-mother’s house and this is his family. Ashley is 
his second cousin. They haven’t seen each other in years.  
 
Joe spent time in jail for conspiracy. He was in “numbers”…but I think more was 
going on we don’t yet know about, or he would not have done jail time. (He 
agrees.) He’s read Nietzsche in jail and subscribes to the belief that good and evil 
are subjective. When I suggest I understand that, until one starts to hurt people, he 
responds with “tell that to the bear that hurts the fish”. Dangerous guy. 
 
Joe has a wife and two kids – aged 3 and 4. They are his world. He went straight 
for them and now does framing work on construction sites. He is very afraid of 
being, once again, the man he was. He went to the big screen at the CBC with his 
10 year old nephew to watch the final hockey game – he didn’t want to go but his 
nephew pleaded. “What are you going to do – say no to the kid?” they got “kettled” 
by the police into the Granville and Georgia area. Then all hell broke loose. 
 
September 14, 2011 
 
A productive day. Something occurred to me last night. Part of the problem I am 
having with the ‘generic list’ is that each thing could happen more than once and 
to more than one person. This is really unusual in my experience, but 
understandable, considering the amorphousness of the subject matter and where 
we are. Maybe we should re-do the list as it applies to each character, and if things 
repeat for some, so what? The items will manifest differently, assuring what we do 
is character driven, and, as Kevin put it, create a “web of characters and their 
actions”.  
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So we did this when we got in this morning, and added to the bottom of each the 
few things each person brought in about their character from their character 
interview insights. The list is below. 
 
During the course of the day each character was asked to use someone else 
(another character or invent one with another actor, as necessary) to show how one 
of the events happens to them. I have notated the heart of the improvisations under 
the event as part of the list. 
 
Tanner 
 
Is a circle pounded into a star 

- this tuned into a very powerful improvization over two parts of the day. 
It began with Sundown playing Tanner’s father, when Tamara tried to 
tell him she was a man (Tanner) – not a lesbian. Sundown played this 
beautifully – trying at first to understand but then realizing and being 
outraged. ‘you are not a man – I was there when you were born.’…this 
led me to ask Tanner to re-do the improvization but only keep asking 
one question – to say “Dad…please say – Tanner you are a man”….this 
was all he could say. Dad could respond as he needed. This started to 
create an emotional relevance to the scene, which is essential, otherwise 
it is all words.8 
 

Puts himself “outside the circle” 
Experiences the hive mind taking over 
Struggles with fear of rejection and because of this, creates “them” 
* * *  
seeks only superficial relationships to protect himself 
picks fights, which he will lose (gets beaten up), reinforcing being “the other” 
lies and tries to change himself to become “us” 
 
Joe 
 
Is afraid to change the lens 

- this was an improvization between Joe and Steve and so applies to both, 
possibly. In order for this to work, they have to know each other, which 
affects ideas we’ve had for Ashley…we’ll have to choose, they can’t both 
happen. However:  Joe and Steve used to be buddies. They haven’t seen 
each other in a long time. Steven is the last of his ‘crowd’ that is still 
partying every night. Joe, who was the second-last, has just had a kid 
with his long-time girlfriend, and wants to settle down. Steven can’t 
imagine who he might be if he stops partying – Joe won’t go back there 

                                            
8
 This turned into a very powerful scene in the final play. 
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and jeopardize his family. On the surface this has very little to do with 
“Us and Them” – but when we dig into it – if we can make this work – 
Steve becomes that sector of humanity who just won’t stop partying – 
consuming – won’t take responsibility – won’t grow up. This is a thread 
that is starting to work via the Steve character.9 

 
Gets marginalized 
* * *   
takes a figurative bullet to protect someone he hates 
hurts someone by accident and people assume he did it on purpose 
 
Ligaya 
 
Thrashes around blindly and hurts others 
Plays by the rules to be “us” 

- this was an improvization with Amina. I don’t think, in the end, it has 
relevance to the play but it was a good character deepener for Ligaya. 
Not everything will be useable. Ligaya is serving Amina (another 
immigrant woman) at Sears and, in order to make quota, tries to sell her 
something she can’t afford, even if it means getting a Sears credit card. 
The lies and manipulating Ligaya had to do in order to accomplish this, 
with someone who could have been her friend, was terrible to watch (in 
a good way). A question is what does this mean to Ligaya, in other 
scenes, if this is what she is having to do. 

-  
Experiences the hive mind taking over 
Gets a “gun” 
*  *  *   
Betrays a loved one to be “us” 
Is pushed to the wall and hurts others/herself 
 
Steven 
 
Is afraid to change the lens 

- see this action in Joe’s section. 
 

Puts himself at a comfortable bottom 
- a very nice improvization with Iris, as his mother. He is in grade 4. He I 

getting “B’s” on his report card and gets a terrible lecture from his 
mother about how this is not good enough – he is embarrassing the 
family – does he want to be a bum on the street…you could see the 9 
year old boy, saying he’d try harder, but being shamed into mediocrity. 

                                            
9
 We ended up using the insight for Steve’s character but not the idea that Steve and Joe are friends. 
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As this continued, I went to Ashley and asked her to go in and take over 
from the mother – the same tone – but now about Steve punching 
someone at the riot. The same words as the mother – the same texture – 
but now grown up. Steve is repeating patterns. This might not “apply” to 
our play, but he snaps at some point and tells her she isn’t his mother – 
this opens up a fight that eventually leads to violence. Steve gets shamed 
into a corner, unable to deal with the Cops in his Head – Ashley can’t 
recognize the buttons she is pushing – she is running away from this very 
same behaviour on the Alberta Reserve. His reaction to her reaction 
creates “them” from an “us”. 

 
If we can thread this through both their stories, it might have relevance and power. 
 
Plays by the rules (of men) 
Gets a “gun” 
* *  * 
says something he would not normally say out of anger 
pushes someone away violently because he is afraid 
 
Ashley 
 
Is a circle being pounded into a star 
 

- a very nice improvization that starts with Iris being Ashley’s auntie. 
Auntie is trying to convince Ashley to come back to the Reserve to take 
care of her brother, who is in trouble. Not her job, says Ashley – this is 
her mother and father’s job. She can’t go back…she has her own life – 
she will get swallowed up…does not want to live with “could’a and 
should’a” if she gives up her dreams.  

 
I asked them to repeat the improvisation but with only key sentences – over and 
over again, until Ashley connected emotionally. Then to speak those emotional 
words, “Auntie, I can’t come home…I have my own life now…I don’t want to live 
with “could’a and should’a…I gotta go” just looking out. Kevin suggested this 
might work very well with Images, slides, film, sound.10 
 
Is afraid to change the lens 
Breaks the rules 
Struggles with (un)certainty 
*  *  * 
Gets a slap (physical, mental, a wake-up call) 
Has her freedom taken away 

                                            
10

 This did become a scene in the play, without the Auntie onstage. 
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Amina 
 
Is a circle being pounded into a star 
 

- a scene between Amina and her ex-husband, played by Connor. She 
wants to go jogging in stylish jogging pants. They are tight to her body. 
He won’t let her leave the house. This was an intellectual argument until 
I created the door and told her to try to get out and him to not let her 
leave. The frustration and tears were real.  

 
Struggles with (un)certainty 
Gets a “gun 
*  *  *   
Encounters Steve and has her perceptions challenged 
Romanticizes home in order to make it harder to be here 
Watches Ligaya break the rules and is heartbroken 
Tries to care for Tanner 
 

- Amina did a very nice scene with Tanner, who she thinks she gets to 
know. Very gently…with love…trying to convince him to accept his 
womanhood and not to try to defy nature and the body God gave her. 
Tanner is explaining the scene with his father that we saw earlier and 
Amina says “I feel sorry for your father”.  

 
And so I brought Dad back, very close, to play that scene again, but short…and 
encouraged Tanner not to speak a lot, but to let himself feel. And he did. At the 
command “go”…when Tanner was crying and begging his father for acceptance, 
the scene with Amina began with “I feel sorry for your father”. Linking the two 
scenes, which we found at very different parts of the day (one via Tanner and one 
via Amina) was very powerful. 11 
 
This also opened up a structural possibility that we have been talking about for a 
while. We have 6 characters and need to find through lines for them that have 
integrity – otherwise we will remain on the surface. However, actors can become 
functional characters for scenes, as necessary as well. Sundown can be Tanner’s 
Dad for a minute or two – conjured up inside a scene between Tanner and Amina 
– he can “appear” and then vanish when he is no longer needed. “A bubble inside 
a bubble”, as Tanner said, when he understood. 
 
And so some story lines – fragmented at the moment but forward movement, are 
starting to appear, as is structural possibility. 
 

                                            
11

 This became a scene in the play. 
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September 15, 2011 
 
Another big and productive day. We picked up where we left off yesterday, 
continuing to put scenes up about actions that people had claimed on their lists. 
Today that included: 
 
Joe gets marginalized 

- this started as  simple scene where he goes into a bar (Steve’s 
workplace?) with a resume, to ask for work. The bar owner is happy to 
see him with a reference from a friend, an exchange happens and then 
the question, “Criminal Record?” “Not since I was young”. “Right – we’ll 
think about it.” In the original there was a lot of talking before and after 
this exchange. I asked the two men to pare it down and repeat it over 
and over again. Then, Kevin took over and added a layer of 
movement/body language to it – slowly, over the work, this 
improvization became iconic and turned into something we might use 
during the first part of the piece – when we are “seeing” different aspects 
of characters.12 

 
Ligaya thrashes around blindly and hurts others or herself 

- Ligaya is full of surprises. She gave us a very desperate scene in which 
she is seeking intimacy – no strings sex – with acquaintances and/or 
strangers. She played this with Joe. It was heartbreaking to hear how 
lonely she is, (this woman who thinks she made a mistake coming to 
Canada but can’t go home), and to watch, when she hears Joe is married, 
find a rationalization for pursuing him anyway. He refuses her – she gets 
more desperate. He leaves, saying she is creeping him out. She sits in the 
bar, trembling, more alone than before.13 
 

Tanner puts himself outside the circle 
- Tanner created a moment at the riot, him wearing a Bruin’s t-shirt to piss 

people off and Steve (Connor) trying to “save” him. Tanner baits Steve – 
until Steve beats Tanner up. We had them play it again, but Steve NOT 
doing what Tanner wants – which is to hit him – but just to leave. This 
left Tanner unfulfilled. What now? He roamed around the stage and 
them picked up a chair and threw it on the floor so hard it bent the chair. 
(Kevin fixed the chair.) If it isn’t Tanner throwing a chair, what is it? He 
hurts himself somehow. I wondered if Tanner would hurl himself against 
a wall, over and over again, until he was bleeding. “I’ve done that.” Said 
Tanner. 14 

 
                                            
12

 This did turn into a scene in the play. 
13

 In a much transformed way, became a very powerful and silent scene, near the end of the play. 
14

 This also, in a very transformed way, became a scene in the play. 
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And so we have this very powerful possibility…. 
 

Steve is at a comfortable bottom 
- an improvization between Steve and Ashley. He has come to her place 

with a twelve of beer. He wants to party. She doesn’t.  
 
I asked them to dance, intimately. Slowly, it was possible to build a 
connection between the two of them – working through how they met, 
why it was more than a one-night-stand. Steve loves how she smells and 
we talked about this – the smell of a woman, how he longs for her scent. 
She isn’t sure. He is.  
 
If they matter to each other, have expectations of each other – there is 
something to work with….other things become visible. At the end, Steve 
left and I asked Ashley – what now? She walked over to the fridge and 
poured all the beer down the drain.15 
 

Ligaya gets a gun 
 

- Ligaya set up a scene that was “controlled” by its location – her being a 
cashier at Sears. Customers were abusive, racist…she just kept 
swallowing it. OK. Let’s play it again and fall silent. We heaped it on her. 
What now? I want to go home and kill myself, she said, …you can’t….. 

 
I gave her a shoe – this image has been in my head and something to hit. 
Hit this with the shoe. All the pent up energy came pouring out of her – 
the racism, the loneliness, the disillusionment.  
 
If we can follow her to this place….and see that the violence she has 
inside her is “us” and that she is not “them”…. 

 
Soon, we need to be able to start building sequences. We will see then what kinds 
of things we have and where there are holes – there will be many at this point. I do 
think, though, that stories, driven by characters, are starting to be feasible. 
 
We don’t work tomorrow as we don’t have access to the rehearsal space. 
 
September 17, 2011 
 
I worked out a very rough structure yesterday, from the work we had done and 
presented it to the group today. There were questions, but generally speaking, it 
seems we can buy into it enough to start working on a play now. Of course things 
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 This improvization formed the basis of the Ashley/Steve scenes. 
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will change, scenes will come and go, new ones appear. The structure, though, is a 
rough emotional journey that interweaves all the characters.  
 
We spent a good deal of the morning talking about the world we are creating; a 
world that exists in a few seconds of time. This frees us up to do anything, go 
anywhere. Of course each place needs to be specific. 
 
In the afternoon we put up more scenes, trying to fill some holes that were in the 
structure. In the first section, in which we meet the characters, Ligaya came in with 
a monologue about the pressures coming from home. It echoed Ashley’s “Auntie, I 
can’t come home” and was a lot of words. We started to wonder how we meet 
Ligaya with a lot less explaining. Querying her about home, Kevin asked what the 
houses are made of – bamboo was one of the materials and Ligaya commented on 
how people from the Philippines often refer to themselves as being like bamboo, 
bending in the wind, but never breaking. Kevin thought maybe she was, from 
within her ‘new world’ of residential downtown towers, tending a bamboo plant 
and talking about bamboo bending but not breaking.  
 
Another hole was how Amina and Tanner ever meet, if they are to have the lovely 
scene we found where Tanner explains about his Dad and Amina realizing Tanner 
is trans, feels sorry for the Dad and tries to convince Tanner to accept being a 
woman.  
 
The two came in with a long improvization about meeting in a store and then 
Tanner helping with her resume and then bonding through common experience – 
something in the improvization made me wonder if Tanner draws (Casper does – 
we watch him at the table all the time). Yes Tanner draws. 
 
And so – things start to link together. Perhaps we can create an area on the stage, at 
Georgia and Granville, that is an outdoor, small table at a café. This is where they 
exchange stories – Amina experiences the scene with her ex-husband who wants 
her to dress so conservatively,16 which Ligaya watches….and Ligaya reciprocates by 
experiencing the scene at Sears, with a racist customer…the racism that Ligaya has 
to swallow.  
 
Maybe the FIRST time we meet Tanner…off the top…is watching him put on his 
binding somehow….”Tanner prepares for the world”. Now he is in the street, at the 
café, leaning against a wall, a post…Amina has caught his eye and he decides to 
draw her – he has been doing so for a while. From inside Ligaya’s scene (near the 
end) she pops out and yells…’what are you doing? Who are you staring at??’…. 
Tanner is a weird guy at the café. Amina goes over, angry, to see what he is 

                                            
16

  We worked with this idea for a while and then rejected it, all feeling it was a cliché and that it focused on the husband 
and not Amina. The scene eventually transformed into Amina and her employer, with her trying to get to work at the front 
desk, in public view. 
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drawing and it is a very beautiful portrait of her. She is amazed…and tells him that 
she hasn’t had a drawing that she feels “sees” her in this way. And so, when we 
meet them again, they now know each other….leading to Tanner’s intimate Dad 
story….leading to Amina’s discovery he is trans….leading to…. 
 
We also worked on Joe/Ashley) scenes. Ashley has been creating a character who 
plays every scene in her apartment. Every scene is also about not wanting to “go 
back”…meaning she left the life that was about partying, drinking, dysfunction – 
has disassociated herself from it – never was it, won’t be it. In the morning we had 
had a long talk – I asked her how, as a 13, 14, 15 year old she had escaped what 
all her friends must have been doing. She said she had an Auntie who would 
rescue her – take her out of violent home life. Of course this happens. An Elder 
recognizes something in a child, as being special somehow.  (I just realized it 
needs to be the SAME Auntie who is asking her to come back now….Joe would 
know this.) 
 
There is real value in Ashley having built a rich, secure environment (and life); 
somehow her apartment becomes real on the stage (through an item or two, light, 
image, sound. It is very far away from the world she left. She is succeeding. She is 
the post Residential School generation and the crisis for her is about how to span 
two very different worlds. This is a real issue for many First Nations people at this 
moment in time.   
 
Joe comes to her door – the cousins haven’t seen each other for a long time. The 
Auntie has called him – he has gone and bought a bus ticket and tries to convince 
her to go home because her brother is in so much trouble. He is killing himself – 
was in a car accident, drunk…she won’t go home. He accuses her of turning her 
back on her family, her roots, in order to make it in the White world. If we can 
navigate this, it becomes a really current and important part of the story – and one 
that needs to be investigated. Joe and Ashley were very courageous in their 
improvising today. 
 
We have tomorrow off, and then back into the thick of it Monday. We will be 
changing gears – working through the scenario – trying to make what is there work 
and in doing so, really starting to find specific locations, physical needs, etc. 
 
September 19, 2011 
 
A good day today – we have started to build sequences. Kevin and I agreed it was 
imperative to construct the opening sequence today – we can’t really launch into 
other scenes without knowing the energy of the opening. 
 
He did great work with the cast all through the morning developing a physical riot 
language based on sports actions: pitching, batting, soccer, etc., (becomes rock 
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throwing, pounding and kicking things) and pulling against each other, jamming 
against the wall, …. building movement based on what this cast can do. 
Interestingly, this is also another way the actors/character ‘reveal’ themselves to us. 
Steven kicks and bashes very differently that Tanner, than Ligaya, etc. Once the 
vocabulary was made, sequences could be developed.  
 
All of this begins with Fancy Dancing from Ashley. The riot insinuates itself into her 
dance. We also found lovely ways to ‘introduce’ the other characters throughout 
the Dance and the Riot. 
 
Through a conversation with Joe it became apparent that the gun impulse was 
wrong for him – we now have no need of a gun – but we do need shackles.  

 
The image is very strong. While Ashley celebrates her freedom dancing, Joe crosses 
the stage trying to do the steps of a dance in shackles. The shackles jingle. The 
character is just leaving prison. This gives us Joe’s context in a profound way, 
without explaining.17  
 
Ligaya comes out of the riot and holds a bamboo plant. She tends the plant – the 
riot continues, in slow motion, behind her. She tells us that Filipinos think of 
themselves as bamboo plants. They bend with the wind, but never break. Never 
break…she is trying to convince herself. Ligaya’s emotional engagement makes this 
work.  
 
Steve and I had a couple of good talks today. We don’t know who he is yet. We 
broke through into realizing that what the character wants at the heart of it all, is to 
feel safe. Is to feel that things are under control. He voted for the Harper 
Government. He WANTS more prisons, harder immigration, etc. Not because he is 
‘evil’ (this is the challenge) but because he is very frightened.  
 
Amina and Ligaya walk to the wall and Ligaya writes something (now the wall of 
healing).  
 
Joe enters the bar in which Steve works, looking for work. We have the very short 
scene in which he gets asked about a criminal record.  
 
Perhaps Ligaya and Amina starts a conversation, but fall silent.  
 

                                            
17

  This is one of those instances when an idea seems great as a visual image, but then the practicality is very different. 
When we finally got shackles into the rehearsal hall it became apparent that the image was not going to work. It didn’t 
explain itself – it needed a scene to work in any context and getting physically in and out of the shackles took too long in 
what needed to be a fast moving sequence. Something that we all imagined might be illuminating proved to be reinforcing 
of a cliché when we stood it up. We abandoned the idea. 
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We see Tanner in blue light, isolated – putting on the binding that hides Tanner’s 
breasts from the world. We spend some time here – haven’t worked it yet – this will 
come tomorrow.  
 
We return to Ligaya and Amina at the wall. They exchange views about the 
“spoiled brats” in Vancouver who should go to Africa or the Philippines or….to see 
what people riot about. The two women meet this way and become friends. 
 
……and we slide into scenes.  
 
September 20, 2011 
 
We didn’t get nearly as much done today as we had hoped.  
 
We started with the opening and some of it “sticks” but of course it has already 
gotten ‘generic’ inside the cast. It will work very nicely but we are, of course, going 
to have to set each moment, so the cast can do it the same way each time. They 
also have to get the commitment to each activity inside them; To really kick when 
kicking, really bat when batting, etc – not just go through motions. Of course they 
just learned all of it yesterday – but this will be the challenge.  
 
We worked Ligaya and Amina meet each other as friends. Conor (projections 
designer) has images of the wall of healing, which he is going to turn into a pan 
across the wall.18 
 
Kevin and I discussed benches that are at the actual corner of Granville and 
Georgia. Kevin is wondering about using two benches on the stage, that can 
transform into whatever we need. They can be moved around in riot, they can be 
jumped on like a car, they can be a bed or a sofa, a café, etc.  
 
The two women become friends in the café – and the lights go out on them as Joe 
and Steve enter from opposite sides of the stage. We have the scene in which Joe is 
seeking employment in the bar that Steve works in.  
 
Steve sees a ‘criminal’ the moment he lays eyes on Joe. Joe hands over the resume. 
Oh – good, says Steve….um…..you haven’t worked for a while…..Silence. You got 
a criminal record? (Steve starts to slowly back away – stylized) Joe launches into 
how he really needs this job - he does framing work in the summer, but you can’t 
do framing in the winter – he’s got a family. Right – right…right….I’ll give this to 

                                            
18

 We eventually let go of this idea and the reason is important. The idea relied on the actor(s) having to fit in to a technical 
moment (a timed slide transition) – meaning the actors had to FOLLOW a mechanized, technical aspect. I tend to think 
this is a non-organic way to perform, and always want the tech to follow the actors, so that it can adapt to timings as they 
change from night to night.  This example is a window in to the creative tension that existed in the artistic collaboration. I 
am using “creative tension” not in a pejorative sense here – it was part of working through collaborating with another co-
directing artist. 
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Tony – we’ll call you. Steve leaves. Joe, in slow motion, picks up a bat (miming) 
and, as in the riot – bashes the bar. He leaves. 
 
Out of this violence comes the laughter of the two women in the café. They are 
having a good time together and becoming friends. Ligaya asks about Amina’s 
headscarf. Amina explains a little about the hijab and her employment situation. 
 
We are entering a world here where actors need to be able to fulfill functional roles 
so other characters can tell their stories. We need to find a way, through 
light…costume…something….to keep this clear and clean. Amina conjures up her 
husband in the midst of her conversation with Ligaya. We are now in two parallel 
realities, Amina straddling both.  
 
While I was working on this, Kevin was working with Tanner on “Tanner prepares 
for the world”. This scene came to us from an image that Tanner made during the 
first few days of rehearsal. He took various items of clothing off (down to his chest 
binding) and handed them to various cast members, placing them in positions of 
disgust, confusion, etc., and himself in the centre, in a self-protecting pose. It was 
very courageous and obvious to all of us, because of the incredible silence that 
happened, that he had given us something very important. 
 
What Kevin and Tanner came up with has some complexity to it, that Kevin, 
Tanner and I are talking about. It is a very powerful few minutes, in which we see 
Tanner put on his binding and get dressed. Of course “Tanner prepares for the 
world” was always going to be this. The scene involves waist up nudity for Tanner, 
binding Tanner’s breasts. It is very courageous of the actor, of course, he says he’s 
ready for this. Kevin and I are discussing whether or not it feels exploitive, safe for 
the actor, etc. It DOES give us an insight into Tanner that words cannot explain.  
 
September 21, 2011 
 
We started the day with physical warm-up but no running of the riot. The idea was 
to get to the scene work and move along through.  
 
We did discover that Tanner needs to get onto the floor – sidewalk – outside the 
café when the initial riot ends, with his sketch book. 
 
Amina sits with Ligaya on the bench.  
 
Ligaya –  talks about how when people see her she knows they see someone other 
than who she is. In the Philippines I was a big fish, she says. Here, I am working at 
Sears.  
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Sundown enters as the Customer. He has a tablecloth in a Sears bag. He is in a 
hurry. Ligaya stands and becomes the cashier. 
 
We went into a bit of a crisis working on the scene. The subject matter is about 
fundamental human behaviours. While the events themselves are coming from the 
cast, the actors are also struggling, in various ways, to keep the scenes emotionally 
connected. This was easier in previous projects like ‘after homelessness…’ and 
‘meth’ that had very specifically located issues. “Us and Them” is far more generic. 
Ligaya had to let go of the technical moments that might make her just exchange 
the item for the customer and get rid of him and reconnect to her human hurt and 
outrage when things like this scene happen to her. The moment becomes an iconic 
moment of racism – that is a manifestation of dozens, hundreds of these moments 
for the character – not just this one instance. It is really hard work.  
 
Ligaya – Hi, may I help you? 
Customer – Hi, yes I got this tablecloth a couple of days ago, my wife says it’s the 
wrong colour. I need to return it. He hands it over. 
Ligaya – do you have a receipt? 
Customer – no – but it isn’t opened, I bought it here. 
Ligaya – sorry, but I need a receipt in order to give you a refund. 
Customer – Lady, I’m on my lunch and I’m in a hurry – can I just have the money, 
please? 
Ligaya – I need a receipt. 
Customer – Look, I don’t know what its like in oompa-loompa land or wherever 
you come from but here in Canada the customer is always right. 
Ligaya – I’m sorry – company policy is that I need a receipt. 
Customer – (looks around at all the people behind him in the line, his anger rising) 
Is there someone else here, a manager, your boss, someone who can actually make 
a decision?  
Amina – (who is sitting on the bench, in the middle of this scene – they are doing it 
‘over’ her says to Ligaya)  does this happen often? 
Ligaya – yes – too often. 
Customer – Hey!!! Asian Lady!! I’m standing right here 
Ligaya –There is no manager here right now. I’m sorry sir, but I-- 
Customer – (grabs the package from her hand and leaves)… Fucking Immigrant. 
 
Ligaya turns and hurls herself against the wall19, the way we have seen all the 
characters do in the riot. As she turns back to Amina she sees Tanner, who has 
been on the sidewalk all along with his sketchbook. He is staring at them. 
 
Ligaya – Hoy! – What are you doing?!! 
Tanner – (silence) 
                                            
19

 We let go of this image of Ligaya throwing herself against the wall. It evolved into a much more powerful idea – a sense 
of her alone, in the dark, on a bridge, losing her balance. An example of how images evolved throughout rehearsals. 
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Ligaya – what are you looking at?? 
Tanner – Her. (Amina) 
Amina – standing…what are you doing?  
 
Amina – oh. It’s good! 
Tanner – thank you 
Amina – why are you drawing me? 
Tanner – you look sad. 
Amina – No one’s ever drawn me like that. No one’s ever seen me.  
Tanner – you are beautiful. 
 
Amina looks at Tanner. Tanner rips the sketch out of the book and gives it to her. 
Amina holds the sketch and turns to say something to Ligaya and WHAM!! – Steve, 
with ear-buds in his ears, SMASHES into her. She sprawls onto the ground.  
 
We found this scene in a desperate moment, much later in the day, when we were 
trying to work a scene we actually didn’t get to today – in which Steve goes to 
Ashley’s apartment. We couldn’t build the scene because we know so little about 
Steve, we have seen so little of him, so little has happened with him to bring him 
into “us and them”. It was a moment of inspiration that Kevin and I both seem to 
have had – together. 
 
So Amina is sprawled on the ground and she explodes at this guy who just bowled 
her over. Steve blames her for walking backwards and not looking where she is 
going. Ligaya goes after Steve because he starts attacking Amina – Tanner gets 
involved. The chaos that starts builds into the riot (which is always present) and 
from inside that riot we move benches around – they become cars to jump 
on…walls to kick…and when the dust settles, we have created Ashley’s apartment. 
It contains the benches at a perpendicular angle, Ligaya’s bamboo plant and a box 
of photos from home. 
 
Ashley is watering her bamboo plant. It is a moment of serenity. She sits and opens 
a box…looks at photos, which appear in frames on the wall. Pics of the Reserve 
she left – very bad housing. Her phone rings.  
 
Hi Auntie!...I’m fine – still sorting boxes. I know – its taking a long time, I’m busy. 
…..why are you calling? Oh…I’m working, Auntie. No – they’ll just have to sort it 
out on their own. I can’t come home – I’m working – I can’t just leave. No – I can’t. 
Auntie, I have a life here now. No – I can’t come home….(this goes on, Ashley has 
a rhythm…). Steve appears at the door with a six or twelve of beer. Auntie, I have 
to go. Someone’s here. I love you. (in Cree “I love you”). 
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Kevin and Tanner made an option B and C for “Tanner prepares for the world”. I 
also had a long chat with Evan – the support person from the workshop who is also 
openly Transgendered.  
 
My concern is that the nudity may be exploitive and while the actor is willing to go 
there – in the end it might not be the best thing either for him or for the play. It is a 
strange position to be in. The theatre director in me wants the work to be 
provocative. There is a difference between provocative and sensationalist, though. 
Evan’s feedback was interesting. He said that the activist in him wants the frontal 
(waist up) nudity, because people need to ‘see’ the issue and this really does that. 
However, he also agrees with me that it may be exploitive and then available on 
DVD and/or production photographs. On the one hand this is taking the control of 
the moment away from the actor; on the other hand, as Artistic Director of 
Headlines, I also think I am ultimately responsible for what goes onto the stage and 
the ethics involved.  
 
After a lot of talking it over with the actor, we decided to go with Plan B, which 
was to keep Tanner’s back to the audience until the binding was on. In the end, 
this also added, I think to the evocativeness of the scene. 
 
September 22, 2011 
 
We started the day running the opening –, Ashley’s dance, riot. We need to do this 
with them (almost) every day now, set bits of it – get it really inside their bodies.  
 
We dove back in to scene work. I am confronting something unusual for me in the 
making of this piece. I normally try to build very textured environments for the 
actors to be inside. We don’t have that with this– a lot of it is coming from sound 
and film/image visuals. The stage is very spare. This leaves the actors with very 
little ‘environment’ to hold onto. We have to help them not be generic humans, 
floating in a theatrical space. 
 
We pulled some things into Ashley’s apartment – the bamboo plant, a box of 
photos, Steve brings a Six of beer.  
 
So Steve arrives. Brandy notices his head is hurt – from banging into Amina. At first 
he doesn’t want to talk about it. Were you fighting? No…I wasn’t fighting. Steve 
starts to blurt out his version of what happened. Some foreign woman was walking 
backwards and smashed into him. She went flying and then started yelling at him 
in some foreign language. Her friends started attacking him…. 
 
…were you wearing your headphones? Ashley is trying to joke with him, make a 
lighter moment. It wasn’t my fault!! – she sits on the other part of the sofa. 
(benches). Steve now tries to convince her. I don’t know – its all these foreigners 
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(and he goes off on a rant about people moving here from different places and how 
they are messing Vancouver up – gangs, taking jobs, etc. Ashley comments that she 
isn’t sure who he is becoming, he can be so racist sometimes. I’m not racist!! Look 
– and he launches again with examples. I’m not detailing them because Steve 
needs to set them for himself. This leads to Ashley being able to ask him where it is 
his grandparents came from. Steve is offended by this. Its different! No it isn’t, says 
Ashley – my people have been here for over 10,000 years ….don’t get me started….  
 
We THINK the lights shift over now somehow and we see “Tanner prepares for the 
world”. not certain right now that this placement will work, we need to see it in a 
run. 
 
When lights are back up on Ashley and Steve, he is massaging her feet. This is a 
lovely moment – they have obviously made up…the two have a lot of fun with this. 
Joe arrives. Ashley goes to the door and is surprised to see him.  
 
Joe, Ashley and Steve improvised, over a few hours, the scene that became Joe, 
Ashley and Steve argue. It was slow and meticulous work, trying to map out the 
relationships shifting, power dynamics, etc. 
 
This is as far as we got in new scenes today. In the afternoon I realized we needed 
to see what we have so far, in order to know what to do next. We have thoughts – 
ideas of where we are going, but the ‘labels’ of scenes have changed, evolved so 
much. Some, of course, we realized we don’t need, we had to make some new 
ones and the ones coming may have relevant labels, be about relevant things, …or 
not. We needed to see all of it. 
 
For where we are in the process it hung together fairly well. All of it needs a lot of 
work. It ran about 22 minutes, with everything – the long beginning shot, the 
dance/riot, everything. We are probably half way through.  
 
We also had what felt like a good production meeting today. Design work will be 
moving forward, as we have agreed that the set is, basically, a large wall.  
 
September 23, 2011 
 
I asked Kevin to start setting the riot in the mornings. We need to build this the 
same way we build scenes – set 15 seconds, repeat that, set the next 15 
seconds….this way the cast will know the riot(s) in their bodies.  
 
Kevin and I also had a chat this morning about not knowing how to get from where 
we are in the timeline, to the next few steps. We still didn’t know when we started 
the day. 
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After working the riot I sat down with the cast and we talked about what seems 
possible in the future – in particular around the Tanner character, who seems the 
most clear to us and who also, thematically, may be the intersection for the play.  
 
By this I mean that Tanner, having been emotionally betrayed in the scene with 
Amina, goes out to get himself beat up, runs into Joe who is happy to oblige. Joe 
discovers Tanner is hiding a woman’s body under those baggy clothes and stops 
the beating – but Tanner insists on being treated like a man. Joe refuses. Tanner 
starts throwing himself against the wall. This is oversimplifying, and ends up also 
involving other characters, but they got the drift. Some of them, had tears in their 
eyes, so I do think they got it.20 
 
Tanner feels like an intersection because he contains the dichotomy of “us and 
them” so clearly in one package. Born into a woman’s body, but a man – many 
‘see’ a woman – who insists on being a man. Assumptions are so layered. ALL of 
the characters contain this, as do all of us humans. If Tanner can “touch” all of the 
characters, then all of their issues can intersect, somehow, through him.  
 
We started working on the Amina/Tanner scene. It took a while to get going. First, 
we had to sort out whether Amina thinks Tanner is a butch woman or an 
effeminate man, and why it is important that off the top of the scene she has 
categorized the character. Amina thinks that Tanner is a butch young woman. 
 
Then, we got diverted by an idea (mine) to have them cooking together. They loved 
the naturalism it gave them – having something to DO – but it also got more and 
more complex, because we have to mime everything and we don’t have the time to 
develop those very specific skills. It looked really messy and distracting.  
 
We settled on bringing in some pillows that would ‘read’ as being from Egypt. We 
are in Amina’s apartment. It is after a lovely dinner. The exercise of MAKING the 
dinner helped the sense of the scene, so in the end it wasn’t a complete waste of 
time. 
 
T – that was so delicious, thank you for dinner. 
A – (beaming) you’re welcome, I wasn’t sure how you would like Egyptian food.  
T – it was a great adventure for me….I feel….enlightened! 
A - ………so……why is it you have to sleep on people’s couches? 
T - ……well….some people have family to fall back on. 
A – where is your family? Are they dead? 
T – no. I…  well – my father disowned me.  
 

                                            
20

 In the end, we couldn’t get this idea that Tanner insists on the beating once Joe stops to work. The play ended with all of 
us ‘trapped’ in the beating. 
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Sundown enters as Tanner’s father and starts chopping wood for the wood stove. 
Tanner goes over to that playing area. 
 
Dad – hi, honeykins. Come to help me chop some wood? 
T – sure. In a bit. Can I talk to you? 
D – yup. 
T – I need your help. 
D – anything, Tamara, you know that. 
T – Dad…can you put down the axe? 
D – woods not going to chop itself, honey. 
T – please. 
D – I can chop and listen – what do you need? 
T – Dad – put down the fucking axe! 
D – (does – surprised and annoyed) 
T – Dad….I….(Tanner is sweating…looks around…) Dad…I’m a man.  
D – (laughing)…..yeah….and I’m the Queen of Spain. 
T – I’m a man. 
D – no you’re not. 
T – I’m a man, Dad. Remember in the summer I was going for counseling and I 
didn’t want to tell you what we talked about? It was this. I’m a man. 
D – Tamara –  
T – Tanner. 
D – Tamara – I was there when you were born. I held you in my arms. You are a 
girl – I know what the parts look like. 
T – Dad, please – (Tanner takes his arm). I love you – and I need to hear you say to 
me, Tanner, you are a man. 
D – (pulls his arm away) – I’m a single Dad with three girls, Tamara – you are not a 
man! 
T – Please – Dad….look at me. Look at me.  
D – (gently.) I can see you honey. You’re my little girl, and you always will be. (He 
kisses Tanner’s head, and turns and goes.) 
T – Dad!!!  Dad!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
Tanner stands, alone, in the pool of light that has been created for this scene for a 
while, and then makes his way back to Amina, who has been watching from the 
pillows on the floor, propped up against a bench. He snuggles in to the space 
under her arm…head on her shoulder 
 
Amina – (removes her arm). I feel sorry for your Dad. 
T – what? 
A – I feel sorry for your Dad. Put yourself in his shoes. He has three daughters… 
T – have you heard anything I’ve said? 
A – of course I have – you think you are a man – this doesn’t mean you are a man. 
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T – (silence) You loved my drawing of you because when you looked at it, you 
knew I had seen you. Can you see me? 
A – Of course I see you……Have you tried to get help? Make a different choice? 
 
The scene continues a bit…until Tanner gets up and leaves Amina’s place.  
 
We also worked on a scene that ‘presented itself’ as I wondered a lot about how 
Ligaya “reaches out”….how do we bring her thread back into the play? The scene 
she presented a long time ago in which she threw herself at Joe seems so very 
inappropriate now. However…. 
 
Joe has left Ashley’s – shattered about his belief in family. He has been sober for 
some time. He enters a bar. Thinks it over for some time. Orders a beer. Thinks. 
Drinks. Ligaya enters. Sits at the bar. Orders a beer. There is no dialogue between 
them. Ligaya wants to talk with Joe – a stranger – she is very alone. But she no 
longer knows how. We see her aching. This has to play for some time. Sound 
under the bar fills the space. The way we played it today – Joe finishes the beer and 
leaves, never having looked at Ligaya. She sits, alone. 
 
Before we left today, though, we talked about another possibility. Just when Joe 
would get up to go, Ashley finds him. She has been scouring the streets, afraid of 
what he will do to himself or others. A scene possibility here, in front of the silent 
Ligaya, of Ashley taking a strip off Joe for being like the rest of the family and 
breaking his sobriety. A very harsh side of Ashley. We COULD stay in the bar now 
or enter the street…Tanner is looking to find some violence…..we have some 
pieces to fit together but the end is getting more clear. 
 
In order to be able to think about this over the week-end, I asked the cast to each 
make an image of their character’s relationship to “Us and Them” at the end of the 
play. Their Us and Them crisis involving all the other characters. The conversations 
we had about the choices in making these images was very interesting.  
 

 
Tanner (at bottom)   Steve(at left, reaching) 
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Ligaya (on lap)   Ashley (pointing) 
 

 
Amina (at far right) 
 

 
Joe (second from right) 
 
We’ve given everyone two days off over this weekend – we are all very tired – I am 
worried about burn-out. Back on Monday. 
 
September 26, 2011 
 
We made some headway today. Kevin got some more of the riot set. We talked 
after about there being a lot of kicking in it, and the need for one more “riot action” 
so it doesn’t get repetitive. The film footage will of course help fill things up. It is 
becoming difficult to work on the riot without the actual film footage. 
 
We spent the rest of the morning going over some ideas that appeared for me over 
the weekend, and getting an OK from cast members/characters.  
 
It occurred to me over the week-end that we have to connect Ashley up with 
Tanner, so that when we beat Tanner up at the end of the play, we are not just 
dealing with a moment of random violence from Joe against Tanner. We have to 
link the two worlds we have created and it makes sense that Ashley is the linkage. 
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As Kevin and I talked about this last night, he suggested that maybe the relationship 
was a professional one. This led to a good conversation with Ashley about 
reshaping what she does for a living. Ashley is now a youth worker / counselor. 
Tanner is one of her clients. This gives us something nice, too, in that in Joe’s mind, 
Ashley will take care of white kids and “freaks” like Tanner, but won’t go home to 
take care of her own brother. She will take care of “them”…but not “us”. This 
really hit home for both Ashley and Joe. 
 
And so – VERY near the top of the play, just after “Joe gets marginalized”, Tanner is 
already sitting on the sidewalk sketching people. This is just before Ligaya and 
Amina meet and then Tanner sketches Ligaya. Ashley is on her way to work. She 
sees Tanner on the sidewalk: 
 
A – (…walking by….) Tanner? 
T – oh, hi Ashley 
A – How are you? Where’ve you been? I haven’t seen you at the centre all week. 
T – yeah – I had a really rough weekend last week….i guess I just fucked off for a 
week. 
A – why didn’t you come to talk with me? 
T – well – you guys have a lot on your plates….I didn’t want to bother you. 
A – Tanner…its why we are there. 
T – yeah….well….  want to see something? (a sketch) 
A – sure. 
Tanner pulls out a very vivid red and black sketch. 
A – oh. Lots of….emotion in this.  
T – yeah – I had a rough week. 
A – (handing him back the paper) – come and see me at the centre, OK? 
T – yeah. 
A – you’ll come, right? 
T – yeah. 
A – OK. I gotta get to work. 
T – OK. 
A – you take care, OK? We’ll see you. 
 
This gives us the connection we need and also sets up the relationship. 
 
I had a big thought about Ligaya over the week-end, and Ligaya is eager to take it 
on: Weeks ago she brought us an improvization in which she talked with her 
mother. Her father is in the hospital again and the family needs Ligaya to send 
more money. She has already sent all the money she has. There is nothing left. She 
can’t refuse, though. She goes into the bar with Joe knowing this. After the bar, near 
the end of the play, Ligaya makes a decision to start “recycling”. What is she going 
to do? She won’t prostitute herself. So she becomes someone going through bins for 
cans and bottles….just like the elderly Chinese woman who goes through the 
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dumpster behind my apartment every week…and collects recyclables at Kits Beach. 
It turns out other cast members are seeing older Asian women doing this. Ligaya, 
who was a big fish in the Philippines, is back in the slum – doing what she knows 
how to do to get money for her family – going through garbage.21 
 
Ligaya developed a nice scene with the voice of her mother. Initially, I was going 
to ask her to find an older Filipina who we could tape…so we could hear both 
voices – the mother in Cebuano, Ligaya’s native language.  
 
When Ligaya ran it for us the first time, I asked her to do both voices so we could 
hear it all. It was very nice to hear that and Kevin launched into a more physical 
exploration, using the bench and Ligaya playing both parts. This will work very 
nicely – she has a good emotional connection to the material. We don’t need to 
tape her mother. 
 
This is what we got done today – it was filling in holes for the most part, but good 
work. Tomorrow we have to go back and keep working with Amina, who has got a 
bit lost in the story, and also Steven. Filling in these gaps. We feel we need to do 
that before tackling the big puzzle of the end of the play. We are getting there, 
though…. 
 
Kevin and I also discussed that we need to start getting 
a timeline on the wall – parallel to the plot timeline, of 
the images – so that we now start to storyboard the 
play like a film. Dorothy is getting the paper up. This 
is going to mean that requests/discussions about 
images and sound are going to start to flow in a way 
that has not been possible until now. 
 
September 27, 2011 
 
A frustrating but also good day. Kevin told me he thinks I have the patience of Job. I 
have a certainty that regardless of the scenes, if the actors can’t own the moments, 
we are just going to create deeper problems later. We have to take the time, now, 
in building the scenes – even though we are now officially behind schedule.  
 
We really wanted to find the end of the play today, but didn’t get there. We still 
had holes to fill and they took longer (again) than planned.  
 
The riot, which we are working every morning, took a real step forward today – the 
cast is remembering sequences and because of this starting to be able to commit to 
each moment. There is still work to do in this area, but every day it is a little better. 
                                            
21

 We ended up not using this, because it got in the way of finding a coherent ending to the play. I am including it here 
because it was an important part of understanding the evolution of the character.  
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We went back into Amina and got what we call her “bubble” scene – to explain 
something about her situation. Unfortunately, this meant rebuilding the café scene 
that leads into it.  
 
Kevin and I have just talked over the café, and a way to solve our dilemma of 
having nothing for the actors to do in the environment, is to shoot a table where we 
see two sets of hands (these need to be the hands of our two actors) drinking coffee, 
stirring sugar, …eating sandwiches.  
 
Amina tells a story that we see about her place of employment. Her manager’s 
voice interrupts the conversation with Ligaya and she goes over to play the scene: 
 
Manager – Amina – you wanted to talk with me? 
A – yes….I was wondering….when will I get to work at the front desk? 
M – oh – well….you are doing a great job in the back room – the inventory is so 
well organized… 
A – thank you, but, when I took the job we talked about me being able to be at the 
front, dealing with customers. 
M – yes, but the people at the front now have much more experience… 
 
(the scene continues for an exchange or two more) 
 
A – is there a reason I can’t deal with customers? (Amina knows it is the hijab.) 
Ligaya – Amina!! Just tell him what you are really thinking!! 
A (to Ligaya) – I can’t – what if he tells me what I know, that it is my Hijab…then 
what do I do?  
L – (understands this) I don’t know… 
M – Amina – just trust me, OK? (he turns and goes.) 
A – what do you mean trust you? When will I get to work at the front desk?? 
 
Amina turns to Ligaya….”I understand this…”  brings Amina back to the table. And 
we continue with the scene of the two women getting to know each other.  
 
We inserted Tanner Prepares for the World – saw it for the first time in the context 
of scenes, in between the two Ashley/Steve scenes. It will work there.  
 
We will need two identical costumes for Tanner, as the time he has to get offstage, 
strip down and fold the clothes in an ordered pile in such a way that he can enter, 
slip onto the ‘bed’ that comes out of the set is very short. He then can’t fiddle with 
the clothes – the pins have to be ready, etc.  
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This scene will work, but we have to find a way to make it very efficient – so it is 
artistic – not watching Tanner in real time, but watching Tanner in an orchestrated 
scene.  
 
We had hoped to get to the end of the play, but realized we didn’t really 
understand the scene with Joe and Ligaya in the bar. In order to start working this, 
we needed the end of the scene with Amina and Tanner, after Tanner’s scene with 
his father. The Amina scene with Tanner had fallen apart and we spent over an 
hour rebuilding it. 
 
The problem was getting the two character to say the same things each time. There 
is a different between ‘expressing ones self” and playing a theatrical scene. We 
have to be able to structure the scene and have it be the same – hopefully exactly 
the same – each time….in this case without a script. This is often challenging. The 
impulse is to let them write it down but I know that in the end, this will kill the 
authenticity of the scene. They have to get it inside them. Not learn lines. 
 
And so we went over it, so many times. We got to a good place with it finally, and 
a discovery. Because Amina thinks Tanner is a woman, she would have taken the 
hijab off. Tanner’s story throws Amina into a crisis. This becomes a very pivotal 
moment – being in her apartment with someone she does not know well….who 
now claims to be a man – not a woman.  
 
Amina – I feel sorry for your father. 
Tanner – what?! 
A – put yourself in his shoes – a single father, raises daughters. His little girl decides 
she is a man?  
T – put yourself in MY shoes. I tried and tried to be his little girl. You think I didn’t 
try?  
A – but you make a choice, in the end. 
T – no! its not a choice!! 
A – did you try to get counseling, therapy? 
T – have you heard anything I’ve been telling you?? – yes, years and years of it. 
This is who I am – I am a man.  
A – (putting on the Hijab – which she took off believing she was at home with a 
woman) do you have any idea what this choice of yours means to others? you are 
going against Nature. 
T – you loved the drawing I did of you because you said I saw you. Why can’t you 
see me? 
A – Tanner – I do see you!! I am trying to help you!! 
T – help me? How can you help me if who I am is unacceptable to you? This was a 
mistake. (Tanner leaves.) 
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In working the scene some things came up that really shook Amina. Her feelings 
about Tanner really challenge her world view. She really likes the human being. 
Within Amina’s faith, she cannot accept Tanner as a him. If we can accomplish 
what happened in rehearsal, we will have something very powerful – a scene in 
which two caring human beings have their own perspectives – these perspectives 
create divisions between the two of them, a “me” and a “you” an “us” and a 
“them”. 
 
Finally we got to Ligaya and Joe in the bar. It begins with Joe “building” the bar, 
doing a monologue about how people want to keep him in a kind of prison. That 
Ashley doesn’t ‘get it’….he knows too many ‘little brothers’ doing 3 times life 
because no one was there to help them when they needed it. Once the bar is built, 
Ligaya stands at the bar.22 
 
L (to bar tender) – can I have a water, please? 
J (to bartender) – give me a beer 
L – no – just a water………………………….I don’t have any money. 
 
Joe looks at her. Says nothing, his beer arrives. He stares at it. Finally, breaking two 
years of sobriety, he drinks. Ligaya watches him drink. Looks away. They stand, 
side by side. Joe is getting more angry, hurt, frustrated with himself. He knows what 
starting to drink means. He drinks more. Ligaya wishes someone would say 
something – someone would see her – that she had the courage to speak. 
 
Joe empties his glass. Ligaya watches him, looks away, he puts the glass on the 
counter. He looks at Ligaya, thinking he should get her water, maybe a beer – but 
decides he “isn’t Santa Claus”. He leaves. Ligaya watches him go. She looks at his 
empty glass, in tears, she reaches for it and drains the drops of beer from the glass. 
She leaves.  
 
Kevin and I chatted about the bar. He has a lovely idea that when we are building 
the bar we shoot busy bar footage and then, once we are settled in, a shot of beer 
pouring into a glass and then beer bubbles in a glass – needs to be in close-up and 
beautiful. We will slow the film down a lot so it is in slow motion. The footage 
needs to be able to run about 30 seconds longer than the scene…and we don’t 
have a real timing yet, but I figure maybe 3 minutes or more in the end.  
 
And so….we have taken Joe and Ligaya and Tanner to an exploding point. Amina 
is very challenged, inside her. Ashley is off looking for Joe. Steve at the moment 
(who we do not understand well enough) may be looking for Ashley. We have to 
really look at this. 
 
                                            
22

 In fact we ended up building the bar in a different way, after discovering a new scene with Joe and an Eagle Feather – 
this was an important step along the way. 
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Tomorrow, we will take Amina and Ligaya back to the wall. Into this, somehow, 
comes Tanner. He is looking for a fight – ‘needing a beating’.  Ashley finds Tanner 
instead of Joe and then Joe finds the two of them. Tanner is symbolic of the reason 
Ashley won’t go home. Ashley will take care of Tanner, but not her own family. 
Tanner starts to bait Joe. Amina wants to intervene but Ligaya stops her. Steve 
arrives – we are all at the wall….back where we started the play….and the 
violence erupts between Joe and Tanner. Tanner is ‘exposed’ ….  People find 
themselves on sides. 
 
Somehow, Tanner has become a battlefield on which we wage the final scene of 
the play – where the lines that divide the many “us’s” from the many “them’s” are 
drawn. 
 
September 28, 2011 
 
ALMOST made it to the end of the play today. Within minutes, certainly. 
 
The Riot off the top is coming together. Better every day. We need to start syncing 
it with film as soon as we can but are in a chicken/egg dilemma now. We are 
reshaping Steven in what I think will be a good way, after an insight about him 
early this morning: 
 
Our “Steven problem” is that we’ve been thinking of him as a redneck racist who 
doesn’t have good enough grades to get into University. The birth of this was an 
improvization from weeks ago that we landed on and took us down a very bad 
path. Steven is richer than we thought….he is the Manager of the Bar. When he 
arrives at Ashley’s he brings her a large, flat-screen TV. He buys her things – things 
she doesn’t want. This is the way Steven expresses affection. He is also, perhaps 
subconsciously and from his own perspective, trying to raise Ashley up to his own 
status. It isn’t that he is hugely rich. He is comfortable. It is a state of mind. He is a 
nice enough guy who lives privilege.  
 
And so what he says off the top, inside the riot sequence, has to change. At the 
moment we are using – “I was born here. My parents were born here.” But it isn’t 
enough, doesn’t give us a look inside him the way Ligaya’s bamboo does, or the 
way Amina’s childhood photos do. Having made the character shift this morning, 
we haven’t found it, and until we do, we don’t know a final timing for the sound. 
Without a timing for the sound, we can’t set the film….This is, of course, the 
technical difficulty in mixing live action and frozen film. 
 
We picked up in creation at the end of the bar scene from yesterday. We’ve 
created a set change problem in that we’ve built the bar with the benches stacked 
on top of each other. No one is on stage and the benches have to move. We 
figured that Ligaya could come downstage after the bar and repeat her opening 
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about bamboo. Two actors take a bench each and stand them on their sides. At 
“…we never break” they crash the benches down on their sides. ….because Ligaya 
is, in fact, breaking. The benches are way too heavy and, although we do not need 
to have them longer for scenes, they are not long enough, Kevin thinks, for the 
above. Although typing this, perhaps it is about lighting and sound, and not trying 
to turn the benches into bamboo.  
 
It also became apparent today – there are numerous times we are banging benches 
onto the floor, jumping on benches. We are going to have to cover the theatre floor 
with something, or we are going to wreck it. 
 
The actors then put the benches back in their places from the top of the show. 
Ligaya stays down stage centre, no longer brightly lit. Amina enters, just as she did 
off the top of the play – looks at writing on the wall of healing. She has come there 
after Tanner has walked out on her – she needs to breathe. She sits, as she did off 
the top of the play. 
 
Ligaya crosses to the wall and reads – just as she did. We see the first slogan she 
wrote “Spoiled Brats Go Home”23. She stops and writes another slogan: “This city 
has no soul”. At the top of the play Amina said to her “I would have written the 
same thing” now she says “I wouldn’t write that”. Ligaya sees Amina. This woman 
who could have been her friend, but who seems to have abandoned her. “Why 
not” asks Ligaya. “Too many….” Says Amina.  
 
Amina tries to reach out to Ligaya. “How are you?” ….”I’m standing” says Ligaya. 
They are awkward now. Amina makes space on the bench. Ligaya feels she has no 
choice. She sits beside her. They sit on the stage left bench. 
 
We hear Tanner’s voice off stage right.24 
 
Tanner – Ashley – I don’t want to talk to you right now. 
Ashley – Tanner – slow down!! 
T – oh – are we in your office? Is that why we can talk? 
A - …..OK….i’m sorry…. 
T – I’m tired of being the one who always has to reach out to people 
A - ….what do you want from me?  
T – nothing. I don’t want anything from you 
 
Joe has entered stage left and sees Ashley and Tanner. 

                                            
23

 This changed to “was this really about hockey?” 
24

 There were about a dozen variations on the final scene. It evolved and evolved, as we tried to find the most appropriate 
way to bring the six characters together into the conflict. In the final staged version it seems quite natural, but getting 
there was difficult. This is one, early variation. 
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J – hey! 
A – Joe….where have you been – I’ve been looking everywhere for you. 
J - …………………….in the bar. 
A – says nothing. 
J – who’s the kid? 
T – Tanner – nice to meet you. This another one of your clients? 
A – he’s my cousin. 
J – Ashley – can I talk with you for a minute? 
Tanner says something here to provoke Joe 
J – shut the fuck up. 
T – (laughs) oh….you are just who I’ve been looking for…(he crosses over and 
takes Joe’s arm) – come here – I want to show you something. 
J – (pushes him off) – get off’a me! 
T – what, don’t you like me anymore? 
Joe – (pushes him harder) Back off, creepy kid! 
A – Joe!...can we just get out of here? 
Amina and Ligaya have been watching from the bench. Amina calls Tanner – she 
feels responsible for what she is seeing unfolding and wants to find a way to get 
him out of this situation. Tanner sees Amina (and Ligaya). 
 
T – Amina!! Am I ever glad you are here.   
 
(Joe and Ashley are leaving) JOE!!! 
 
We know (or sense) that Ashley has to go to Tanner and try to pull him back 
together. Tanner is going to star yelling at Joe….echoes from the scene with 
Tanners father – no!! I am a man!! 
 
Joe is going to have to confront Ashley with how she thinks taking care of this freak 
is more important than taking care of her own brother. 
 
Steve will have come into the scene from a distance (stage left) and watch it. He’s 
been out looking for Ashley but won’t go to her with Joe there. 
 
Amina and Ligaya are going to have to get involved– Amina’s relationship to 
Tanner is very complex. 
 
We believe that as Joe refuses to continue the beating, having discovered Tanner 
appears to be a woman, not a man, Tanner pulls himself up and starts throwing 
himself against the wall. 
 
As you can imagine, working through this was really brutal. Emotions were high. 
There are echoes to hear from throughout the play. The riot, which has been a 
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reflection of the internal lives of the characters, now externalizes, as the characters, 
who were strangers, divide into Us and Them. Tanner – the character who was 
born a man inside a woman’s body, becomes the battlefield.  
 
September 29, 2011 
 
Congratulations to us – we made it to the end of the play today, had a productive 
production meeting AND cleaned up two of the three “Steven scenes” – which 
play so much better now with the new perspective on Steven. 
 
(I am paraphrasing lines terribly, picking up at the point when Joe is about to take 
Tanner down) 
 
T – (opens his arms wide…smiling…ready…..)   or what? 
Joe takes Tanner down and flips him over on the ground. He kicks him in the gut. 
Joe – (to Ashley) let’s get outta here. 
Tanner – that all you got? My mother could do better. 
Joe – you care about this freak more than your own brother? 
Ashley – Joe….don’t. 
Joe hears “yes, Tanner is more important” when Ashley says this. Joe punts Tanner 
in the face hard enough to break his nose.  
 
Amina – has gotten off the bench and over her shock at what is happening in front 
of her to Tanner. “Leave her alone!!”  but no one listens and Amina will not 
interfere with Joe. Ligaya does nothing. 
 
Joe grabs Tanner by the shirt to haul him onto his feet and the shirt rips open. 
 
Steven, who has appeared far stage left when the violence started has been 
watching in silence. He’s wanted to get over to Ashley, but not with Joe so close to 
her. He uses the opportunity of Joe kicking Tanner up to race across to her.  
 
Steve – grabbing Ashley – we need to go! 
Ashley (to Steve) – I have to help! 
Steve – no!! 
Joe looks at Tanner and is stunned 
Tanner – it’s nothing… 
Ashley – well then YOU do something!! 
Joe (to Ashley) – why didn’t you tell me this mother-fucker was a girl!! 
Ashley  goes to Tanner to try to help 
Tanner – I’m a man!! 
Joe (to Ashley) this is why you can’t come home??  
Ashley – you don’t get it! 
Joe – I get it. You want to take care of this freak over your own family! 
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At this point Tanner is all on his own. He hauls himself up off the ground and hurls 
himself against the wall. 
 
T – I’m a man!! 
 
The arguing continues. He throws himself again the wall again. “I’m a man”. 
 
People are now looking at him, but not doing anything – just staring. 
 
Each time, Tanner looks at people, and hurls himself against the wall: 
 
I’m a man! I’m a man!  I’m a man! 
 
This happens many times and the anger turns into deep fatigue and yet he keeps 
going…it is hard to look at.  
 
Joe leaves. 
T – I’m a man!! 
Ligaya leaves. 
T – I’m a man!! 
Amina starts to leaves, turns to Tanner….leaves… 
T – I’m a man!! 
Steve leaves 
T – I’m a man!! 
 
Ashley doesn’t leave. She sits on the stage right bench, in tears. 
 
T – I’m a man! I’m a man! I’m a man… 
 
As the lights fade.  
 
We tried the ending various ways. It is fascinating. If the characters stay – the scene 
(and the end of the play) becomes about Tanner. It can’t be. If they leave – the 
manner in which they are leaving – their thought processes – emotions – make the 
end of the play about everyone. Tanner becomes everyone. Anyone wanting to be 
seen, recognized. Us – not Them.  
 
We think it might work – it will need to be lit…supported by sound. And Tanner 
will need to exhaust himself doing it.  
 
And so we think we might have an end. We worked two Steve scenes. Tomorrow 
we will finish working Steve and then do a stumble through. We need to see what 
we have.  
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September 30, 2011 
 
Casper came in with a terrible cold today. I got immune booster for the whole 
company couriered to the rehearsal hall. 
 
We did a stumble through this afternoon that ran about 43 minutes. Some of the 
scenes held together remarkably well – the cast did really well. We are (and they 
are) starting to understand character arcs and where they are strong and weak. 
 
The end isn’t accomplishing what we had hoped. We need to rework it. Kevin has 
had a thought about more of the characters (other than Tanner) ending up running 
against the wall. It will be interesting to see what we can find with this. 
 
Tomorrow we will do another stumble through at 10:00 and then need to create 
the rest of the riot scenes and then start working through, in rehearsal.  
 
October 1, 2011 
 
We had a very good stumble-through for the design team and Liza today. The cast 
really stepped up to the plate. Of course we still have a lot of work to do but there 
was an emotional integrity to many of the scenes and the ordering of the story 
flowed. Feedback was very positive, some talked about being affected at a deep 
level, others about being drawn in by how we can see ourselves in various 
characters, sometimes, opposing characters at the same time, and others that real 
questions are being asked without preaching. This is great to hear – as without 
emotional connection and a sense that the characters are “us”…human beings, 
struggling, and through that creating walls, making judgments…without asking real 
questions, we don’t have a play.  
 
A creative talk about the set evolving, being able to light through the wall and a 
session with the actors about costuming and what their characters would be 
wearing – Carmen is going to start making costume purchases.  
 
After lunch we started working on the second riot (there are three). The atmosphere 
has changed over the last two days. I’ve really felt (I know Kevin feels this and 
Dorothy also mentioned it) that we’ve sometimes been dragging various cast 
members through creation. But doing the stumble-throughs (which have been more 
like tentative runs) and the feedback has really, it seems buoyed the cast. When 
Kevin was building the second riot he gave someone a “Bruce Lee kick” and they 
all started saying….”I want one…” – this makes the creative process much more 
playful and therefore rich. The language of the second riot is more fun – more 
challenging than what we were able to do in the first.  
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This also means that the actors really are jumping, stomping on the 
benches….kicking the wall…putting a foot up on the wall and pushing off of it into 
the air… the structures are going to have to be able to sustain this.  
 
We have two weeks before getting into the theatre. 12 working days. Work to do, 
certainly – getting the film segments developed and shot, also global image 
decisions, a scene or two missing, perhaps, integrating the film into the human 
stories, finding the ending (!), integrating more physicality into some of the scenes. 
There are also some scenes we should leave for a while – especially Ligaya’s chat 
with her mother. If we work it too much, we will kill it.  
 
October 4, 2011 
 
The cast retained the second riot quite well over the weekend. We then launched 
into reworking scenes. Did some very nice work on ‘Ligaya/Amina make friends/go 
for coffee’. The key to this, which they loved, was bringing the opening into the 
present. Changing the first lines to: 
 
Ligaya (writing) Was this really about hockey? 
Amina – thank you! I would have written exactly the same thing. 
L – yes…WAS this about hockey? 
A – exactly. If Canadians want to understand it, they should look at Egypt 
L – or the Philippines 
A – or Wall Street 
 
…and so they meet and recognize each other as intelligent, involved people who 
happen to be immigrant women. Not complaining whiners. This changes the tone 
of how they move over for coffee. How they tell their stories. Everything; it flowed 
through all their scenes. 
 
We worked ‘Joe gets marginalized’ and ‘Joe’s (small) riot, setting them. Joe is great 
to work with because he just makes things authentic. We lengthened the scene a 
bit, after feedback that people didn’t know Joe enough. 
 
We changed the order of the next 3 scenes, because the transitions didn’t work and 
so now we go into Amina telling her story about work and brought in some lines to 
make it more overtly (but subtly) about the employers fear of the Hijab and what it 
will mean to customers. The scene works better if the employer likes Amina.  
 
Then Ashley finds Tanner (who is sketching on the sidewalk in the first scene. We 
made it more clear that Ashley is connected to Tanner through the Youth Centre. 
Then we got into Ligaya telling her racist customer story. 
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We ran into an interesting, frustrating, enlightening dilemma. I’d been hoping we 
could incorporate more physical language into the scenes, so the play isn’t ‘straight 
scenes’ and then riots, but a more integrated language. We have to remember, 
though, that we are making scenes for interactive Forum and so they have to be 
‘safe’ for audience members to come into. 
 
Kevin came up with a lovely idea in the Ligaya scene in which she crawled under a 
bench in the middle of the scene and played it from there. Sundown (customer) 
ended up jumping up and down on the bench, with her under it. The cast loved it, 
as did I, and it really brought the scene to life. However – I know, certainly, that if 
this becomes the language of the scenes, there will be no interventions in the 
Forum – no access for the audience. We had to bump up against this wall, I guess, 
to start to understand where we are – what we are making together.  
 
It took some time to debrief this, but Kevin and I think the cast understand – we 
have to experiment and we have to do it WITH them.  
 
October 5, 2011 
 
We didn’t work the opening today as one of the actors was late. We picked up in 
the Tanner draws Amina scene and found and set some nice moments in it, making 
it more clear. Then we started working getting the dialogue around Amina getting 
hit by Steve and his box, so it flowed and we could understand everyone. This took 
some time. When it came time to put it all together, we had to go back and re-
block Amina “standing inside the projected sketch of herself” in order for that to 
work cleanly.  
 
We moved into the scenes in Ashley’s apartment. We had to rebuild the scene. 
“Acting” is as simple as being. Sometimes it feels too “simple” for an actor. A 
director’s role sometimes is to keep bringing an actor back into honest simplicity. 
When the emotional content is there, we see the complexity of life in the small 
moments. This IS our task – to have the large issues, how we create “us” and 
“them” inside and outside ourselves, reflected in the small, human moments. 
 
We brought Steve in and found his excitement over bringing Ashley a TV. I talked 
with him about his desire to change her. He is doing this in various ways – one of 
them is by buying her things. I believe a light went on for Steve in that moment. His 
presence in the scene changed.  
 
Ashley and I had a conversation about staying away from clichés – something we 
are both concerned about. What is exciting about the Ashley character is that she is 
not clawing her way out of addiction. She is a character trying to be herself – a 
healthy young woman, and not get dragged into cycles (by family, her lover and 
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circumstance) that are destructive. Ashley’s story is the story of so many young First 
Nations people.  
 
When it came time to work on Tanner prepares for the world, we had a rude 
realization. We’ve never understood how to bring Tanner onstage for this. Yes, a 
“bed/platform” will come out of the set, but how to we get him (in his underwear) 
onto the bed in front of the audience without destroying the very delicate scene 
before? (Ashley and Steve). we can’t sacrifice the scene to getting Tanner onstage.  
 
It meant going all the way back to the second riot that creates Ashley’s apartment. 
We timed Tanner getting undressed and ready for the scene and added 15 seconds 
of leeway time. This came to 1:15. EXACTLY how long the second riot is. We 
needed more riot material, and to work Tanner OUT of the second riot. Of course 
it took some time to make this. 
 
While Kevin was doing that, I worked with Tanner on the scene – making sure he 
has a dramatic journey – more than simply getting dressed. Subtle things – that are 
manifest out of his silent internal monologue. Textures. 
 
We’d hoped to get three other scenes done today, but this is as far as we got. Its 
also going to start slowing down even more now, as we get into territory where we 
really do need to rework some of the scenes, especially, I think, making a new 
scene for Joe that replaces his monologue with him struggling with the voices 
(Cops) in his head that lead to him losing his sobriety. I THINK what happens is Joe 
tries to smudge, but the voices stop him from entering the ritual and instead, build 
the bar around him. Its going to take fresh thoughts to make this in a way that it 
isn’t cheesy and we are all very tired.  
 
We had a set meeting today over lunch and made some decisions about the set 
construction – slats and reflective material – creating the wall/screen that all of the 
images appear on – something we can also backlight. Could be lovely. Kevin 
wanted to experiment (a good idea) with a very quickly created “small bit” of the 
wall and a projector. How will images look on it? Will there be shadows?  
 
Elisha put a small section of wall together and brought it in at around 5:00. The 
projecting itself looks very good. We had a surprise, though, with the riot footage 
(at least I did). Most, if not all of it is handheld – and from inside the riot. Very jerky 
and fast moving. It is fine to watch this on a small computer screen, but seeing it 
projected on a wall was really nauseous-making. This hadn’t occurred to me. Of 
course we can’t do this to an audience. Fortunately, we have the ability to slow the 
speed of projection down and this helps a great deal.  
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October 6, 2011 
 
Kevin had the cast all morning, working riot moments and trimming things away 
from the second riot that got added because we thought it would take longer for 
Tanner to get ready for ‘Tanner prepares’. The cast worked very hard.  
 
We worked on all the Ashley scenes. We also inserted a small moment, but one 
that will have larger meaning, into the scene with Tanner and Amina, when they 
have finished dinner. Before Tanner starts to tell his story about his Dad, Amina’s 
phone rings. It is Ligaya: 
 
(Ring) 
Amina looks at the phone, sees who it is and says “Ligaya”…. 
Tanner – is it important? 
Amina – No. (refuses the call). No. (she puts the phone away) I’m wondering – do 
you always couch surf? 
Tanner – Almost always, yes. 
Amina – Why? 
Tanner – well….my Dad – disowned me. 
Amina – what?!? 
Tanner’s Dad – (from Stage left, chopping wood) Hey Hunny Bunny!... 
(Tanner gets up and walks across to Dad) 
Tanner’s Dad - …you come to help the old man chop some wood?  (and we are 
into the Tanner Dad scene). 
 
Amina doesn’t refuse Ligaya to be mean. She knows if she answers the phone it 
will be a long conversation about Ligaya’s problems and she is having a good time, 
alone, with Tanner (who she still thinks is a young woman). She doesn’t want to 
break the bubble. Of course, it is also a step in the distancing between these 2 
women who were almost friends.  
 
I asked Ligaya to change her monologue with her Mom, so that it is no longer 
about a second operation for her father – but about her parents having been hit by 
the recent flooding. We have powerful photos of this and it brings the issue more 
into the global realm – something we need to do now with more than this scene. 
We went over what she has changed and I think she can make it work – she is very 
emotionally committed. We’ll work it tomorrow. 
 
October 7, 2011 
 
Good work today. Cleaned up some of the #2 riot and ran the first. We looked at 
Joe in shackles and agreed that while it was a nice idea weeks ago, now that we 
have the play it feels gratuitous. 
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Did some work with Ligaya on her “new” monologue with her mother. We did an 
exercise imagining the tenuousness of the long distance connection after the 
typhoon – with millions of people trying to call in and out of the Philippines and 
damaged infrastructure. This reconnected her emotionally to the material. I don’t 
want to mess with it too much, the integrity of it is what makes it work. 
 
We set Tanner and Amina after dinner. They had gone off and learned the lines, 
which on the one hand meant they could get the lines out easily, but also flattened 
all the texture, subtext and emotion out of the scene; it came from their heads, not 
their stomachs. So, we spent some time reconnecting to the material.  
 
Kevin and I realized we hadn’t worked out how to get OUT of Ashley’s apartment 
and into the setting for Amina/Tanner and then Ligaya and then the new scene we 
were going to build with Joe. (this is Riot #3). We’ll have to go back and do that but 
it was good, in that we realized we do NOT need Riot #4, thank God, we can 
integrate all of the moves into one Riot.  
 
Of course the riots need to function as more that complicated ways to move 
furniture. Once we can start doing runs, we will have to start making sense of how 
the escalation of footage from Vancouver to Vancouver plus international to 
international helps with that. Riot #3 will also have to have a different energetic 
signature (Kevin is already thinking this). The initial impulse was that the whole 
play takes place inside a riot; the riot is a manifestation of the struggles inside us all. 
Once runs start we need to find the ways that this manifests. We may be able to 
drop other flashes of images onto the riot footage that help create a story-line 
somehow, or bring back images we have seen, as a sense of accumulation. The 
riots have to forward the narrative the same way scenes do, be a reflection of 
character development…integrate somehow. The threads are there to be picked up 
– we need to find them (allow them to emerge) inside the material we’ve made.  
 
We spent a few hours developing an idea I had for Joe. I brought an Eagle feather, a 
shell and sweet grass into rehearsal today. Joe and I talked about this possibility a 
few days ago. I explained that it is possible that after leaving Ashley’s Joe goes to 
do smudge (A First Nations cleansing ritual)…but can’t – because the voices in his 
head stop him and eventually land him in the bar. 
 
Boal developed a technique called “Cops in the Head”, I did a version of this 
exercise, adapting on the fly, with the cast and Joe. All the voices came from Joe. 
 
Steve/Connor became the “best friend” telling Joe he should have a drink – it will 
make him feel better. 
 
Ashley/Brandy became his grandmother telling him he doesn’t know what it means 
to be a man – he is a boy, will always be a boy. 
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Ligaya/Iris became his sister, telling him he knows nothing about family – families 
don’t work anyway, he should just have fun and take care of himself. 
 
Tanner/Casper became a high school teacher who tells him he was born bad and 
can’t do anything about it. He should just accept that he is a criminal with a 
criminal record. 
 
Amina/Reem became the Crown prosecutor, telling him he belongs in a cage, not 
out with decent people. He is scum. 
 
These voices are very real for Joe. Kevin and I collaborated nicely today to 
understand the staging of this. It needs to be simple. Here’s what we found: 
 
Joe enters and sits down stage centre. He creates a pool of light. He sits and places 
the smudge items (Eagle feather wrapped in a red cloth, shell, sweet grass braid, 
matches) in front of him. He sits. As he starts to unwrap the feather, the cast line up, 
simply, against the backlit wall, making them silhouettes. The voices start to 
whisper their messages to Joe.  
 
Before we left today, Owen (soundscape) and I worked with each cast member to 
tape their sentences. He will treat the voices, so that the sound can support the live 
sound from the actors, as it gets louder, louder, more violent.  
 
We watch Joe try to start the ritual. He picks up the feather. Holds it. Cannot 
overcome the voices in his head. Joe understand this very, very well. The Eagle 
feather is a sacred item. Joe fails to banish the voices – in fact they win. He rejects 
the ritual. Puts down the feather. Wraps it again.  
 
Iris moves forward and takes the smudge items away. Two of the others plant a 
bench in front of Joe and leave. Two other place the second bench on top of the 
first and leave. Joe sits behind the bars of the benches. The voices now are a 
cacophony. Joe stands and turns, looking at the image that is now on the wall, an 
image of beer pouring, bubbles in beer… Ligaya comes and stands at the bar. Joe 
turns, approaches the bar. The voices are now fading. He puts his hand on the bar. 
 
Joe – give me a beer. 
Ligaya – Can I have just water, please? 
 
(and we are in the Joe/Ligaya scene.) …so…good work today. This will deepen our 
understanding of Joe – really seeing him trying, but not being able to shed the 
labels that others put on him. He is “them”. Ligaya is “them”. They are standing 
together – two strangers, at a bar. 
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Tomorrow we need to time this sequence for Owen. We need to run the Joe/Ligaya 
scene. Then we need to build riot #3 and find the end of the play (!). 
 
October 8, 2011 
 
A long good day – some miracles, some frustrations.  
 
The riots are looking better. Key now is (of course) remembering sequences and 
inhabiting each moment. The cast cannot ‘mark’ the riots anymore – every time has 
to be full out, or they will never make it through a full show.  
 
We needed to rework the bumping of Amina with the box – now that we have a 
box that is the real size. It needs to be safe and took some time to work through, 
but we did. And then cleaned up the sound cue into the riot that comes from that 
scene.  
 
Then we did a timing, coming out of Amina’s apartment (end of her scene with 
Tanner) and through to the end of the Cops in Joe’s Head. We needed this so 
Owen has a sense of how long his sound needs to be. Then it was time to do Joe 
and Ligaya in the bar. Joe and Ligaya are wonderful performers – very committed to 
moments – very different processes. Joe’s emotions are all buried and yet visible, 
Ligaya’s on the surface. I think it is important that in the bar scene, that the two 
“see” each other but do not connect. If there is the chance of connection that fails, 
this is different for the Forum than if there is no chance of connection inside the 
scene. We need to see the potential.  
 
We had a realization after working this scene. We’d created ourselves into a bad 
corner – building the bar downstage centre and never worked out how to transition 
from that back into the street. How do we move the benches back? 
 
Kevin and I talked over numerous options before lunch – during lunch – and then 
after lunch he had the germ of an idea of not making the bar as the two benches 
right side up on top of each other, but flipping the bottom one on its back to make 
a box. This works better for the bar and then, after Joe leaves Ligaya in the bar, she 
has a “hut” (her parents in the Philippines need a hut after the typhoon)… this led 
us into a very rich reality. 
 
We’d had numerous conversations about Ligaya falling through the cracks; of her 
binning, recycling for money. We’ve melded these ideas together. 
 
The bar ends. Thunder/storm sounds that grow into riot sounds. Storm Images. 
Ligaya crawls into the hut. She starts calling her mother – ‘the house? Everything? I 
don’t have more to send…” – the actor Connor has been on the roof of the hut, 
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stomping on the upper bench above her head. Two others on the back wall, batting, 
throwing stones, one other (Brandy) kicking the side of the hut – echoes of riot. 
 
Connor jumps off the roof of the hut and he and Brandy peel the upper bench – the 
roof away. Ligaya grabs at it…’I have nothing more to give’…. Connor yells at her 
“Hey – are you crazy? You can’t be in here’…Sundown and Casper come from the 
back wall and start to rock the lower bench, which is like a cradle that Ligaya is in 
– ripping it out of its moorings, they topple her onto the ground. Sundown yells at 
her “hey – Asian Lady – you have to leave” (an echo from the racist customer 
scene), Ligaya is on the floor. The benches are now at the back wall (ready for the 
end of the play).  
 
Ligaya comes up from the floor and repeats her lines about bamboo and the 
Philippines….but cannot finish. Amina is walking along the wall, and sits. Ligaya 
walks over to the wall …reads…then writes “This city has no soul.”…and we are in 
the final scene. 
 
In discussing this with Ligaya, she commented that it made her feel like she was 
losing her mind. Yes. This is what happens to Ligaya – like it happens, according to 
the statistics, to 80+% of Vancouverites who are either homeless, or struggling 
severely with housing issues. I understand now that it also happens, too often, 
inside the immigrant population who struggle with issues like Ligaya’s.  
 
Then, it got frustrating. Trying to find the end of the play also meant, of course, 
having the beating scene working. We worked and worked and worked, as tension 
rose in the room, to try to have this happen simply and the same way twice. The 
movement gets embellished very easily and when that happens, it can’t be safe. 
This is essential in this scene because of the physical violence. It took about 2 
hours to rework 30 seconds. 
 
We managed to get it clean and feeling safe, but I don’t know how long it will hold 
together. Having got there, we could investigate the very end, which we knew we 
needed to rework. The way it was, with Tanner going against the wall over and 
over again, saying “I’m a man” was strong, but it made the play too much about 
Tanner. What does it end up saying?  
 
What we are trying now is that Tanner starts to do that, and people leave as before. 
Ashley remains on the bench, not knowing what to do. The Riot returns; the same 
pattern as how it builds in the first riot at the very top of the play. Tanner keeps 
throwing himself against the wall. Ashley keeps sitting, head in her hands – the 
others are all in riot mode – now, not as “actors” but their characters – we 
understand this (I hope) because of the journey of the play. 
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The riot (we hope) threads through everything as an energy…the riot was never 
about hockey – it was and is about the alienation that occurs as we build walls 
between other people and us, and inside ourselves, that turn “us” into “us and 
them”.  
 
October 9, 2011 
 
We made some headway and had a very difficult run today. All the scene work 
we’ve done in the first half or so of the play seemed to evaporate into thin air. I’ve 
been around long enough to know that this happens in the creation of a piece – 
and we are also all very tired. Knowing this doesn’t however make it easier to 
manage. Hard way to end a long week. 
 
Other sections were quite powerful – the new “Cops in the Head” scene with Joe 
and Ligaya in the hut, for instance. Bits of the Ashley/Steve/Joe story. Bits of the 
Tanner/Amina/Dad section. The first two riots seem fairly stable. 
 
I chatted with Owen and we both think that some of what will help is simply runs. 
Finding the speed, assurance, flow and rhythm of the scenes. Again – with material 
like this it is the commitment to the moments – an emotional resonance, that makes 
the material work. The naked words are quite mundane.  
 
This structure, (made with Kevin and this cast) unlike other structures I have created, 
does not ‘hit the ground running’. It starts very slowly and builds, through scenes 
that sometimes feel inconsequential, until we become aware that tensions are 
building and then overflowing. The play needs to creep up on an audience.  The 
opening scenes need to move so much faster than they did today. 
 
In other areas: we tried to build Riot #3 today – coming out of Ashley’s apartment 
and into Amina’s. We went through various very creative possibilities that evolved 
into 4 people smashing into Ashley’s apartment, where Steve still sits (“I know 
about family”) and trashing the place, removing everything. What “reads” is that all 
of this is happening in Steve’s mind – reinforcing exactly what he already believes 
is happening in Vancouver. The actors are the people playing Amina, Tanner, 
Ligaya and Joe – all the people with whom he has been in conflict. This does a nice 
thing for Steve and accomplishes the scene change at the same time. 
 
We had a meeting with Jergus and Connor after rehearsal and went through the 
timeline for film/image and lighting states, so Jergus in particular can start thinking 
more clearly about light design.  
 
We are not certain about the end of the play yet – what is on the wall. I 
appreciated Jergus’ suggestion after the run about there not being riot footage (we 
have seen a lot of it in the play) and a sense that the riot really is now inside the 
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characters and emanating from them. if this is the case – what is on the wall? 
Backlit? Some other image? We don’t know yet. 
 
We also solved a confusion about masking legs stage left and right – thinking for a 
while they were impossible, but Dorothy called Elisha and he tells us they are 
possible and so we will continue with the masked entrances and exits with which 
we have been working. 
 
October 11, 2011 
 
Brandy has been suffering from an injury from before we started. Today, we heard 
it is plantar fasciitis. This is quite painful and doesn’t go away easily. We’ve 
extended her physio visits (Headlines has been covering the cost of these) – cut the 
opening dance from one minute twenty seconds to 30 seconds and told her to just 
mark the dance until further notice. If at all possible I’d like not to cut the dance 
completely, as it is the only thing that sets both her character and the also the play 
on First Nations land. She is saying its flared up because we’ve been working on 
the dance and riots so much – we are hoping if we give it a rest and also she only 
has one (or sometimes two) shows a day, not an 8 hour rehearsal, that it’ll be OK. 
 
This meant reworking the rehearsal schedule for the next 3 days. We worked the 
middle of the play today – the Ashley/Steve/Joe scenes so she can get to physio 
tomorrow, and will go back and do the beginning tomorrow. 
 
Then we ran from the beginning to where we got to today. The scenes hung 
together better than the last run – it is, to a large degree, about emotional 
commitment.  
 
Kevin and I had a long talk about the timeline of the play and agreed that it is 
impossible, logically, for the play to be in a few seconds of riot. It isn’t working, no 
matter how much we try to make that happen. This is because the play needs to 
START at the Wall of Healing and end there. It takes place over the course of one 
(very theatrical, long and dense) day, in which all the characters’ lives change 
deeply. 
 
This changes the opening a bit, but it also allows us to commit to riot weaving 
through all the moments of the play – the rioting being contained inside the book-
ends of the wall of healing scenes at the beginning and end.  
 
A question that is floating right now is: are we talking about only humans rioting 
(here and internationally) or does this also include ways that this energy is 
emanating from the planet itself as extreme weather – typhoons, tornados, flooding, 
fire, drought. The conversation continues right now but we have to make a 
decision very, very soon. 
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We will be running ‘what we have’ every day now at the end of the day. We have 
an invited Forum (a first crack at interactive, Forum Theatre) on Friday – I need to 
find a way to get the cast ready for that. We should have a full run of the play again 
by the end of the day on Thursday.  
 
October 12, 2011 
 
We had a good day today – and I have Casper’s cold and feel miserable. 
 
We did a lot of good “clean-up” work in the riots and early scenes – they are 
flowing much better – lighter off the top in the scenes.  
 
Kevin and I agreed today that we will broaden out the definition of rioting. We’ll 
keep all the local and international footage, and augment it with extreme weather – 
typhoons, tornados, flooding, fire, drought. 
 
We did a run of everything from the beginning to “Amina and Tanner can’t see 
each other” (scene 15 of 20). It held together very well – the cast had great 
breakthroughs. The sound is coming along very nicely – thanks Owen.  
 
Steve had a real breakthrough today – putting the journey of the character together. 
What we discovered:  the reason he is with Ashley is that regardless of how messed 
up it might be, she really does have family. He sees it, feels it…and he does not 
have family. He and his Auntie NEVER talk about family issues. His cousin NEVER 
drops in with family news. He doesn’t HAVE a ‘home’ that he COULD go back to. 
It is all fractured – like so many of us from European Heritage in North America. 
What Ashley has may be messed up in ways, but it is beautiful in others. He wants 
it. He wants a family with her. But…every way he knows to get close to her (buying 
the TV, drinking beer, trying – too late – to help her cousin, …all of them piss her 
off and make her move further away. When he said “I know about family” today, 
he was in tears. It wasn’t anger…it was really vulnerable sadness. I’ve asked him to 
try to keep this. 
 
We haven’t had a chance to start projecting images yet and it is getting very late. 
Kevin, Conor and Elisha are shooting the film segments we don’t have yet tonight 
(with Ligaya and Amina for the café.) We need to start projecting ASAP – but 
haven’t been able because we’ve needed to do so much detailed scene work. 
 
Still to come is sorting out the end of the play. “Joe struggles with the voices in his 
head and goes to the bar”, “Ligaya seeks connection in the bar”, and “Ligaya falls 
through a crack” should all play well, even though we haven’t reworked them yet. 
The challenge is going to be the final scene where all the characters come back 
together. 
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We don’t know how the ending really works yet. We also have to “open up” the 
short scenes in between characters – exposing more of the relationships/struggles in 
the moments, if we are going to be successful at using the final scene to stimulate 
the Forum. This is where the experiment with Forum is and frankly – I am not 
altogether certain it will work. It makes sense in my head (mostly) but doing it with 
people is a whole other thing. This is coming on Friday.  
 
October 14, 2011 
 
Too tired and sick to write anything yesterday – not to mention having had a bad 
run – tired, very slow. We moved to evenings today, which meant starting at 2PM 
and the cast came in a bit rested. We spent a few hours reworking the ending again 
and found something that works much better than we’ve had. Then broke for 
dinner. 
 
We had the invited Forum tonight – some workshop participants came and some of 
Headlines’ Staff. The run went very well – pacing was up, scenes held together, 
emotional integrity was good. Still some rough spots. 
 
Feedback was wonderful. Audience understood character journeys and, more 
importantly, were able to articulate how each character built walls inside 
themselves or between themselves and others – and how others built walls around 
them. The actors really liked hearing this about their characters – I did it as an intro 
to the Forum. People said they cried through a great deal of the play and also that it 
left them in a very stunned and hopeless state. This would be a bad thing, except 
that they all agreed that going into Forum, and the way it happened, was 
revolutionary and inspirational in that it focused on how small and sometimes 
internal moments can change us, and therefore the world around us. That the 
Forum does not focus only on ‘defeating the oppressor’ – but on changing one’s 
self and in doing so, changing the reactions of people around us. 
 
The cast responded to the interventions really well – grounded, centered. Joe in 
particular is a great improviser – but they all shone. They were beaming later – a 
nice victory after so much hard work. 
 
We have to spend some time tomorrow finalizing the images and order, cues. 
Kevin and I are discussing what stays and what goes. Then we need to clean up 
some of the riots and also set the end of the play. We also need to figure out if any 
of the other characters are going to go write on the wall – an idea of Kevin’s to 
weave the wall through – and if so, who and when and what. 
 
Amina’s shoes need sanding or something on the bottom. They are slippery.  
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October 15, 2011 
 
We had hoped/needed to do a run but got bogged down doing necessary cleaning 
up, first in the riots and then at the end of the play. By 8PM it was obvious we were 
so exhausted – the cast had been very game doing riots and the ending over and 
over again…. a run was going to be pointless.  
 
We had to do the end many times because the beating just wasn’t working – was 
not looking real. Not certain we’ve solved that, actually – we’ll see on Sunday. 
There still seems to be a “step” missing in the final scene, a dialogue/image 
beat…we can’t find it.  
 
Kevin, Conor and I went through the visual line of the whole play and settled on 
what images we are seeing on the wall and when. Some unexpected questions 
came up – the biggest one regarding the writing that Ligaya does on the wall. In 
order for audience to really see it, it has to be so much larger than anything else, it 
looks like spray-painting. Not only is this silly, but it makes WHAT she writes 
ironically important. The two phrases “Was this really about hockey” and “this City 
has no soul” are very important to Ligaya, but they are not the “central message” of 
the play. Having them on the wall in huge print at the end makes them exactly this 
– and…well, it just doesn’t work. An option is to find things for her to write that 
ARE a central message of the play. I really dislike that kind of theatre and so, what 
to do? We are going to play with making the printing the same size as everything 
else – the audience can see that something is being written but it isn’t more or less 
important than anything else. Ligaya says what she is writing anyway. If that 
doesn’t work, we’ll mime the writing – not my favourite option – but let’s see.  
 
Hoping to do 3 runs on Sunday, then the cast have a day off and into the theatre.  
 
October 22, 2011 
 
I Haven’t had time to write for the last week. First the cold hit really hard and then 
we just got too busy getting the show up and ready.  
 
Hard to fill in the gaps with all that has happened. After we moved into the theatre, 
the play continued to evolve, having the actual set, building light, hearing sound 
fill the space. The Design/Tech team did a spectacular job and by the end of their 
third day (second for the actors, Kevin and me), we were able to do a “stumble 
through” with lighting and sound and projections in place. This was really amazing 
to get that accomplished in that amount of time – and it hung together! 
 
Of course, as often happens, the scenes suffered from the move out of the rehearsal 
hall and into the theatre and we had to spend a fair bit of time restructuring some, 
re-energizing others. The cast were great and hung in there. Kevin and I think that it 
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took getting into the theatre and being inside the light and sound for them to 
understand and appreciate the complexity of what we had all been building 
together. There was no way for them to really understand that in the rehearsal hall, 
where we had so little of the technical stuff.  
 
One of the good things we did was a “double-time” run on many of the scenes. 
They were running very slowly. I’ll also add that Joe arrived into the theatre with 
The Cold and was a real trooper through all of Tech. Unfortunately he didn’t have 
much voice opening night, but he’s through the worst of it. 
 
We were still playing with the ending and tried many different versions. We 
actually settled into what we are doing, finally, on the day of the Preview, and still 
tinkered with it before opening. The play now ends in a cacophonous silhouette, in 
which the characters do become the riot. We do not go so far in what we had to 
get to Tanner’s “I’m a man”. It is, in terms of the journey of all the characters, a 
better ending. 
 
There were 54 people at Preview – great work to make sure we had a preview 
audience – the first REAL try at the Forum. The response to the play was very strong 
– we had a very good run that night and I made my way through Forum, feeling it 
out – trying to understand how to use the Table of Contents idea. After the Forum, 
which also went well, I asked audience members to stay in the lobby for Forum 
Feedback. They’d really liked it but also found the Table of Contents not as useful 
as it might have been. A woman there suggested it might help to ask the audience 
to name key scenes, “access points” off of the Table of Contents to stimulate that 
kind of thinking before I actually start taking interventions. 
 
Opening was last night to a full house. Congratulations all! Kevin and I both think 
that while the show went well, the first half was a little slow compared to the 
previous night. We need to keep the pace up. Still, the audience was (and will be) 
deeply affected by the play. 
 
It is very hard to come out after the play to start Forum – the faces of audience 
members look devastated, and launch into asking things of them. I am trying to do 
that as gently as possible.  
 
Something that is becoming apparent is that the play demands of an audience 
member that they take ownership of “othering”. There have been some (very few) 
who have expressed frustration that the play isn’t about the “big events” and “those 
people”…. It was never going to be and would never have worked if it was. I think 
what has emerged from all of our work is that ‘we ARE the riot’ and until we take 
ownership and responsibility for that, we will forever be rioting – internally, 
externally, personally, regionally, nationally, globally.  
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OUR FIRST AUDIENCE QUOTE:   
 
"…you had me soul-searching about my own attitudes and experiences from beginning to 
end. Congratulations on "Us and Them" and on 30 years of ground-breaking and relevant work.” 

Rae Ackerman, Director of Vancouver Civic Theatres, Oct. 21 
 

The task now that we are open is to fill houses. We have to keep pushing for 
audience each and every night. Another challenge coming, though, will be the web 
cast.  
 
October 23, 2011 
 
A good little video article on the show on RedWire: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=gF6TlQcgJTQ 
 
Had 49 people to the Saturday night show last night and 23 on Sunday.  These 
small numbers are very troubling. 
 
While we had a good Forum Saturday, Sunday was really hard. I think the show 
lost its emotional connection. We’ve been experiencing people really crying inside 
the audience. When I get to the audience after, they’ve been in a really emotional 
place. Not so Sunday. They were mostly unmoved. The difference? 
 
Well….the cast is very tired, of course. They’ve had a really long and big week. 
Also the synergy of playing to an audience of 150 is very different than 23. The 
Forum, instead of being an emotional/psychological exercise tonight, became quite 
intellectual. It was really a lot of surface. 
 
I haven’t been writing about interventions and want to start now. There have been 
some wonderful moments already, and the new way of approaching Forum – 
which is, I think, specific to this play is working for the most part.  
 
One of the big responses coming from people is that they really appreciate how the 
play focuses into very small, sometimes seemingly inconsequential moments, and 
how the moments “open up” through the Forum. This is, of course, what we had 
hoped for. In order to have that happen, the play needs to remain focused and 
‘clean’ and emotionally grounded. 
 
I need to talk with the cast today about digging in more in the Forum – I think that 
as the week progressed, they started getting “too nice”. They’ve become the 
‘actors” playing ‘characters’ in the Forum and are not as grounded as they could be 
in the emotional reality of the moments. This COULD be a factor of jumping 
around the play the way we are. Perhaps when we deconstruct the flow of the play 
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for Forum, we also deconstruct the emotional journey….hadn’t thought about this 
until just now. (Yes, it really is an experiment…) 
 
I am very worried about audience numbers. Headlines has never lost money on a 
show before. This one is very expensive and was extremely hard to raise money 
for; a combination of the ethereal nature of the subject matter and the economic 
times. Ticket sales have to explode in the next few days. We are counting on 40% 
houses (a reasonable figure) to break even – but this is 40% PAID. At the moment, 
most people in the door are on free vouchers that are being distributed into very 
low income and homeless communities.  
 
October 25, 2011 
 
We had a good show and Forum tonight, although only 41 people.  
 
The show was more emotionally grounded tonight. Interesting news, that even from 
what felt like a very off-centre show and Forum on Sunday, that members of the 
audience were very deeply affected.  I agree with the cast in that it is SO hard to 
know with this play. It is because, I think, if the disjointed structure. Perhaps we 
will learn to trust it, and perhaps it will always be a question. 
 
The ending always feels abrupt to me – we struggled with it so much. I cleaned up 
the fight before the show today and the beginning of it looks more convincing – 
added a bit of dialogue and changed the way the first punch happens. 
 
The Forum started really fast tonight, within the first few seconds. I think my 
explanation was more clear, perhaps, than it has been.  
In the first intervention a woman replaced Amina and tried to reach out to Ligaya in 
the final scene. She failed miserably. It was fascinating. She suggested Ligaya go to 
Church. The fellowship might be good for Ligaya, but why, I wondered, did she not 
invite Ligaya to the Mosque? Certainly everyone is welcome there…why, I asked 
her? Because she wanted Ligaya to feel better, but still not have her be a real part of 
her life. Fascinating. There was no “us” in this moment and Ligaya felt very 
alienated. It set the audience thinking about their own actions, I know – trying to 
help people without personal involvement. 
 
A man replaced Joe in the interview with Steve and insisted Steve give him a 
chance. Steve said no. He didn’t like being told what to do by someone looking for 
a job. Many in the audience understood this…and some also thought that Joe 
should dress up more, be more polite…not dress “like a bum”….be someone else. 
What do people like Joe do? He’s looking for work in a bar, after all, not in the 
corporate world. This opened up a conversation about prejudice and criminals – 
when a person has done their time – haven’t they paid their debt? ‘The employer 
can’t hire someone with a criminal record’ commented one man….well 
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then…should we just keep people in jail in jail? How is someone who has done jail 
time supposed to earn a legitimate living without getting hired? 
 
Another woman replaced Steve and, when he saw Ashley’s response to the TV, 
SAW it and stopped trying to “buy” her – to build the relationship on expensive 
things; to “help” her by pulling her up into a different class. Interestingly, this made 
Ashley really uncomfortable, she didn’t know what to do with this “new 
Steve”….because she might actually WANT a relationship that isn’t intimate on a 
human level. This opened up all kinds of territory with the audience. When Joe 
arrived, this Steve recognized him from the employment scene. A VERY sensitive 
Steve. How does he get this way? By somehow letting go of his judgments. We 
agreed that this was very hard for this privileged white guy to do, but if he 
COULD…not only a healthier relationship – but Joe doesn’t end up out in the bar. I 
could feel the audience processing….processing….the small human moments that 
translate into our lives.  
 
There was a great deal of enthusiasm after the show and lots of people saying 
they’d get on their Facebook and tell everyone they know….hoping it builds. 
 
October 26, 2011 
 
A two show day. 34 people at the matinee and 31 at the evening show – very quiet. 
 
The afternoon was a pretty good run and the Forum was very smooth and 
energized. It seems like a long time ago now – hard to remember the interventions. 
 
This evening a woman asked if she could replace one of the voices when Joe tries 
to smudge. This hasn’t happened yet, but I anticipated it would. She played the 
grandmother voice – “Joe – you don’t know what it means to be a man….you’ll 
always be a boy”…and transformed it into a voice that tries to convince him to BE 
a man and a role model….but….she remained ethereal. Her intention was never 
physicalized, she never touched him…she never became real for him….and he ran 
away from her. It was fascinating to watch her strong desire and good intention 
never manifest in physical action – only nice words.  
 
There was a woman there tonight who came to me after and said she had got to the 
show by accident. She and her friend had wanted to see “Debt – the musical”…but 
it was sold out….ironic…and so they had remembered that this was on. They loved 
it and will bring all her colleagues.  
 
October 27, 2011 
 
46 in the house. I made an experiment getting into the Forum. I’ve been bringing 
the cast out and asking the audience to identify how they witness the cast build 
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walls inside themselves, between each other….this takes about 15 minutes to do. 
While everyone agrees that it is a really good way to ground the audience in 
thinking about the characters, it also robs us of precious Forum time, which, 
because of the length of the play, is already really short. I cut it today and that felt 
OK. 
 
The first intervention was something that has never happened. A woman wanted to 
replace Ashley when she is talking with her Auntie. I think she just wanted to make 
the conversation different, but….I asked Brandy to play Auntie and so the woman 
actually had to deal with Auntie. This changed everything….and she was unable to 
convince Auntie to let her off the hook. I asked the audience if they had any ways 
to create the bridge…and still respect Ashley’s need to protect herself. There were 
various ways people thought she could compromise…NONE of these involved 
Auntie backing off.  
 
A woman replaced Amina with Tanner after dinner. She tried to accept Tanner, 
although Tanner saw through her doubt. This opened up a conversation about how 
the Tanner character challenges the binary lens through which we see the world: 
male or female (even when fluid orientation is considered), good and evil, right and 
wrong, oppressor and oppressed… 
 
A woman from the media, ArtThreat replaced Steve when Ashley, Steve and Joe 
argue. She had the good sense to leave when she realized that Joe and Ashley 
needed to deal with private things. This opened up a territory of “the white guy” 
knowing when it is important to back off…an idea that this audience seemed to 
appreciate a lot. It will be interesting to see what she writes. 
http://artthreat.net/2011/10/us-and-them/ 
 
October 28, 2011 
 
51 people and a challenging evening – the most challenging so far. 
 
The run itself was pretty good – the show is, for the most part settling in. I have 
some notes for the cast regarding keeping the riots embodied…not rushing some 
scenes and not slowing down others…intentions that are fading or transforming. All 
this is usual in a long run. 
 
When I came back after the Forum the audience was so quiet….even more than 
usual, although about 80% raised their hands when I asked about connection and 
recognition. As I started to explain what we were going to do a woman in the 2nd 
row, House Left – asked if there was someone other than me who could facilitate 
the event. This took me by surprise, of course, not much had happened yet. I 
explained that there wasn’t and tried to regain my balance – not knowing what I 
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had done to get this response, other than what I suspected, which was being a 
white, late 50’s man. This was a hard way to start….hard for me to ‘throw off’. 
 
The night before the interventions started in the first few seconds. This night the 
silence was deafening. Normally I am not afraid or uncomfortable in silence – it is 
something I have learned to honour – a space in which people are thinking, 
processing. Finally a woman yelled stop. She replaced Amina and tried to reach 
out to Ligaya on the bench. It was a nice activist moment. I was really off-balance, 
though and don’t think I Joked it all that well. 
 
Then the silence came back. Very unusual once the ice has been broken…I 
commented on that with this audience and gave them a nudge and there was 
another intervention and then, after that…the woman who asked for a different 
Joker yelled stop! She wanted to replace Amina when the phone rings and it is 
Ligaya…when Tanner is there for dinner. No one had done that in any Forum yet. 
She thought it might be ‘breaking a rule’…I told her rules were meant to be broken 
and she smiled. She ended up doing a lovely intervention that went on for some 
time. I had Ligaya actually make the call so they could play a scene…something 
that the woman didn’t expect happened. Tanner insisted on either being there 
alone together, or leaving so Ligaya could come. This forced the new Amina to 
make a choice, and she chose Ligaya – someone she knew better…someone closer 
to being “family”, she explained later.  
 
Now a man yelled ‘stop’ and replaced Tanner. I asked the new Amina to stay and 
she agreed.  I do this when a “stop” happens inside an intervention, believing that 
this second layer of intervention is being inspired by something new audience 
member is doing. The man came on stage saying he might not do well…he’s a 
hockey player….not an actor…and he dug his heels in as Tanner, saying Amina 
was doing to him what everyone does, and he thought she was different. The new 
Amina told him that she’d love him to stay and visit with Ligaya, but she couldn’t 
say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to this for him, he had to decide himself. It was all filled with so 
much complexity. 
 
As I’m writing this, I think I missed numerous opportunities via the double-layered 
intervention to make “us and them” linkages…like us all, I guess I have to accept 
that I can have a bad night. It was great, though, the journey that the woman who 
wanted a different Joker went on. We chatted a bit after – she asked me if I needed 
a hug. I did, and we did…and she was also straightforward and said she was upset, 
after the play, that I was white. (She was also, I believe, white.) I told her I actually 
did understand that challenge, being asked to work in so many communities of 
colour…and being confronted with that issue….but that I realized long ago I 
couldn’t (and won’t) apologize for who I am. She responded, without overt hostility, 
that maybe I should. Challenging….in a dialogue about Us and Them. 
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There were other interventions this night, the last one from a woman who replaced 
the Employer with Amina – again, something no one has ever done – and she tried 
to navigate him explaining that he’d like to bring her to the front and that other 
people stand in his way, and he WILL deal with it. I asked the audience if (agree or 
disagree with the Employer, if they understood his fear – many did.) I asked Connor 
(the Employer) what it was he was afraid of and he talked around the issue of 
perceptions of the hijab. I asked him if he was going to actually say what the 
employer is thinking and he said ‘no’. This took me into territory of being able to 
say that, in my experience, we are afraid to have this conversation in the open. The 
woman who intervened, then got articulate about explaining…as a Middle Eastern 
woman herself – although not veiled – she understands the stigma and how people 
react to the hijab as a symbol of something they don’t understand but turn into 
‘terrorism’.  
 
A lot of appreciation at the end of the evening. 
 
October 29, 2011 
 
30 people tonight. Difficult night, I know - Halloween Party week-end, but half of 
these must also have been vouchers, meaning a 13% ticketed house and probably 
the same last night. Houses are not building. 
 
Still, we had a really good show and a wonderful Forum tonight – perhaps the best 
Forum we’ve had. I made a very conscious choice to have fun tonight. I changed 
some of the wording of my invitation – extended it to “building a bridge to create a 
sense of “us” instead of “them”. The audience co-operated, bring numerous 
emotionally connected interventions onto the stage.  
 
A young woman replaced Amina when she and Ligaya are on the bench. This 
Amina tried to reach out to Ligaya but got more than she bargained for. Ligaya 
wanted real help, with getting money to send home, not just a ‘conversation about 
souls’. When the audience member came face to face with this…all she could offer 
was to walk away, with tears in her eyes. A poignant moment of trying to create an 
imagined ‘us’, but instead reinforcing a ‘them’. We got to talk about other options 
faced with this reality – of meaning well, but not having the resources to actually 
offer practical help.  
 
Another woman replaced Ashley with Tanner, in the street, near the end of the play. 
She opened herself up, allowing Tanner to see that she, too has problems and also 
with family – something no one has done. Tanner responded to this by looking 
beyond himself and trying to take care of her – a moment of bonding…and then 
Joe arrived. This forced the new Ashley into the tug of war that the character faces 
between family and her client (who she now called her friend). Joe took her to task 
over making Tanner more important than her brother but she navigated this with 
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grace – reminding Joe that he is family and they will always be connected. Joe 
heard this somehow, and although he still told her to fuck off and left…he also 
agreed, later in conversation, they would weather the argument. The result? No 
beating and a closer bond between Ashley and Tanner. 
 
Another woman (all women tonight) replaced Ashley in the scene with Steve. She 
tried to gently help him understand his racism while accepting the TV with grace, 
and reminding him she did not, under any circumstances, want beer in the 
apartment. A lot to ask of Ashley – to be the educator of her boyfriend, but the 
intervener mentioned this was very close to home. She is married, she said, to a 
white guy (she was Chinese) and it happens with people one loves, she said. She 
was doing so well, I asked Joe to come in. The texture was so different. Steve and 
Ashley were in the middle of ordering food. Steve invited Joe and the guys agreed 
on ribs from a place they both knew. Joe did get to giving Ashley the bus ticket. 
The new Ashley played this very well and knew how hard it was to go home, and 
why. She and Joe agreed on an innovative solution - that they would go together, 
and it would be VERY finite. No beating tonight – for Joe, anyway….hard to know 
if Tanner would still find someone. 
 
In closing, I asked the very appreciative audience what they might be taking away. 
Some very eloquent responses – the ones that stick are:  a woman who said that 
she was inspired tonight to really confront the prejudices and assumptions inside 
herself; and another that seeing people go onto the stage and engaging so 
courageously, has really shown her the power of ‘acting’….not on the stage, but in 
real life – of not being complacent, thinking things are OK or that it is someone 
else’s responsibility to fix things; one must do so one’s self. 
 
October 30, 2011 
 
A two show day. We had 106 people at the matinee. Great, and shocking, really. 
Its all kind of upside down. The matinees are $10.00. The run was good this 
afternoon and then the Forum really, really quiet – especially considering how 
many people were there. It is hard for me now to remember interventions. 
 
This evening the house was very small again – 27 people. The show was tired – the 
emotional bottom kind of fell out of it, moments missed. We are at the end of a 
hard week – although, as Connor (actor) says, there should be no excuse for this. I 
agree. 
 
The Forum tonight was very volatile, in a way we haven’t had yet. Tonight, for 
some reason, focused two or three times into Amina, and each time was less than 
generous with the character. People expressing views that as an immigrant, she 
should be grateful for just having a job, that the hijab (and the burka) are symbols 
of oppression…a woman in the audience disagreed, voicing an opinion regarding 
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cultural difference and some women in burka choosing to wear them…. it was 
fascinating that in the interventions in which people replaced the Employer in the 
‘Amina gets marginalized’ scene (this happened twice) both tried to skirt around 
Amina’s concern about the Hijab being an issue (citing the economy as a reason to 
keep her in the back…as an immigrant she should be grateful…) – no one would 
deal with her concern about keeping her in the back being about the hijab being a 
manifestation of her faith and what customers might think – although the prejudice 
was apparent in the audience. Of course I pointed this out a few times, saying it 
was my job to reflect this back…poke at them….in a dialogue about Us and Them 
the divisions that were being created were, I believe, obvious to many. We did 
see/hear a Canadian truth tonight – reflected in audience members who would 
APPEAR to be more open than they actually are – a trait that I think is, in fact, very 
Canadian. 
 
Amina handled this with some grace. I didn’t get a chance to check in with her 
after the Forum – I got held up in the theatre. I texted her to see if she is OK and the 
response back was: “do it and let go – no way to convince her. Thanks for 
checking in.” 
  
There were other interventions – A woman replaced Ashley and opened up a 
possibility with Steve to talk about family and alcoholism – something that scared 
him a lot but is also something these two really share. This changed, very much, 
the texture that Joe came into. She took a big risk – the audience agreed, and it 
paid off in creating a sense of “us” across cultures that often don’t understand each 
other. 
 
People came to me after so excited about what had happened in the theatre tonight. 
a couple from Calgary was there – they had come to a homelessness Power Play I 
did in Calgary a couple of years ago and got wind that this was on while they are in 
Vancouver. A young theatre student expressed his inspiration at how the evening 
dug below the surface… tonight was provocative, and I hope (one can hope) that it 
confronted people with themselves and will help them see themselves and others 
in a new context. 
 
We have a much needed day off tomorrow. 
 
November 1, 2011 
 
“Us and Them was breathtaking, encouraging and empowering.” 

Justina Kausylaite, audience member 
 
26 people tonight. The show feels like it is drifting. I took notes and will go over 
them with the cast tomorrow. The moments are there, but we are losing emotional 
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resonance. I have to find a way to reconnect the cast to the material. Unfortunately, 
we have 2 shows tomorrow and so we don’t have a lot of time.  
 
There is a correlation between the emotional depth of any show and the emotional 
depth of the resulting interventions. This was the case tonight. A small and quiet 
house – I worked with them as gently as I could – in fact, I may have made some 
errors in this direction, talking early about how, because of the house size, I didn’t 
want them to feel exposed.  
A woman replaced Amina and reached out to Ligaya in the final scene…and got a 
surprise – that Ligaya was angry with her. Ligaya felt abandoned by Amina. We 
talked about the phone, and missing the phone call, which led to the next 
intervention, by another woman, who went into Amina’s apartment and answered 
the phone when Ligaya called. 
 
The intervener navigated this well, suggesting that Ligaya wait for an hour and meet 
her at the café. This allowed an hour with Tanner. What this opened up, was the 
question of how Amina (and all of us) try to take care of ourselves while we are 
taking care of others. Where do we draw boundaries? Is a “me” and a “them” 
necessary and healthy? If “me” isn’t healthy, can we have a healthy “us” at a 
human level; at regional, national, international levels? 
 
We had an intervention we often have – someone replaced Steve and saw through 
Joe’s criminal record. There was a disagreement in the audience about whether 
Steve would do this – most figured he could – a few thought not. But people do 
hire people with criminal records, even though people in the current Federal 
(Conservative) Government seem to want to make that harder.  Of course if Steve 
can do this early in the play, it changes all kinds of trajectories for 
characters/people around him. Giving Joe a chance turns into a big moment. 
 
November 2, 2011 
 
What a difference a day makes…..such a roller coaster. I had a good chat with 
Mutya (Outreach and Publicity assistant) and André (Production Manager) today. I 
needed to talk; was feeling so defeated by the small houses and couldn’t figure out 
how to get out of that space. They were great. 
 
When I got to the theatre I sat down with the cast for a talk. In short I made it 
personal to me and explained that from the place we were in the middle of the run 
and with consistently small houses that I was struggling, and if I was, I was pretty 
certain they were, too. I told them that I knew how hard it is to get the energy that 
is necessary for this show ‘up’ for 20 or 30 people, but that I have had to remind 
myself that I can’t penalize the people who are THERE for my frustration at the 
people and/or the circumstances of people not being there. We all had to work 
from this place of generosity together.  
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In the same way that I’d had a difficult night Joking last night – they had had a bad 
run. They knew it. We talked about needing to make sure the emotional integrity of 
the play was solid every show, because if it isn’t – if they back off, think it doesn’t 
matter, then the emotional level/integrity of the interventions also suffers. The 
audience gives us a reflection of what we’ve given them. 
 
Some cast members talked about how hard they are finding this. We processed, 
and I gave them the notes I had taken last night. We talked about the courage it 
takes to be hurt (as characters) on a daily basis. We also cleaned up riot #2 that had 
developed a traffic pattern problem for some reason. 
 
Then – we had 154 people at the matinee, in a 150 seat house. The cast LOVED 
having that energy in the room. All of them really rose to meet the energy of this 
audience and we had a really great and deeply poignant run. We also had a VERY 
lively Forum, with people yelling “stop” seconds into other people’s 
interventions…yelling comments….jockeying to get on the stage. It was a terrific 
energy.  
 
We had 36 people in the evening. Mutya did a really good, very physical warm-up 
with the cast. This is the kind of thing they need. I gave them ONE note for the 
evening show…to do what they did in the afternoon. And they did.  
 
We had another very good Forum tonight with intelligent interventions and also 
comments from the audience – it was like swimming around in friendly (and also 
challenging) water. At both shows people talked about the very concrete things 
they would take away. There was a man who talked at the end about how the most 
important stories focus into human moments and allow people to extrapolate into 
their own lives and world events, from very simple moments – and that this is what 
this production had done tonight. He was right – it DID do that tonight and this 
afternoon. I don’t think it did last night.  
 
Lots of congratulations after both shows to cast members – they really needed this 
today. I am hoping it is a trend….. 
 
November 3, 2011 
 
94 people tonight – a very nice house. Maybe we have broken through. Congrats, 
all. When I asked how many knew Forum it was about 20% - this means a ‘new 
audience’ in there. 
 
The show was a little wonky tonight. The play, somewhat self-conscious. 
Nonetheless, there was a lot of power in the evening. 
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The Forum was very, very lively. Something interesting that happened tonight was 
that a woman replaced Steve in the bar (understanding Steve’s struggle) and put Joe 
through the ringer. This new Steve tried to hire Joe while also being true to Steve’s 
fears. In the end she did. There was a comment from an audience member that he 
thought that while the intervention was great, that no one had acknowledged that 
things the new Steve said were racist. The audience groaned and others said she 
was playing a character and she wasn’t being racist, she was trying to play the 
scene in a valid way, and it is about having a criminal record….the tension grew in 
the room…. 
 
It was a great opportunity to talk about perceptions. Joe DOES go into Ashley’s 
apartment later and name the exchange with Steve as racist: “It’s OK to fuck a 
Native but not OK to hire one”, he says…and so Joe thinks it is racist. If a person 
perceives racism then that is what s/he perceives. We don’t need to agree, but the 
nature of real dialogue is to honour perception – and the person naming the racism 
wasn’t ‘playing’, he was serious. I agreed that racism could be perceived and 
perception makes it real on the receiving end. The man who made the comment 
gave me a ‘thumbs up’ and we moved on. Some of the audience, especially those 
who did not think it was racist, were challenged by this – but in a good way, I think. 
 
A woman replaced Joe when he has the feather and hears the Cops in his Head. 
She asserted her humanity – self-determination, and the voices quieted, slowly.  
 
There were other ‘energetic’ interventions – a man replaced Joe in the scene with 
Ashley, Joe and Tanner. Actually, a woman had already replaced Ashley and tried 
to reach out to Tanner. When our Joe arrived, she quite aggressively told Joe he 
had to understand that he had to wait. Her aggression really pissed him off and she 
lost him – he walked away, not to return. Then the man replaced Joe and took a 
strip off of Ashley, saying family always had to be most important. There was not a 
lot of bridge building going on, just a lot of walls going up.  
 
We had a chance to open this up. The ‘new Ashley’ was falling into a trap, which 
she herself named, of trying to take care of everyone, even Joe, with her aggressive 
behaviour. In trying to take care of everyone, she was insisting they ‘play by her 
rules’. This is also what the ‘new Joe’ was doing. They were on the verge of ripping 
their family apart.  I think we “saw” this, though – and so it became the power of 
the intervention. One of those cases of seeing what not to do that can be so 
valuable.  
 
When I asked what people were taking away, one woman talked about how small 
moments of compassion for others changes the world; another talked about how 
wonderful it is to sit in a place of disagreement and for that to be honoured and OK 
and thinking about practicing that out in the world. There were more. Many people 
gave us a standing ovation tonight.  
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November 4, 2011 
 
103 in the house. So – this is good. I asked people after the show who I talked with 
(about 6) what brought them out. I did this last night, too. All of them said either 
they came with a group – school, other org., or that they got email from a friend 
who saw the show, saying it was great. 
 
I did some work with Tanner before the show – had him reconnect with his love for 
his Dad. And Tanner had a good idea – he asked Dad to tell him – well, in Dad’s 
terms, tell Tamara how much he loved his little girl. Dad was great at this and it 
really helped Tanner, I think. The scenes had become quite forced, Tanner trying to 
convince Dad to love him, instead of wanting Dad’s love that used to be present.  
 
The run was pretty good. The riots were particularly tight tonight. The cast really 
working in unison. Lots of interventions tonight – we could have gone on for a long 
time. 
 
The first was from an elderly woman, who replaced Amina and asked if she could 
wear the Hijab to play the character. This was a really interesting, profound 
moment. Amina loved it and talked after about how it was really a moment of 
reaching out, of trying to understand something from inside. The woman listened to 
Ligaya, made space for Ligaya in the same way, perhaps that she made space for 
Amina inside herself. 
 
There were many interventions for Tanner tonight; a contingent of gay/lesbian/trans 
youth in the room who were very active, trying different ways to reach Dad and/or 
Amina. In one scene with Dad a man yelled stop and wanted to play Dad. He 
navigated the scene in such a way that we could empathize with Dad’s struggle, 
and yet also see Dad make some space for his child. That space allowed the 
audience Tanner to not want EVERYTHING right away. 50/50 said the young guy.  
 
There was lots of heartfelt applause tonight. One thing I need to get a handle on – I 
think I talked too much tonight. There is always a lot to say – the process to explain, 
questions to ask…threads to weave…but, as the Forum progresses and I gather 
more and more information inside me, I have to be careful not to want to “give” it 
all each night. It is hard. 
 
Another standing ovation. If we can average 110 from now on (capacity is 150), 
and have 60% of that be people paying $20…we might actually break even. (I am 
also the producer and this part is important to me.) 
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November 5, 2011 
 
Well – a weird night and a surprisingly smaller house of 57. Saturday nights are 
often weird for Headlines’ shows. It is the night people are out for “entertainment” 
and so the Forums are often strange – but disconcerting that the numbers dropped. 
Tomorrow is a 2 for 1 and will be much more full, I know. 
 
The run was strange tonight, too. Kind of off centre again and then the Forum was 
odd, too. Something I missed in the intro, that I think mattered, was saying: 
 
We went looking for the small, human moments. We were making a play about 
“Us and Them” – but knew we couldn’t make a play about the “big things” – about 
Libya, the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, about Native land claims. We had to make a 
play about the small moments, in which we create the bricks with which we build 
the walls inside ourselves and in between each other that create both the small and 
the larger ‘us and them’.  
 
A woman yelled ‘stop’ right away – it started fast – and replaced Ligaya. She 
wanted to change what she writes “this city has no soul”. I asked her to start inside 
the character’s struggle and it is in what she writes. OK. She wrote it and when 
Amina said, strange, I wouldn’t write that, asked…what would you write? And then 
went on about how she is afraid, and turned to the audience – talked TO the 
audience and asked them to make interventions to help her allay her fear. This 
wasn’t this woman playing a scene; she was now a woman, in the theatre, at a 
Headlines’ show, asking people to make interventions in the Forum. I asked her 
who she was talking to – the cosmos? Them – she said (the audience). They aren’t 
really there…Ligaya is with Amina on Granville Street….and she settled in for a bit 
and played with Amina in a heart felt way.  
 
It was a confusing way to start. In the next intervention a woman wanted to replace 
Joe in the bar…no…with the feather….no…with the scene with Ashley and Joe. 
OK. We set it up and she laughed all the way through it – nervousness, yes…and 
pushed so hard against the two of them trying to convince Steve to give Joe the job 
– because he is entitled…that Ashley turned against this Joe. What was the bridge 
building? I don’t know, she said – it went wrong. Why? Because they wouldn’t 
listen to me. I asked the audience what they saw – of course it was Joe’s anger and 
his inability to control it and a selfishness that came from desperation. We ‘saw’ a 
truth here…and walls going up. 
 
There were also some lovely moments. A young woman (who was in Headlines’ 
“Gimme the Keys” project about 10 years ago25, when she was 14 or 15) replaced 
Amina and navigated the scene with Tanner in such a way that Amina retained her 

                                            
25

 http://www.headlinestheatre.com/past_work/GTK/index.html  
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challenge seeing Tanner as a man, but still tried to open herself up to the possibility 
of accepting him. She didn’t start the scene with I feel sorry for your Dad – 
although she DID understand the Dad’s struggle. She consciously created the space 
for Tanner to be seen, heard, and not insist on getting ‘all or nothing’. No beating 
tonight. 
 
This young woman came to me after with another young woman who was also in 
Gimme the Keys and they both said that after all these years, they are still close 
friends because of it and talk about how it changed their lives. 
 
November 6, 2011 
 
90 people and a nice ‘energy’ in the room.  
 
A woman replaced Steve in ‘Joe looks for employment’ and made her way, very 
slowly, carefully, into hiring him. I asked her if she would come into Ashley’s 
apartment. She did. In our interconnected world, if Joe finds his employer in 
Ashley’s apartment and Steve is now someone who doesn’t judge him immediately, 
Joe’s whole trajectory changes. So does Ashley’s and so does Steve’s. All because 
Joe walks in stronger, more secure, and Steve has taken a risk and learned 
something new about people. 
 
A man replaced the bystander in the scene where Ligaya experiences racism. He 
confronted the customer with his racist action and the customer just confronted 
him back – although later admitted some of it had gone in; he’ll think about it later. 
Then the intervener went to Ligaya and played a very heartfelt scene, in tears, over 
the incident Ligaya has experienced and how he feels responsible and also doesn’t 
know how to stop it. They ended up in an embrace.  Of course this doesn’t do 
anything to stop the typhoon in the Philippines and Ligaya’s responsibilities at 
home, but it gives her strength and let’s her know she is not alone.  
 
This intervention created some controversy in that I commented that one of the 
things the intervener did was deal with the Customer as “us” by going to him and 
trying to make him aware of and responsible for his actions. A man in the front row 
disagreed, saying that the intervener turned the racist customer into “them”. A 
woman in the audince commented that the intervener didn’t confront the man and 
call HIM a racist – he commented on the man’s racist actions. She also mentioned 
that his tears came from a place of understand the role of privilege in 
marginalization. 
 
A woman replaced Dad with Tanner and gave us a beautiful insight into Dad, in 
which he talked about his fear and pain at losing his daughter. I will need a funeral 
to say good-bye to her, he said….me too, said Tanner…both very emotional. 
Maybe we could start by Tanner being your nickname?  
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I asked the audience about Dad and Tanner and if they are not these characters – if 
they are something bigger…who/what are they? ‘Anyone who needs to be 
seen/heard for who they are’. ‘A corporation and environmentalists’. ‘Different 
faiths’. Nice leaps being made in the audience. 
 
Another intervention was by a (self-identified) Muslim woman, replacing Amina 
with Tanner. Important to identify her this way because she knows about the hijab, 
faith, etc. She calmed herself down with Tanner. She put the hijab back on, and did 
so with some compassion for this new friend – in such a way that Tanner was not 
offended. We agreed this is hard for Amina to do – she is in unsafe territory – the 
unknown. In discussion I mentioned that we didn’t need to be Muslim, the scene 
was not necessarily about the Muslim faith. How many of us have been Amina? 70-
80% of the hands went up. 
 
How do we manage having the lens through which we see the world challenged? 
How do we not freak out when it happens, and put up immediate barricades? 
 
We had, I think, good Forum tonight. A day off tomorrow. 
 
November 8, 2011 
 
I thought ticket sales had really picked up and we’d broken through, but there was 
52 tonight. Word of mouth is great, but it is not translating into bigger ticket sales. I 
just don’t know what else we can do.  
 
One of the benches broke in two pieces in the middle of the show tonight. Dorothy 
checks them for integrity before the show, but…..  
 
The PLAY was going well until the bench shattered. I slipped backstage and Amina, 
Joe and I figured out how to get a new one onstage in the 3rd riot, while Steve and 
Ashley managed their scenes with a collapsed bench.  
 
When I got out in front of the audience after the play, and after we’d loosened up a 
bit and the cast came back out, I congratulated them on how well they dealt with it 
- to much audience applause.  
 
Some nice interventions tonight – in usual places, but different approaches. A 
woman replaced the man who observes the racism in the Ligaya deals with racism 
scene. She confronted the customer, who told her to mind her own business and 
then, she did something no one else has done. She asked to talk with a Manager. 
She complained that Ligaya had to deal with so much abuse. The Manager (played 
well by Casper) apologized and said that, of course, they could not control the 
behaviour of customers. But the intervention opened up a conversation about ways 
to support Ligaya by reaching out, being vigilant, speaking up…and also offering 
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support services in workplaces that have employees (marginalized or not) on a 
front line. 
 
A woman replaced Joe with Ligaya in the bar. this Joe ‘used’ Ligaya, in perhaps a 
positive way, to work his way through his addiction – focus on her, recognize that 
the two of them were connected by being in the same place at the same 
time…bought her food…and in doing so, did not end up inside the violence in the 
street. 
 
There were others. Feedback from the audience was very positive. A woman came 
to me after from the media (not certain from where) and asked me if I REALLY think 
there is no “us” and “them”. Isn’t there a “them”….people who do “bad things”. I 
thought before speaking and said to her – you know…someone I loved very much 
was brutally raped. The rape was not, in any way, her responsibility. AND…rapists 
don’t come from outer space. We grow them. Dictators, tyrants, don’t come from 
outer space. We grow them. Even when we are engaged in horrendous 
acts…when/how to we understand that there is no “them”? she thanked me….and 
promised to send me what she writes/records.  
 
http://www.renaandstasia.com/post/12576297335/review-us-and-them 
 
At least half a dozen others came to say thanks and the cast were swamped. 
 
November 9, 2011 
 
111 people tonight. Congrats, all. Tonight and tomorrow are benefitting from a 
large group sale to Citizen U - a project of the City of Vancouver - of 50 or so 
tickets each night.  
 
http://vancouver.ca/mediagallery_wa/mediaroom/videos.aspx?videourl=citizenU.flv
&catid=Events     
 
When we got in we re-blocked Connor’s stomping on the bench in riot #2 and also 
“flying Ligaya” – a move where Iris held onto the side of a bench and Connor 
pulled the bench upright with her on it. Last night, what happened was that Connor 
heard the bench crack when he stomped on it in riot #2 and then it fell apart in the 
Ligaya move, which creates a great deal of torque in the bench leg. The leg 
snapped in two. Unfortunately, we have been using all 4 benches that we have and 
so we don’t know if any have micro-damage or not. Chances are they don’t, but….. 
so we also re-blocked the lovely moment of Ligaya in the hut. Connor now climbs 
on top and goes to one knee, and pounds on the top with his fist instead of 
stomping hard with his feet from a standing position – much less dramatic, but less 
hard on the bench (and potentially Ligaya).  
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The show was pretty solid. The forum started slowly but was lively in the end. 
Some unusual interventions. 
 
A woman replaced Ashley and kicked her racist boyfriend out of her apartment. 
She set a clear boundary for herself. When she came up, she said, is it OK that this 
has nothing to do with Amina and Ligaya? You can go anywhere in the play you 
want, yes. When Joe came, the conversation was very different without Steve. Joe 
didn’t go to the bar; no beating of Tanner. Ligaya and Amina did not get involved 
in the beating. Magic? Nope. Her intervention replacing Ashley, a character who 
never meets Amina or Ligaya, did affect both of them. This is how life unfolds, we 
just have no way to be aware of it. 
 
A woman replaced Steve in “Steve’s Riot” and played a scene with Joe about how 
Steve had a right to his own sense of “messed-up-ness”. Unfortunately, this was at 
the expense of Joe who got portrayed as someone who, because of his anger and 
the way he LOOKS, intimidates people and causes harm to “Steve” simply by being. 
It was fascinating, and insightful, I think, for audience members to witness that this 
is how this woman felt. Late in the evening, a Caucasian woman (relevant this) 
wanted to comment on it and said she’d been very angry about the scene about 
‘white privilege’, and that we had to “own” white privilege…and that regardless of 
circumstance, white people carried privilege that people of colour do not.  
 
Does ‘white privilege’ exist? Of course it does. Is it as ‘cut and dried’ as this woman 
makes it out to be? Not in my opinion, no. I know enough white people to whom 
this does not actually apply - and enough people of colour who live in a very high 
degree of privilege (and have done so their entire lives). In a conversation about “us 
and them”, generic labels are, I believe, part of our problem. 
 
A very young boy…maybe 6 or 8 years old….yelled stop and wanted to replace 
Ligaya in the hut. OK. He knew she was sad and wanted to help her somehow. 
People, he said, had said mean things to her. But he didn’t know what he wanted 
to do. I sat in the hut with him for a while and tried to figure it out, but we couldn’t, 
and so I asked the audience, and we had a conversation about support, services, 
etc. 
 
A young guy replaced Tanner with Dad and did something brilliant. He thanked 
Dad for the opportunities he’d given him and said he wanted to leave the farm, he 
could not stay there anymore. You want to go to college, Tamara? Asked Dad, 
hopefully. Yes….and Dad said he would try to pay for this. The transgendered 
conversation never came up. Agree or disagree, this meant Tanner went off to 
college to live his life, with the “support” of his Dad. Maybe later, when they are 
older, and Tanner returns as a “man”…not a man “in transition”, the conversation 
will be different. Gutsy, this. Our Tanner was impressed. THIS Tanner isn’t 
dragging his father around behind him. He has realized that for him, in order to 
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create an “us”, he has to let go of something that seems too big to let go of – his 
father’s complete acceptance. 
 
November 10, 2011 
 
152 tonight. Great! And a terrific energy in the room. Cleaned up Riot # 2 and put 
Connor back on top of the hut – just not stomping so hard. We all agreed that the 
fist pounding on one knee didn’t work. 
 
A man came to me after the show tonight, marveling at how carefully crafted the 
play is. This was very nice to hear. A woman was wondering about inviting this 
work into post-apartheid south Africa. A few others commented that they wished 
the Forum could have continued for hours.  
 
There were numerous emotional interventions tonight – people engaging from real 
places in their lives, walking into scenes and being surprised. 
 
A man replaced Dad with Tanner and navigated a very real, but generous 
intervention. First was to sit down with ‘Tamara’ and talk. He agreed, after some 
“dialogue” to start calling Tamara Tanner – simply to help his daughter. A step. 
Even though it will create grief for him with his friends. The audience was split 
about whether or not Dad could do this. I asked them, how many had been in 
Dad’s situation somehow…(not necessarily a transgender issue)…about half the 
house. How many adapted? At least half of them. And so…..why not our Dad?  
 
A woman replaced the bystander (Connor) in the Ligaya racism scene – a popular 
place for interventions. She confronted the racist customer, who confronted her 
back, but then she reached out to Ligaya as a “sister” (As Ligaya said.) She told 
Ligaya she was also in the ‘service industry’….and also took various forms of abuse 
from people. This really worked for Ligaya, created a solidarity…helped reinforce 
her sense of dignity. Created an ‘us’. 
 
November 11, 2011 
 
Started at the theatre at 1:00 today, as SHAW was setting up for the web cast 
tomorrow. This went quite smoothly – Mike Keeping is great to work with over 
many years and he brought a good team together. We had some things to figure out 
about sound, Tanner’s complete costume change…how to deal with character’s 
scarves, that sort of thing – nothing major or insurmountable. The webcast setup 
went very well. 
 
148 in the theatre. I am recognizing faces – people coming back for a second and 
sometimes third time. This is pretty interesting and unusual. Also, the people who 
know Forum being 40-50% of the house. This means we are attracting a new 
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audience. I asked people again (after the show this time, I forgot when we were still 
inside the Forum), how they found out about the play. Every one of them said a 
friend had contacted them and raved and said they had to come.  
 
One intervention stands out for me tonight because it was so unusual. An older 
woman (well…around my age?) replaced Ashley’s Auntie, who wants her to come 
home. She really recognized the Auntie’s need for Ashley to come and help her 
brother. I think she may not have counted on Ashley’s heartfelt response of not 
being able to do that, because she had to protect herself from falling back into old 
habits. These two women really talked, though – really went into an emotional 
dialogue and Ashley did something that she does not do easily – she offered to call 
her brother on the phone. I asked Auntie if, having heard this, she was going to call 
Joe and get him to buy Ashley a bus ticket and get it to her. ‘No, I’m not.’ And 
so…Joe doesn’t go to Ashley’s, they don’t have the argument, he doesn’t go to the 
bar, he doesn’t beat up Tanner. Not that it is all Auntie’s fault…but this act of 
listening, of give and take, has ripples that extend throughout the play. 
 
There were numerous moments like this. This project is so different than others in 
this way. It is about the things we think might be inconsequential. Some people 
who have not liked what this is, have criticized it for a message that seems to be 
“we just have to be nice to each other”.  I think that is a simple response to 
something that is actually quite complicated. These two women were not “just nice 
to each other”. Neither got what they wanted and both ended up in real tears. 
What they DID do was make the space to listen and both give something up – in 
order to bridge the gap, the wall, however we want to name it, that turns these two 
family members into “us” and “them”…a divided “me” and “me”.  
 
When I ask audiences what they are taking away, the responses – having witnessed 
and experienced moments like these are very considered and intelligent. People 
confront themselves with taking responsibility for their own assumptions, failings, 
prejudices – so ingrained; and also, for the lens through which we see/hear that 
separates every thing from every other thing. Even when we are not “being nice”, 
recognizing there is no “them” only really “us”, can create a different outcome. 
 
November 12, 2011 
 
Closing night. I hear it went very, very well. The webcast is always a whirl for me. 
So much to think about. 
 
148 again tonight. Audience members asking why there can’t be more 
performances. Of course that is impossible – the set has to be completely out of the 
theatre tonight so that the next show coming in can do Tech Rehearsal tomorrow. 
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There were some lovely interventions. A woman online replaced Tanner, via a web 
actor, (Anna) in the scene with Dad – knowing that Dad would not accept Tanner 
as a man. Both characters played the scene with great emotional integrity – Anna 
navigating Tanner’s way to let go of needing his Dad’s approval. Very emotional in 
the room. How many of us, in order to be healthy, have had to distance ourselves 
from someone? 70% of the room. How does this factor into “us and them” and 
building bridges? In order to be ABLE to have a healthy “us” sometimes we have to 
create the space to work on ourselves.  
 
A man in the audience replaced Amina with Tanner after dinner and really 
navigated the cultural divide. He understood it deep inside him. He was so 
generous and found a way to tell Tanner how uncomfortable it was for this Amina 
to accept that the person she is growing fond of, and believes is a man, has a 
woman’s body. This led to a very delicate scene about gender…between two 
humans, trying to be friends from across a great divide. Tanner did not run out of 
the room…won’t get beaten up tonight. The audience responded with thoughts 
about how this translates into larger pictures of religion, politics, race… 
 
A woman replaced Joe in the bar with Ligaya and “saw” her distress. She asked 
how she was. They started to tell each other about their family problems – from 
such different cultural backgrounds. Joe didn’t go and beat Tanner up. Ligaya didn’t 
get the money she needed to send home, but she was not so isolated. We ARE our 
stories. These two strangers shared something intimate in the bar that changed both 
of them. The audience agreed and I think it was very resonant. You could feel it in 
the room. 
 
A prolonged standing ovation – of course this also has to do with closing – people 
honouring the project, not just this night, I think. Kim Selody, who has been 
Headlines Theatre Officer at the Canada Council for years was there and came to 
me after, insisting that Us and Them has to tour. He’s seen every Headlines show 
for about the last 6 – 10 years and this one, he says has nailed an issue that 
everyone is just now starting to talk about…..on the cutting edge…and is the 
strongest production he has ever seen. He was insistent. The set is being destroyed 
and recycled tonight and tomorrow, as it is too big to go into the storage unit, I said. 
Build a new one when it is time – that’s easy, he said. He wants to talk soon. I want 
to sleep now. 
 
Many, many people flooded onto the stage with heartfelt thanks and 
congratulations. It is so strange….I was so very afraid of what we were (or were 
not) making a week before we opened. In the middle of the run, it felt endless. Of 
course this last number of days at the end, with full houses have flown by. Now it 
is over and people are saying it has to continue. Ain’t it the way. 
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We have a party tomorrow night – a time to say thanks to all involved, after the 
Tech Team has finished their clean-up. 
 
The live, interactive webcast looked and sounded great. The SHAW team did a 
very good job.  
 
439 computers logged into the web cast from 18 cities across BC. Canadian 
viewers were also located in Calgary, Saint Albert and Edmonton AB; Regina SK; 
Selkirk and Winnipeg MB; Kitchener, Windsor and Toronto ON; Montreal PQ; in 
the USA: Alameda, CA; Merced, CA; Petaluma, CA; San Francisco, CA; Dayton, 
OH; De Pere, WI; Fort Collins, CO; Goshen, IN; Issaquah, WA; Seattle, WA; 
Olympia, WA; Phoenix, AZ; St. Paul, MN; Other International: Canberra, 
Australia; Cebu City and Zamboanga Philippines; Islamabad, Pakistan; Mexico City, 
Mexico; Osaka, Japan; Singapore; Sunne, Sweden; Tel Aviv, Israel; Tucumán, 
Argentina. 
 
We know from our organizing work that in many instances, people do not watch 
alone and in fact, organize small parties to view the project. We can estimate that 
(439 * 3) * 66% = 869 people watched the play and Forum on the web.  
 
An edited version (edited for time) also aired twice on SHAW Cable in late 
November, 2011. SHAW tells us that up to 15,000 people view a show. Being 
conservative and taking 66%, this would mean another 9,900 * 2 = 19,800 viewers, 
for a total of 20,669 viewers outside the live, theatrical audience.  

Us and Them promos and coverage 
 
Headlines Theatre http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyIA1KXA-tA 
 
WestEnder (WE) http://www.westender.com/articles/entry/stage-preview-us-and-them  
 
Megaphone newspaper http://megaphonemagazine.com/magazine/326/staging-
solutions-headlines-theatre-aims-to-bridge-the-gaps-between-us 
 
The Filipino TV station. Starts at 1:45 http://ica2012.univie.ac.at/ 
 
ArtThreat http://artthreat.net/2011/10/us-and-them/  
 
Jewish Independent  http://jewishindependent.ca/Archives/Dec11/archives11Dec16-
08.html 
 
Vancouver is Awesome http://vancouverisawesome.com/?s=%22Us+and+Them%22 
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Us and Them audience and media Quotes 
  
“Us and Them made me realize that despite the walls, despite our past, present, or future, 
we are all connected as humans and when more and more people realize this, more and 
more walls will start to come down. All the actors were equally exceptional but as a 
Filipina myself, I feel it is important to let Iris Paradela-Hunter know that her performance 
really moved me on a personal level and that in a small but important way she is a heroine 
to all Filipinos for making known our plight and struggle that too many of us share. Great 
production!” 

Elaiza Datar, audience member 
 

“Us and Them left me with a greater understanding of our current political and social 
landscape in Vancouver and Canada. "Us and Them" resonated with me and my own 
immigrant experience, and made me think of the boundaries others have erected to guard 
themselves.”  

Roselyn Tam, Vancouver Observer, Oct. 23, 2011 
 

“…you had me soul-searching about my own attitudes and experiences from beginning to 
end. Congratulations on Us and Them and on 30 years of ground-breaking and relevant 
work.” 

Rae Ackerman, Director of Vancouver Civic Theatres 
 
“I thought that the play was very emotional and is really reflective of how we perceive 
others around us without any knowledge of the others’ thoughts or feelings. We (all of us) 
do not see others as human beings; how do we make the situation better with out exposing 
our own prejudices and perceptions?” 

Larry Grant, Musqueam Elder 
 

“The actors were amazing, and I really admired how David lead the audience through the 
process! It was truly inspirational, and reaffirmed my ambitions toward using this type of 
theatre with young people!” 

Kim Sholinder, Audience member 
 
“Us and Them was incredible.  The use of image projection was fantastic and it really 
stirred up a lot of emotions in me.  I found the characters all extremely easy to relate to 
even though I haven't shared all of their experiences.  Emotionally, it translated 
beautifully.”      Ashley Aron, audience member 
 
“Us and Them is a play about Vancouver, and you may find yourself in this roller coaster 
of a story. Theatre really can be a tool for social change. Use it, live it, pass it on. Us and 
Them is a gift from Headlines to all of us. Thank you!”   Molly Caron, audience member 

 

“Us and Them is a truly inspiring play and the audience contributions afterwards very 
moving!   David Diamond is an extraordinarily talented and dedicated facilitator.”  
       Susan Swanson, audience member 
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“Us and Them” has stuck with me for days. It isn't just a play, it is an experience that has 
the power to shift your way of thinking. 

Reallysurreal – an ‘anonymous’ quote on the Art threat blog: 
http://artthreat.net/2011/10/us-and-them/  

 

“I would recommend that everyone go see (Us and Them) because it really says a lot about 
how we interact with others, and society as a whole. We were told to focus on the little 
details that were catalysts for larger events in the play, and as we changed one, all the 
others changed as well. Us and Them – it will have you re-examining the entire way in 
which you see the world.” 

Flavia Kajoba, ENGAGE: SFU Volunteer Services Blog 
 
“The situations that arise (in Us and Them) make anyone with a sense of compassion and 
justice ache as they observe the narrative take on the subject of discrimination and how it 
creates struggles for those it perpetrates. The second half of the play opens up the room for 
dialogue in a style known as “forum theatre”, originally conceived in Brazil to empower 
oppressed members of society, mostly Indigenous. Don’t let the interactive component 
scare you away! Participation is voluntary and the content is so engaging in its fearless 
portrayal of stigmatization, something First Nations people know all too well, that even 
wallflowers might be surprised by a willingness to contribute or even step on stage!” 

Chandra Melting Tallow, Siksika, Redwire Native Youth Media 
 

“Us and Them blew me away!! The best of both theatre and political work - beautiful and 
sophisticated and provocative... I was struck by the sophistication of the characters, and 
the calibre of their acting, as well as the music, visuals, and choreography - altogether a 
remarkable, complex, and rich means to explore intersecting, pervasive, and yet ever-
elusive issues. ”     Emily Beausoleil, audience member 
 

“Us and Them was breathtaking, encouraging and empowering.” 
Justina Kausylaite, audience member 

 
“Us and Them was a very moving, thought-provoking, powerful and entertaining 
experience.”     Alison Beaumont, audience member 
 
“I took my daughter and her boyfriend to Us and Them and must tell you what a fantastic 
experience it was. The interactive portion of the performance was perhaps the best part of 
a delightful evening. Good luck on your next work of art, I look forward to seeing and 
perhaps being an interactive audience member.” Barry Robertson, audience member 

 
"If you see only one play this year, may it be Us and Them.  If we all saw it, we might just 
be a kinder, gentler people". 

Tamara Slobogean, Associate Producer, Citytv Vancouver 
 

“Thank you again for bringing tickets for us to hand out (at Union Gospel Mission). I talked 
with a couple of our guests who really enjoyed the show. I know that Peter was actually 
given the opportunity to go to the BC Lions game on Saturday and then went to the play on 
Sunday. Today, when I asked him about his weekend, he talked as though not even the BC 
Lions game could compare to how much he enjoyed Us and Them.” 

Conner Hildahl, Union Gospel Mission 
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“Thanks for the ticket (to Union Gospel Mission)! I found that the issues addressed, and the 
way that they expounded on the negativity between “Us and Them”, were very relevant. 
Though there is much negativity around these issues, the theatre exposed them in a very 
positive manner. I really enjoyed the fact that they included the audience, that it was an 
interactive play. It even allowed me the opportunity to get up on stage and provide my 
input! My friend’s couldn’t believe that I was up on stage.”    

Kenny W., audience member  
 
“Us and Them was excellent. The issues were very relevant, especially for this 
neighborhood. It touched on issues that make us feel lonely and depressed – these are 
things that people down here feel quite a bit.”  Brian B., audience member 
 

“Us and Them. I’ve been thinking about this concept all day. I believe this play is a 
jumping-off point for a larger dialogue on the inner workings of man and our continued 
search for self-acceptance and love. If thinking is what you’re after, check out this 
production.”  Anastasia Koutalianos, Immigrants Don’t go to Therapy, CJSF 90.1FM 
 
“I found Us and Them moving, fascinating and enlightening.  A terrific evening and much 
appreciated.”     Marcus Handeman, audience member 
 
“Us and Them was very moving and powerful.  I was impressed with the authentic acting 
of the cast and also by the interventions of audience members. Very powerful. The 
audience felt like a community, too. I always feel changed by contact with Headlines and 
Theatre for Living.”    Faune Johnson, audience member 
 
“I watched Us and Them yesterday. When as a person I look at this, it calls for dialogue 
between 196 nations around the world. Nations who have their own beliefs and faiths 
through which people live their lives. The dialogue is so deep that there is no end to it, and 
in 45 minutes you have portrayed it all. Us and Them was not about Canada but the 
intensity of freedom that people can feel in Canada so people’s voices can be heard 
around the world. I Hope it will give insight to people about what is so important in this 
universe.”     Saeideh Nessar Ali, audience member 

 
“The (Us and Them) experiment in emotional problem solving was mind-blowing!” 

Karim Ratib, audience member 
 

“Thank you for providing the opportunity for all of us concerned with issues of social 
justice and human rights to participate in Us and Them. The art and creativity of Headlines 
Theatre initiates and supports community dialogue for social change and human rights 
which reflects the praxis of Martin Luther King's wisdom “Injustice anywhere is a threat to 
justice everywhere.” Best wishes for continued success.” 
William Booth, Community Liaison Manager, Literacy Lives Project, Community Education 

Program, Simon Fraser University. 
 

“There's something unique for me about the Us and Them production. Many of Headlines' 
shows explore an external manifestation of personal, societal and cultural disconnection - 
water privatization, homelessness, racism, violence, commercialization of education and 
the list goes on. All of that work has been timely and powerful. 
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What I felt last night was that I was witnessing and experiencing work that is a culmination 
of all that's come before - a distillation at some level of so many other issues which are 
symptoms of our dislocation and segregation from one another. The “Us” and the “Them”; 
the play felt like it was about everything at once, while being manifested in the most 
human and simplest of moments and relationships. 
 
Thank you to all of you for your courage and generosity in bringing us with you on that 
journey.”    Kevin Millsip, audience and Board Member 
 
“I can not think of any words, which properly could express how I feel  about the play, Us 
and Them I saw yesterday. It was breathtaking and very familiar, because many situations 
shown in the play were quite universal. I even caught myself with tears in my eyes in a few 
moments. I enjoyed the play very much!  For me, and i hope for others too, Us and Them 
is encouraging and empowering. The latter may sound a bit weird, but I think people need 
to be reminded and encouraged continually  to start behaving better and with more 
compassion in order to make some difference in the world. We start caring about only our 
business and routine too fast and then miss the opportunities to help others, which might 
be done in very simple ways  and might have a much bigger impact on peoples‘ lives than 
we usually think (as we saw in the play and in the dialogue after). And that is exactly what 
you do,  “Headlines Theatre“. You raise questions and dig deep, you remind what being a 
human is all about.”    Justina Kausylaite, audience member 

 
Feedback about the live, interactive webcast 
 

“I am very glad I was able to watch the web cast of Us and Them, because even though 
I'm thousands of kilometers away I felt like I was there in the theatre. It is an absolutely 
wonderful format, and the webcast with the interactive chat room is an extremely good 
idea. Very powerful themes and story, and the ability to alter the scenes at the end, and 
then seeing what those small changes do to effect the story as a whole, and thus society as 
a whole, is eye opening to say the least. All of the people who came up on stage were 
incredible too, at first I was a bit skeptical about how that would work, but it is amazing 
how people put themselves out there for everyone to see, I was stunned. It is something 
that will always stay in my mind, and I look forward to the next production.” 

Stephen Prevost, web cast viewer from Winnipeg, MB 
 

“I watched the live broadcast of Us and Them tonight, and was just taken aback by the 
energy, the interaction, the clarity of the work, and the poignant lessons that came through. 
It's SO amazing to see the interventions because it affirms my belief that we all have a 
humanity within us. It reminds me that because of life experiences and what we do to 
'create' racism, our humanity sometimes gets buried. I can't imagine how empowering it is 
for those offering interventions to also have a voice and show their humanity.  
  
The work you are doing is very important and powerful - particularly to help us remember 
our humanity, to nurture it and channel it positively through all we are and do in 
life. When we can experience the process of channeling our humanity through art, we can 
come back full circle to ourselves. It helps us understand ourselves, and shows us creative 
ways to be able to apply those same learnings/values/humanity through our deeds and 
words. In that way all of life becomes an artistic endeavour through which we can direct 
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our humanity. In even difficult moments, to be able to make art, especially with others, 
allows us to transform the negativity into something more positive. 
  
The live broadcast was amazing. So clear. Audible. Shaw did a great job. And it was so so 
so neat how it worked out so well with the live and on line interventions. Very cool!” 

Hussein Janmohamed, web cast audience member 
 

“I watched the webcast of Us and Them with a mix of nostalgia, disbelief and excitement. 
First of all, I have to say that it look terrific on my computer screen, well lit, etc. I then 
plugged it to my plasma TV and voilà! What a show! The music, wow!!! Very powerful. 
Amazing intro with the First Nations dance and then the overlap with the riots, etc. Really 
exciting. I couldn’t believe I was watching a Headlines’ webcast from Mexico!! At the 
beginning I had a fear the play was going to center too much on the immigrant story and 
so become the “us against them” but then the way the other stories interwove was truly 
lovely. Tanner’s Morning scene… I almost cried, I think it was so brave and bold, so 
human. For me, the chaotic scenes projected on the screen, were a manifestation of the 
chaos inside: what’s inside is recreated outside. A formidable metaphor, I felt. Congrats to 
everybody.” 

Dafne Blanco, past-Outreach Coordinator, webcast audience-member in Mexico 
 
“I just watched the live webcast of Us and Them. I have seen every new work Headlines 
has produced for the last 6 years or so, and am reshaped by every experience. I wanted to 
write you this time to say how moved I was. Moved by the emotional and intellectual 
commitment it takes to do this work, to change as a person, to do that with others. To 
grow, in real time, inviting us to join you. To explain to us the terms and then have faith in 
us - to compose solutions and break down walls, to change lives, to do this work with you. 
I so appreciate the role of the actors and their reading the moments and deciding 
constantly how to respond and push the scene further ahead. I also truly appreciate 
David's meaning making, or rather, the questions he asks of us to make meanings of what's 
happening on stage as the play is re-written by audience members and actors. We are 
rehearsing for life. And life lived symbolically is life lived, life under our belts - we leave 
the theatre having become those solutions. My sincere thanks to you all for this vital gift.” 

Kirstie Lang, web cast audience member in Vancouver BC 
 

 “Thanks for the marvelous opportunity to be emotionally involved in what happened 
tonight with Us & Them....from all the way across the province in southeastern BC, the W. 
Kootenay village of Kaslo...thanks for those who believed & made it possible, for I no 
longer live in Vancouver, & have missed Headlines Theatre!  Us and Them is a powerful 
portrayal by all who prepared the play & who intervened, & David D who so graciously & 
perceptively guided the learnings! Hurray for all of you there!  You can feel you've offered 
a great service to humanity!  Karen Pidcock, webcast audience member in Kaslo, BC 

 
“The Us and Them web cast was amazing. The scene of Tanner getting dressed was 
beautiful - I imagine ever more so in person – just a really touching, moving scene and I 
felt like even just that quick glimpse into Tanner's life helped me understand so much 
more (about transgender issues) and think so much about everything. Congratulations on 
an amazing performance to everyone involved.”   

Emma Tarver, web cast viewer in Calgary, AB 
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"I just got done watching the Us and Them webcast. The play is fantastic. I'm so glad I got 
to see it. I wish I had it recorded somehow so I could watch it again or show it to people." 

Kayla Overkill, web cast viewer in Fountain Valley, CA 
 


